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PREFACE 

This is the first report presenting results from Research Project 

3- 8-79-251, entitled "Deployment of a Digital Road Profilometer." The study 

has two primary objectives: (1) to provide continuing support to the Texas 

State Department of Highways and Public Transportation (SDHPT) in all 

projects requiring profilometer data and (2) to assist SDHPT in the purchase 

and adaptation of a new digital profilometer system while insuring that 

Maysmeter calibration and other projects are not adversely affected by the 

transition to the new hardware. 

The Surface Dynamics Profilometer (SDP) was originally developed under 

Research Studies 3-8-63-73, entitled "Development of a System for High-Speed 

Measurement of Pavement Roughness," and 3-8-71-156, entitled 

Dynamics Road Profilometer Applications." 

"Surface 

A significant result of these studies was the development of a set of 

equations which can be used to predict a serviceability index that is based 

on road profile statistics. Present Serviceability Ratings (PSR) had been 

obtained from a 1968 subjective rating experiment on Texas roads; then the 

profile-based Serviceability Indices (SI) made it possible to interpret 

profilometer data in quantitative terms that relate more directly to ride 

quality or roughness. One of those indices, SI2, has served for a number of 

years as a relatively stable reference statistic for calibrating the SDHPT 

Maysmeters. 
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This report describes work by The University of Texas at Austin's Center 

for Transportation Research (CTR) to upgrade the existing Maysmeter 

calibration program by developing an improved profile statistic for use as a 

calibration standard. S12 was not an optimal reference, primarily because of 

the presence of long wavelength roughness components that are not measurable 

by the Maysmeter. The new statistic, which results from a Maysmeter 

simulation that is based on Root-Mean-Square Vertical Acceleration (RMSVA), 

allows more accurate calibrations and will be more easily adapted to on-board 

computation with the new digital profilometer that was delivered in 1982. 

The authors are pleased to acknowledge the work of Maitree Srinarawat, 

who assisted in much of the original data analyses through which the relevant 

RMSVA indices were derived. Also appreciated is the kind assistance of the 

State Department of Highways and Public Transportation representative, Brad 

Hubbard (D-10 Research), who furnished the Maysmeter data crucial to this 

study and who was first to point out certain deficiencies in the original 

calibration program. 

Finally, special thanks are due to the CTR staff members who 

participated in this project, especially to Prentiss Riddle for his progranuning 

efforts and Elaine Hamilton, Barbara Allen, and Lyn Gabbert for their typing 

and proofing of the manuscript. 

David W. McKenzie 

W. Ronald Hudson 

Clyde E. Lee 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of profile statistics from designated road sections has proved 

to be an effective method of Maysmeter calibration. For best results, the 

statistic used must be tailored so that it quantifies what Maysmeters, as a 

class, actually measure regardless of the intended use of the measurements. 

For this purpose, a family of profile summary statistics based on the 

concept of Root-Mean-Square Vertical Acceleration (RMSVA) was developed. 

Some of these statistics have been found to correlate strongly with Maysmeter 

response. Moreover, the relationships are linear, much as the relationships 

between different Maysmeter units are linear. When selected RMSVA indices 

are combined to form a serviceability index representing "Maysmeter 

roughness," an effective calibration standard results. This RMSVA-based 

reference, termed S1V, exhibits distinct advantages over the profile 

statistic (S12) used previously for calibration. 

First, because of its higher correlation with Maysmeter readings, S1V 

allows more accurate calibrations; that is, two Maysmeters calibrated at 

different times are more likely to agree when measuring the same road. 

Second, because of its relative simplicity, S1V is a more consistent and 

precise measurement of roughness when considered as a pro f ilometer 

measurement. The repeatability of measurements, as shown by pairs of 

successive profilometer runs and also by consistency on sections that change 

very slowly, is much improved. Since it is less sensitive to the 
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characteristics of profilometer hardware and is simple to compute, RMSVA is 

well suited for transition to the new digital profilometer which is being 

purchased by the Texas State Department of Highways and Public Transportation 

(SDHPT). 



SUMMARY 

One of the more important applications of the Surface Dynamics 

Profilometer (SDP) is to provide a stable calibration reference for 

response-type roughness measuring instruments. The latter devices, of which 

the Mays Ride Meter (Maysmeter) is typical, are relatively inexpensive and 

are used by many agencies for routine pavement monitoring. In Texas, a 

Maysmeter is calibrated by running the unit on approximately 30 designated 

flexible pavement road sections near Austin and then using statistical means 

to correlate its measurements with appropriate data obtained on those same 

sections with the profilometer. 

The use of the profilometer as a reference vehicle has avoided the 

difficulty of trying to maintain a "stable" Maysmeter for this purpose; 

however, the problem of relating profile data to Maysmeter measurements must 

be solved if accurate calibrations are to result. 

Two approaches are possible for developing profile statistics suitable 

for both roughness measuring device calibration and general roughness 

evaluation. The first is dynamic modelling of a hypothetical device with 

certain physical constants pre-defined and with sequences of profile 

evaluations taken as system input. For example, the Quarter Car Index (QI), 

which has been used successfully for Maysmeter calibration in Brazil, was so 

developed. Such indices are useful, however, not as simulations of 

particular instruments but simply as profile summary statistics whose 
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required high correlation with the target class of devices must be shown 

experimentally. 

The alternative statistical approach which is described in this report 

is to obtain data from response-type roughness measuring instruments on 

representative road sections and then use regression techniques to select a 

profile statistic which the instruments are capable of measuring reliably. 

In early 1978 a profile statistic which in principal relates to 

root-mean-square vertical acceleration (RMSVA) was investigated for use as a 

road roughness measure. It was able to describe quite well the behavior of 

eight Maysmeters (mounted on five trailers and three cars) all run on the 

Austin test sections in late 1977. A Maysmeter simulation statistic was 

thereby derived. The corresponding serviceability index, SIV, has since 

proved to be a definite improvement over the calibration standard, SI2, that 

was used previously. The latter statistic is based in part on certain power 

spectral estimates to which the Maysmeters are not sensitive. 

For a period of two years, both SIV and SI2 were recorded during the 

quarterly profi1ometer runs of the test sections. Although the overall mean 

and variability of the sections were about the same for both indices, the SIV 

differences between repeated profi1ometer runs were only one-fourth to 

one-third as great as the SI2 differences. Furthermore, SIV is a more 

reliable measurement of roughness, as shown by consistency on sections having 

no major maintenance and experiencing little or no overall change in 

roughness during the period of study. The serviceability of 19 essentially 

unaltered sections declined an average of only 0.2 unit per year. 
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Although SIV was finally adopted as the calibration standard during 

January 1980, it was adopted in a provisional way that did not require 

modification of MRMCAL, the program that processes the calibration session 

data and produces a chart relating raw profilometer readings to 

serviceability estimates. The original version of MRMCAL employs a nonlinear 

regression algorithm. The recommended method is to use a revised program, 

MRMCAL2, to perform a simple linear fitting of the Maysmeter readings to an 

RMSVA-der!ved Maysmeter simulation. 

Although the Maysmeter calibration problem motivated the development of 

RMSVA roughness indices, careful monitoring of the Austin test sections and 

other pavements has revealed surface properties that could never be detected 

by Maysmeters or by devices which reduce roughness evaluations to a single 

number. The RMSVA indices computed from a road profile can provide a 

"signature" that reflects roughness over a broad range of profile 

wavelengths. Distinctive signatures corresponding to certain pavement 

classes or types of deterioration have been tentatively identified and their 

interpretation remains as a promising subject for future research. 





IMPLEMENTATION STATEMENT 

It is recommended that the current SDHPT Maysmeter calibration program 

be fully revised to employ the linear calibration model described herein. A 

new version of the computer program which produces Maysmeter calibration 

tables is presented for replacement of the version now in use. The 

recommended change will simplify existing procedures and will result in more 

accurate calibrations. 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND AND APPLICATIONS OF THE SURFACE 
DYNAMICS PROFILOMETER 

The Texas State Department of Highways and Public Transportation (SDHPT) 

has long had a vital interest in assuring the quality of its road system and 

in predicting pavement performance. To this end, the Surface Dynamics 

Profilometer (SDP) was introduced into the Department in early 1967. This 

system, which includes road profile measuring equipment along with data 

analysis programs that have been developed at The University of Texas Center 

for Transportation Research (CTR), continues to be an essential part of the 

state-wide program for planning, designing, operating, and maintaining the 

highway network. 

As a roughness measuring device, the SDP is unique in that numerous 

roughness and performance statistics can be extracted from the profile data. 

The information can include ride quality or serviceability, evidence of 

various kinds of pavement distress, and even simulations of response-type 

roughness measuring devices. Accurate road profile measurements can be made 

at high speed, and because the measurements are essentially independent of 

vehicle suspension, they have shown to be very stable in time. For this 

reason, the SDP has functioned for the past eight years as the standard 

reference device for calibrating the SDHPT Maysmeters. 

The original profilometer hardware, which is mounted in a 1966 General 

Motors passenger vehicle, records all profile data in analog form. 

1 
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Consequently, a laboratory-based analog-to-digital process is required before 

profile summary statistics can be computed. This equipment, while still 

operational, is soon to be augmented and eventually replaced with a much 

improved digital system, which will provide usable roughness data while still 

in the field and will produce digital tapes for analysis with existing 

computer software. 

SUMMARY OF PAST RESEARCH 

The first SDP purchased by the SDHPT was manufactured by K. J. Law 

Engineering Company under patents of General Motors Corporation. The device 

was purchased in early 1967 after a thorough investigation of existing road 

roughness measuring equipment, as described in Research Report No. 73-1, 

"High-Speed Road Profile Equipment Evaluation." Subsequent to a shakedown 

phase in which various operating problems Were found and eliminated, a road 

profile measuring system was developed which consisted of both the SDP and a 

companion A-D computer facility for converting analog profile data to digital 

form for computer analysis. The details of this system are described in 

Research Report No. 73-2, "A Profile Measuring, Recording, and Processing 

System." Research Report No. 73-4," An Analog-to-Digital System," describes 

the Hewlett-Packard 2115 A-D system that has been operated by the Texas State 

Department of Highways and Public Transportation since 1969. 

In order to obtain a meaningful roughness description from a measured 

road profile, efforts were made to correlate various summary statistics, such 

as slope variance, with Present Serviceability Rating (PSR). PSR is defined 

as the average subjective rating, on a scale from zero to five, of a road's 
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ability to serve high-speed, high-volume, mixed traffic in its present 

condition. In the summer of 1968, two large-scale rating sessions were 

conducted by Center for Highway Research. Representative pavement sections 

were rated by a human panel after the profiles had been measured. A 

discussion of the rating methods and the first PSR prediction equations which 

resulted is provided in Research Report No. 73-3, "Pavement Serviceability 

Equations Using the Surface Dynamics Profilometer." 

Under Research Study 3-8-71-156, improved analytical methods for 

obtaining more realistic and useful descriptions of the road profile were 

developed and much of the computer software which is currently in use was 

written. Improved PSR prediction equations were obtained, and significant 

progress was made toward identifying the profile characteristics which relate 

most directly to different types of roughness. In addition, use of the 

profilometer was extended to a wider variety of research and implementation 

areas. 

In the early 1970's, the Department established a set of priority needs 

for roughness measurements, including the following: 

(1) assessment of pavement performance for maintenance purposes, 

(2) evaluation of the roughness of special pavement sections such as 

bridges and railroad crossings, and 

(3) evaluation and priority determinations of pavement rehabilitation 

methods, both rigid and flexible. 

To help accomplish these goals, the SDHPT acquired a group of Maysmeters 

to function as roughness measuring devices in various locations around the 
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State. Maysmeters respond to road roughness in a way that is dependent on 

vehicle suspension and other factors that may vary over time and between 

devices. Research Report 156-1, "A Correlation Study of the Mays Road Meter 

with the Surface Dynamics Profilometer" (February 1973), documents the 

development of a statistical model for predicting serviceability in terms of 

the Maysmeter roughness measure (inches of axle displacement per mile) for a 

given vehicle. More important, the profilometer-derived Serviceability Index 

(SI) was proposed as a reasonably stable standard against which different 

Maysmeters could be compared. Although the calibration standard SI was 

eventually replaced, the basic calibration procedures introduced at that time 

are still in use at SDHPT. 

In Research Report 156-2, "The Use of Spectral Estimates for Pavement 

Characterization" (August 1973), a method for predicting the serviceability 

in terms of root-mean-square profile wavelength amplitudes is presented. The 

multiple regression model (SI2) contains 22 terms involving power spectral 

estimates extracted from the road profile. The model was considered 

successful in that 89 percent of the road-to-road variation in rating panel 

serviceability data was explained in terms of roughness amplitudes in the 

wavelength range of 8 to 87 feet. The success of the SI2 regression model 

encouraged a deeper investigation into the relationship between roughness and 

serviceability. In particular, this statistic alone was still not adequate 

for answering such pertinent questions as the following: , 

(1) What is the within-section roughness variation? For example, a 

given RMS roughness amplitude could be due to either a single large 

bump or many waves of smaller amplitude, etc. 
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(2) What is the effect of vehicle roll (due to right-left wheelpath 

deviation difference) on ride quality? 

(3) What relationships can be established between specific kinds of 

roughness and known types of pavement distress? 

(4 ) What features of the road roughness do users find most 

objectionable? What are their individual correlations with 

serviceability? 

The research that followed helped to resolve some of these questions. 

This work is described in Research Reports 156-3, "Analysis of Characteristic 

Roughness Patterns in Pavements and the Relationship Between Roughness and 

Pavement Distress;" 156-4, "The Characterizations of Road Roughness on Bridge 

Decks and the Adjoining Pavement," and finally, 1S6-SF, "A Study of the 

Relationship Between Various Classes of Road Surface Roughness and Human 

Ratings of Riding Quality." 

The computer program ROKYRD, which analyzes and plots filtered profiles, 

was an important product of the research effort. Digital filtering 

techniques allow specific profile wavelengths to be isolated and compared. 

Furthermore, frequency distributions in the form of percentile roughness 

amplitudes for each desired waveband are provided, as are the individual and 

combined serviceability estimates. 

In early 1978, CTR again proceeded to investigate various profile 

summary statistics, this time in an effort to devise a better Maysmeter 

calibration standard. One statistic in particular, Root-Mean-Square Vertical 

Acceleration (RMSVA), was able to describe especially well the behavior of 
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the Department's Maysmeters on the calibration test sections. The new 

calibration standard resulting from this work has since proved to be a 

definite improvement over the serviceability index SI2, which is partially 

based on power spectral quantities to which the Maysmeter is not sensitive. 

The development of the RMSVA roughness statistics and their correlation 

with Maysmeters are described in this report, the first produced under 

Research Study 3- 8-79-251, "Deployment of a Digital Road Profilometer." 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE PROFILOMETER 

A brief summary of current or recent SDHPT activities which are typical 

of possible future projects involving the SD Profilometer is given below: 

(1) Maysmeter Calibration - Since early 1973, the SD Profilometer has 

provided, on a regular quarterly basis, the serviceability 

estimates for approximately 30 calibration test sections. A 

particular Maysmeter is calibrated by running it on the test 

sections, then scaling its measurements to fit the most current 

profilometer data. (In this report, the development of an improved 

calibration standard based on profile statistics is described.) 

(2) Evaluation of Construction Methods - By comparing bridge surfaces 

constructed with longitudinal and transverse screening (Study 

3-213), it was demonstrated that the latter process introduced more 

short-wave roughness. In a separate but similar study, the effect 

on roughness amplitudes of ski and tight-string procedures in hot 

mix laying was investigated. 

(3) Roughness at the Bridge-Pavement Interface - Both the magnitude and 

the frequency of occurrence of this problem have been examined by 
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the profi10meter. The goal is to establish a probable cause of 

this roughness and to make recommendations for design and 

maintenance. 

(4) Dynamic Loading of Bridges A computer program DYMOL uses 

profi10meter data to predict the dynamic loading caused by a 

vehicle. This information has been used to suggest suitable speed 

limits on bridges which have experienced sagging. 

(5) Evaluation of Overlay Methods To study the performance of 

asphaltic overlays on CRCP, profiles of test sections in selected 

counties are being monitored on a yearly basis (Project 249). 

(6) Evaluation of Rehabilitation Methods The effect of pressure 

grouting on CRC pavements known to contain voids was investigated 

by examining profiles of test and control sections. The 

statistical sUmmaries provided by ROKYRD indicated that roughness 

in the 25 to 50-foot wavelength range increased 

occurred. This supported other evidence that 

occasionally raised by the process. 

where 

the 

grouting 

slab was 

(7) Implementation of Rehabilitation Methods - The profi1ometer strip 

chart has been used to estimate the quantity of material needed for 

an efficient level-up. Software available for the new digital 

profi10meter will simplify this procedure. 

(8) Pavement Materials - Profi1ometer measurements have been analyzed 

to determine the effect of sulfur-asphaltic mixtures on pavement 

quality. 
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(9) Pavement Distress Mechanisms - On a semiannual basis profilometer 

runs were made in connection with Project 224, "Detrimental Volume 

Changes in Expansive Clays in Highway Subgrades." 

'ADVANCED FEATURES OF THE DIGITAL PROFILOMETER 

In addition to providing continuing support of SDHPT projects requiring 

road profile data, a major objective of Research Study 3- 8-79-251 has been 

the purchase and adaptation of a new digital profilometer to replace the 

existing hardware, which has been in use for more than 10 years. The 

principal operational advantages of the digital model are given below. 

(1) Almost limitless range is provided for digital integration of 

electrical signals. Operating the old profilometer on grades 

sometimes overloads the integrators, thereby creating an artificial 

step in the profile. 

(2) Variable digital filtering is incorporated in the new equipment. 

The profile cutoff frequency set by the operator remains fixed as 

the filtering system adjusts automatically to the speed of the 

vehicle. 

(3) Calculation of various roughness statistics (e.g., Quarter-Car 

Index, RMSVA, etc.) is accomplished on board the vehicle. The main 

processor can be re-programmed, and new programs can be added. 

(4 ) An electric typewriter 

statistics and for 

input-output console 

recording other run 

for printing these 

information will be 
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provided. Also, strip chart output will be available via a 

digital-to-analog conversion system. 

(5) A larger and more functional van houses the equipment. 

(6) A distance measuring system using the left front wheel of the 

profilometer vehicle provides a more accurate speed and distance 

input to the digital recording system. 

(7) Self-calibration and self-checking of system operation are provided 

by programs in the on-board computer. 

(8) A magnetic tape format which represents each profile data point by 

a 24-bit binary number is utilized. This allows for a resolution 

of .001 inch and a range of + 8388.608 inches. 

The new system, with its improved hardware and more compact 

configuration, is expected to be of greater benefit to the field engineer. 

Thus, in addition to serving as a standard calibration device for other 

roughness measuring instruments, the profilometer will be used even more 

extensively as a direct aid for pavement design and evaluation. 





CHAPTER 2. ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE VERTICAL ACCELERATION AS 
A MEANS FOR EVALUATING ROAD ROUGHNESS 

THE MAYSMETER CALIBRATION PROBLEM 

Since early 1973, the Texas State Department of Highways and Public 

Transportation has calibrated its Maysmeters by running each unit 

periodically on approximately 30 pavement test sections near Austin. Each 

calibration session determines a relationship between a particular unit's 

measurements and the serviceability estimates of a Surface Dynamics 

Profilometer. The use of the profilometer as a reference vehicle has avoided 

the difficulty in trying to maintain for that purpose a typical Maysmeter 

whose response characteristics, it is hoped, never change. Instead, one is 

faced with the initial problem of relating Maysmeters to the profilometer. 

For example, one would expect that two Maysmeter trailers, being similarly 

constructed, would respond to more or less the same kinds of pavement 

properties. There is a good chance that their separate measurements are 

related by a simple, perhaps linear, function. The profilometer, on the 

other hand, measures only the road profile but does so with considerable 

accuracy and consistency. The problem is that the function relating the 

profile to a Maysmeter's measurements may not be simple and there is a 

possibility of choosing an inferior, possibly invalid, profile summary 

statistic as the calibration standard. 

11 
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For a number of years, the approach in Texas was to calibrate each 

Maysmeter independently by fitting its measurements on the test sections to 

the equation 

Zn M ;; B ~n ( ;1 )] lla (2.1) 

where 

M = is the Maysmeter measurement (inches per mile), 

51 is the current serviceability index for the section, and 

S and a = are nonlinear regression coefficients. 

SI is itself a prediction equation developed independently to explain the 

results of a 1968 subjective panel rating of 86 sections in the Dallas-Fort 

Worth area (Ref 1). It contains 22 terms involving power spectral estimates 

computed from the digitized road profile. 

The form of Eq 2.1 was obtained empirically after considerable 

experimentation (Ref 2), and served to provide each calibrated unit with an 

equation, 

..--.... 
SI (2.2) 

to convert its readings to serviceability indices which range from 0 to 5. 

Ideally, the adjustment of parameters a and S through calibration would 

account for physical differences between units or for changes in a given 

vehicle's suspension, tires, etc., due to wear or replacement of parts. 
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Eventually, a weakness in the Texas method became apparent when it was 

noticed that several of the test sections were persistent regression 

outliers; that is, they deviated significantly from the calibration 

regression curves and did so with each Maysmeter that was calibrated. Also, 

the effect of the calibration process was somewhat unpredictable. In the -period preceding a calibration session a Maysmeter would provide SI values 

of, say, 2.6, 2.7, 2.6, etc., for a succession of runs on a particular road. 

Afterwards, the same unit would return with new calibration parameters and 

-provide, for the same road, SI values of 3.2, 3.3, 3.2, etc., when it was 

doubtful that either the road or Maysmeter had physically changed. More 

likely, the group of rougher calibration test sections, for which there had 

been consistently poor agreement between the profilometer and Maysmeters, had 

changed since the previous calibration of that unit. Initially, there was an 

inclination to discard some of these sections ~ue to their disproportionate 

effect on the calibration parameters; however, it was discovered that plots 

""'-
of SI versus SI for different Maysmeters were almost identical with respect 

to the pattern of outliers. It then became clear that the calibration 

standard SI, not the choice of sections, was at fault as the statistic was 

obviously insensitive to roughness components measured with good 

repeatability by the Maysmeters. 

Figure 1.1 is presented as a conceptual illustration of the advantage of 

calibrating four Maysmeters, for example, against a profile statistic which 

is specifically tailored to represent "MRM roughness." The responses of 

calibrated and uncalibrated devices are shown for four road sections with 

similar MRM roughness but with different present serviceability ratings 

(PSR). If PSR had instead been chosen as the calibration standard and the 

four units were "calibrated" at one time on sections 1 and 2 and at another 
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time on sections 3 and 4, then it is clear that the units would acquire, in 

each calibration, a different formula for adjusting their raw readings, even 

if no physical changes in the devices have occurred. (Of course, an 

appropriate collection of road sections would have different levels of MRM 

roughness.) Although the procedure might succeed in bringing different units 

that happen to be calibrated at the same time into agreement, any variables 

in the assumed standard which are not measurable by the Maysmeter can only 

weaken the· correlation between the devices and their common reference, 

thereby reducing the effectiveness of the calibration process. 

On the other hand, if the formula resulting from the calibration were 

basically just a rescaling of measurements to insure the compatibility and 

time stability of different Maysmeters, then the essential information would 

not be degraded; it would always be available for deriving better 

relationships, for example, between MRM roughness and PSR or vehicle 

operating costs. While these latter correlations may be of utmost 

importance, they should not be confused with the prerequisite process of 

calibration. 

The primary advantage of using a calibration reference specific for the 

particular kind of target device is that it results in more accurate 

calibrations. This means that it will be safer to assume that road A is 

actually rougher than road B even though the measurements indicating this 

were obtained at different times or with different "calibrated units." This 

is simply a benefit of the higher correlation between the instrument and an 

established reference. Pavement engineers would appreciate the ability to 

make valid comparisons of different pavements, which may vary only slightly 

with respect to apparent PSR but which can, nonetheless, reveal the effects 

of different maintenance practices or show significant trends over a period 
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of time. Many response-type measuring devices, including Maysmeters, can 

measure with good repeatability certain traits of a pavement surface, or 

profile, which would not be as reliably observed by a rating panel. 

The limitations of the original SI equation are not surprising for it 

was not developed in view of the Maysmeter's capabilities. Instead, power 

spectral and cross-spectral estimates from 64 frequency bands were considered 

in the regression model, the goal being to find a best predictor of Present 

Serviceability Rating (PSR) utilizing a profilometer's measurements. The SI 

equation has terms for roughness amplitudes for wavelengths up to 83 feet 

whereas it is known that Maysmeters run at 50 mph respond to a much smaller 

wavelength range--say 4 to 40 feet. 

Consequently, an effort was made to improve the calibration procedure by 

selecting an alternative profile statistic for use as a standard. Our 

approach, which is described in the remainder of this report, was largely 

empirical in that we were not especially concerned with identifying or 

modelling the causal chain leading from the physical road profile to the 

roughness readings of a particular device. The need was to isolate a feature 

of the profile, something conceptually simple and easily computed if 

possible, which tends to quantify what Maysmeters as a class do, in fact, 

measure. 

RMSVA - INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

Improving the Texas MRM calibration method required our searching for a 

profile summary statistic that simulated the response of a typical Maysmeter. 

Previous attempts to derive a predictor of Present Serviceability Rating 
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(PSR), which is a subjective assessment of roughness by users, deal 

principally with two basic methods for deriving roughness-related quantities 

from a sequence of wheelpath elevations. The first is computation of the 

power spectrum to obtain a set of indices that depend on the frequency of 

irregularities in the profile. The development of the previously mentioned 

SI equation, in which stepwise regression is used to select terms based on 

spectral estimates, is described in Ref 2. The second approach is that of 

digital filtering in which the disturbances in a set of contiguous pass-bands 

are isolated and examined for their effects on PSR (Ref 4). In this case, 

moving root-mean-square amplitudes are computed for each band, along with 50, 

75, 90, 95, and 99 percentile values, which help distinguish between roads 

that have roughness either spread out or highly localized. 

In our search for a statistic representing Maysmeter roughness, it was 

found that these techniques for detailed characterization of the profile were 

computationally wasteful and also rather sensitive to the profilometer speed 

and hardware configuration at the time of measurement. Instead, a very 

simple statistic, which is not so critically dependent on profile measuring 

technique and resolution, met the basic requirements of a calibration 

standard: (1) that it accurately represent, or simulate, the class of 

devices to be calibrated and (2) that an independent, time-stable method of 

measuring it be available. The component profile measure can be simply 

described as the root-mean-square difference between adjacent profile slopes, 

where each slope is the ratio of elevation change to distance over a fixed 

distance increment. Since the required computation is equivalent to 

estimating the second derivative of height with respect to time for an object 

in contact with the profile moving horizontally at a fixed speed, this 
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quantity has been termed Root-Mean-Square Vertical Acceleration (RMSVA). It 

is defined more exactly as follows. 

Let Y 1 ' Y 2 ' • • ., YN represent elevations of equally spaced 

points along one wheelpath of the profile. If s is the horizontal distance 

between adjacent points (sampling interval), then a simple estimate of the 

second derivative of Y at point i with respect to distance is 

= 

= 

( Yi + k - Yi )/ks - (Yi - Yi _ k )/ks 

ks 

2 
( Yi + k - 2Yi + Yi - k )/( ks ) (2.3) 

where b = ks is the horizontal distance we shall call the base length 

corresponding to the resulting measure of 

Root Mean Square Vertical Acceleration (RMSVA): 

V~ [

N-k 
C L: 

i=k+l 

1/2 
(2.4) 

where 

N is the number of profile data points and C is a constant required for unit 

convers ion. 

2 
ft / sec 

In this study, C = 5378 ft 2 / sec2 is used to transform units 

assuming profile dimensions are in feet and the hypothetical 

object is travelling 50 mph. 
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Specifying the base length b is essential if RMSVA is to be a 

meaningful description of a road profile. Both theoretically and in 

practice, one finds that V~ will tend to increase as b is decreased. 

Furthermore, in a typical profile, is most sensitive to half 

wavelengths approximating b. Wavelengths much larger than twice the base 

length contribute very little to RMSVA and, as a result, their effect on 

roughness is not revealed. On the other hand, roundoff errors in the 

computations, or measurements, will ultimately limit the resolution achieved 

by reducing the base length. In fact, it is this sensitivity of RMSVA to 

base length that renders it a useful statistic for describing a profile. 

RMSVA, therefore, should not be regarded as a single roughness index but 

rather as a set of indices, say VA. 
~ 

collectively can reveal many of the pavement characteristics 

associated with roughness. 
- -

A Comparison of RMSVA With Slope Variance 

, which 

usually 

Before discussing the relationship between MRM and RMSVA, we will first 

present an argument to the effect that RMSVA can be naturally identified with 

roughness--more so than the better known statistic, slope variance (SV). 

First, consider the response of RMSVA to a smooth sine wave of amplitude A 

and period T 

V~ = 

2'IT /W: 

I 
T 

[A/b
2 

(sin W(t+b) - 2 sin Wt + sin Wet-b))] 2dt 

2A2 2 
( I - cos Wb ) 

b
4 

Af2 ( 1 - cos Wb ) 
b

2 
(2.5) 
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. 2 7Tb 
Sln T 

212 'TT2 A/T2 [1 _ 1. ( 'TTb ) 2 2 ('TTb) 4 
3 T +4"5 T . . . ] 

Equation 2.5 reveals that when base length b is small in comparison to 

period (or wavelength), V~ is proportional to A/T2 • (This limit can 

also be obtained by differentiating the sine function twice, squaring, and 

integrating. ) 

For slope variance (SV) calculated at base length b , we instead have 

1 
T (sin W(t+b) - sin Wt) ] 2 dt 

--------------

(A/b)2 ( 1 - cos Wb ) 

1 ( 'TTb )2 + 
3 T 

(2.6) 

] 
Therefore, if SV were the accepted roughness measure, the "roughness" of a 

sine wave would depend only on its shape (A/T). This insensitivity of SV 

(for small b) to the scale of disturbance being measured is somewhat contrary 

to the usual notion of roughness. 

An examination of road profiles which had been digitally filtered 

revealed, as one might expect, that the amplitudes of predominant variations 

in profiles are approximately proportional to their wavelengths (Fig 2.2). 

Figure 2.3 illustrates the response of VAb to wavelength, assuming 

proportionality of amplitude (A T/2 ;-2), for several baselengths. The 

corresponding curves for SV would be horizontally displaced, depending on 

b , but would each approach a maximum of SV = rr2 I 4 as T increases. 
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Another problem with slope variance is that the mean slope, about which 

variance is to be measured, is not necessarily zero in practice. Over what 

length of road should the mean be taken? One would not want the roughness 

contribution of a short road segment to depend on any (global) property of 

the entire road being measured. A Maysmeter is a summation device which 

totals axle-body displacement, a phenomenon that depends only on local 

roughness characteristics. RMSVA, which is a function of the differences 

between . adjacent slopes, is likewise an averaging, or rather a 

root-mean-squaring, of local properties of the profile. 

Although RMSVA, in a physical sense, could be related to the vertical 

acceleration of a tire travelling over the road (assuming base length is 

carefully chosen), this is not really a good characterization of its utility 

as a roughness measure. The Maysmeter simulation described in Chapter 3 

involves only RMSVA at base lengths 4 and 16 feet. It would be better, 

perhaps, to think of V~ as the root-mean-square vertical velocity of a 

front tire with respect to a rear tire when they are travelling b distance 

apart. In any case, slope variance seems to have no such mechanistic 

interpretation. 

A ROUGHNESS CHARACTERIZATION OF THE AUSTIN TEST SECTIONS 

To determine whether or not RMSVA profile indices could be specifically 

tailored to reveal Maysmeter-type roughness, the computer program VERTAC 

(Appendix B) was written to compute RMSVA for a selected sequence of base 

lengths. For our original correlation studies, the following indices were 
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obtained from an October 1977 measurement of 29 ACP test sections near 

Austin: 

The subscripts represent base length in feet, and the units are 

2 
feet/sec , as would correspond to the RMSVA of a point in contact with the 

road travelling 50 mph. In each case, a sampling interval of S = 0.169 feet 

was used over a section length of 1050 feet (since S > 1/6, the next-to-last 

base length is 65 feet, not 64 feet). 

The small sampling interval was a characteristic of the profilometer 

data available to us and was not considered essential. In fact, it was found 

that increasing the sampling interval to 2 feet had little effect on the 

computed indices for baselengths 2 feet or longer. A small sampling interval 

simply provides more profile locations to be accounted for in the 

mean-square. 

The above sequence of base lengths was selected in view of both the 

sampling interval and the observed correlation between indices. For example, 

it was found that the correlation between VA
2 

and VA
4 

was approximately 

the same as that between VA
4 

and VA
16

• Furthermore, the comparison with 

Maysmeters described in Chapter 3 shows that the sequence encompasses the 

smaller range of base lengths useful for predicting Maysmeter-type roughness 

(Fig 3.1). 

The index V~ was computed as the average RMSVA, at base length b , 

for the right and left wheelpath profiles. As such, the repeatability of the 

V~ measurements for successive runs of the profilometer was found to be 
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excellent. The standard errors of duplication (SE), for example, can be 

compared with the standard deviation (SD) of the section means (the average 

of 2 runs) taken over the 29 Austin test sections (Table 2.1). 

TABLE 2.1. SUMMARY OF RMSVA MEASUREMENTS ON 29 ACP TEST SECTIONS 

b .507 1.014 2.028 4.056 8.112 16.224 32.448 64.849 

:MEAN V~ 82.52 28.48 9.13 3.43 1. 38 0.64 0.23 0.13 

SD 29.71 10.56 3.73 1.77 0.86 0.43 0.19 0.075 

SE 2.60 0.83 0.28 0.07 0.13 0.008 0.017 0.005 

The RMSVA data for the sections reveal the important fact that 

variations between sections are an order of magnitude greater than variations 

between repeat runs. This means that, regardless of their correlations with 

Maysmeters, PSR, etc. , the RMSVA indices represent persistent and 

distinguishable traits of the road sections. This is not to say that 

interactions between the road and profi1ometer system do not playa role. 

Bounce in the road-following wheels, for example, is believed to affect the 

short base-length measurements -- particularly for b = .5 feet. Such effects 

have been kept reasonably constant by proper maintenance of the hardware and 

by operating at a fixed speed of 20 mph. 
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The Serviceability Index SIV 

Although the RMSVA indices are well defined and precisely measurable 

with the profilometer, they are difficult to interpret by themselves because 

they tend to increase rapidly in magnitude as base length decreases. The 

measure of riding quality with which engineers are most familiar is the 

Serviceability Index (SI), a number between 0 and 5. As will be described in 

Chapter 3, such an index, SIV, was developed based on RMSVA; however, because 

it was intended as a provisional calibration standard, it is a function 

solely of a Maysmeter simulation (inches per mile) comprised of just two 

RMSVA indices: 

MO -20 + 23VA
4 

+ 58VAl6 
(2.7) 

where and are the mean wheel path RMSVA at base length 4 feet 

and 16 feet, respectively. The serviceability estimate is calculated as 

- [Zn(32MO)] 
5e 8.4933 

9.3566 

SIV = (2.8) 

and as such is a measure of roughness primarily in the 8-35 feet wavelength 

range. 
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SI Values at Different Base Lengths 

SIV has proved to be an effective standard for Maysmeter calibration; 

however, other RMSVA indices (base lengths 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 65, and 130 feet) 

are genuine roughness traits which have been useful for comparing pavements 

in other studies. Therefore, to make such comparisons easier, rescaled 

versions of these indices are usually provided which resemble a sequence of 

"SI values" in the range 0 to 5. This is accomplished simply by replacing 
b 

term MO in equation (2.8) with MOb' a linear function of VAb obtained by a 

least-squares fitting of 
I 

V~ against MO: 

MOl = 16.16 + 2.94 VAl 

M02 -28.59 + l3.38 VA2 

M04 -23.51 + 34.46 VA
4 

M08 6.13 + 66.l3 VA8 

M016 10.83 + 139.18 VA16 

M032 10.10 + 296.66 VA32 

M065 19.28 + 602.00 VA65 

MOl30= 26.30 + 1643.80 VA130 

The main advantage of such a scaling is that the means and standard 

deviations of these different SIb values, as determined on 31 ACP test 

sections near Austin (April 1981), are approximately the same, making it 

easier to judge the significance of these measurements on particular 

pavements. The test sections encompass a variety of roughness conditions, 

exhibiting a SIV range of .63 to 4.83, with mean 3.12 and standard deviation 

of 1.23. For assistance in interpreting, or comparing "roughness signatures" 
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in future studies, the results obtained during April 1980 and April 1981 on 

the 29 test sections are given in Appendix D. 

The use of the term "S\" for a scaled RMSVA index is potentially 

misleading because the index is related to Present Serviceability Rating 

(PSR) in only a very indirect sense: via its correlation with SIV, which in 

turn is based on a study of the correlation between the Maysmeter roughness 

and a PSR prediction equation established during a 1968 human rating 

experiment. A future rating session, utilizing modern automobiles and an 

improved profile measuring system, should help determine the relative 

significance of the different roughness indices in terms of actual riding 

quality. In the meantime, the RMSVA summary data will be used for comparing 

pavements and for detecting changes in different components of roughness. 

RMSVA data for two sections known to be subject to deterioration from 

expansive clays are shown in Fig 2.4 (SIb plotted against base length, b ), 

along with the corresponding values obtained periodically during the previous 

18 months (dashed lines). Notice that the spectra of SIb values form 

distinctive "signatures" which, in this case, changed very little during the 

last four-month time period. The test section (lower figure) shows the 

effect of treatment by a fabric moisture seal sometime prior to the first 

profilometer run, in June 1979. The differences, however, are confined to 

the longer RMSVA base lengths and would probably not be noticed in readings 

from a Maysmeter. Data for these sections were provided by Texas SDHPT 

Engineer Malcolm Steinberg. 

A more typical situation is that of Austin test section No. 23 (see 

Appendix D), where RMSVA signatures taken one year apart show the effect 

of an intervening overlay on short-wavelength roughness. In this case, 
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Maysmeter would have detected a distinct increase in serviceability (SIV), 

from 2.6 to 4.0. 



CHAPTER 3. DEVELOPMENT OF A MAYSMETER CALIBRATION STANDARD 

While the SD Profi1ometer is used in Texas both for calibration and for 

projects requiring pavement profiles, most roughness monitoring is 

accomplished by a fleet of Maysmeters. Each vehicle has a chart recording 

system with a stepper motor that advances the chart in 1/64-inch increments, 

an increment corresponding to 1/l0-inch vertical displacement between the 

vehicle's body and rear axle. Most of the Maysmeters are trailer-mounted 

units which are also equipped with digital readouts--32 counts per inch of 

chart, or five counts per inch of axle displacement. The roughness 

observations, in either case, are converted to units of inches of axle 

displacement per mile of roadway travelled. (The units "counts/.2 miles" are 

sometimes used and can be considered equivalent.) The road sections are 

normally run at 50 mph. 

AN EXAMINATION OF MAYSMETER DATA 

For our work in attempting to simulate the Maysmeter with road profile 

statistics, we had available the calibration session results for 8 devices 

(Table 3.1). All measurements were obtained within a month's period of an 

October 1977 profi10meter run on 29 test sections near Austin. For 

convenience, the Maysmeters are labeled Ml, M2, ., M8, with Ml through 

31 
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TABLE 3.1. PROFILOMETER AND MAYSMETER DATA USED IN THE N 

DERIVATION OF RMSVA MAYSMETER SIMULATION M0. 

RMSVA INDIC ES MAYS METER MEASUREMENTS 

SEC VA2 VA4 VA8 VA16 VA32 MO M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 

7.75 2.56 1.01 .52 .30 69.0 * 59.0 67.5 63.0 60 • 0 1 1 2 • 5 1 1 3 . 8 1 1 6 • 0 
2 11.93 5.16 2.27 .95 .46 153.8 * 173.5 144.7 185.5 145.2 170.8 244.7 249.0 309.6 
5 6.28 2.53 1.00 .48 .22 66.0 * 72.3 60.3 56.0 56.8 59.3 112.3 96.8 113.6 
7 3.00 1.06 .52 .30 .16 21.8 * 33.3 38.0 31.0 22.3 20.0 52.3 44.8 44.8 
8 6.16 2.24 .99 .41 .17 55·3 * 65.0 64.0 60.0 53·8 59.3 92.5 92.5 88.0 
9 3.90 1.45 .64 .30 .16 30.7 * 44.5 45.8 52·3 50.8 37.8 73.3 134.4 

10 4.00 1.15 .40 .22 .14 19.2 * 29.0 38.0 24.3 18.0 22.0 53.3 43.3 36.8 
11 5.83 1. 75 .52 .20 . 11 31.9 * 24.0 40.8 24.3 32.5 24.0 66.5 55.0 40.0 
12 9.62 3.13 .95 .48 .30 79.8 * 72 .0 84.5 75.5 70.0 85.3 156.3 146.5 134.4 
1 3 11.91 3.78 1.18 .50 .23 95.9 * 98.5 100.8 113.0 98.3 122.0 211.0 189.7 187.2 
14 6.00 2.01 .80 .39 .22 48.9 * 44.8 43.5 49.3 55.0 18.0 94.0 89.0 72 .8 
15 11.13 3.11 ·93 .32 .16 70.1 * 64.8 75.5 83.0 57.5 72.3 149.8 94.0 103.2 
19 6.41 2.16 .91 .53 .26 60.4 * 56.8 58.0 55.8 50.3 56.5 11 6.5 99.5 110.4 
23 9.37 3.38 1.18 .48 .17 85.6 * 75.5 78.3 77.3 80.3 149.0 139.5 164.8 
28 4.04 1.50 .75 .42 .19 38.9 * 43.5 41.3 44.8 38.8 80.0 72.8 73.6 
32 9.40 2.82 .94 .37 .22 66.3 * 51.3 52.8 50.0 43.8 37.0 117.3 84.5 84.0 
33 7.61 3.37 1. 50 .65 .26 95.2 * 102.2 88.3 118.2 98.3 106.0 162.0 125.5 165.6 
34 8.91 3.33 1.25 .50 .23 85.6 * 89.5 81.8 94.0 74.3 85.0 142.5 143.8 144.0 
35 14.37 6.58 2.20 .98 .39 188.2 * 198.7 178.0 195.8 164.3 201.8 --- --- 406.4 
36 6.58 1.78 .55 .27 .08 36.6 * 25.8 24.3 22.3 19.3 24.5 95.0 43.3 35.2 
37 9.84 3.18 1.03 .41 .21 76.9 * 87.5 84.8 74.8 70.8 76.5 168.5 146.5 ---
38 14.53 4.28 1.17 .45 .22 104.5 * 11 2 • 7 11 4. 5 1 42 .0 1 17 • 8 1 1 3 • 5 --- --- 221 .6 
39 11.77 5.08 2.35 .92 .37 150.2 * 143.5 138.5 159.0 131.8 130.7 223.0 220.5 279.2 
40 7.67 2.34 .83 .45 .29 59.9 * 64.5 63.5 71.8 67.3 50.3 93.0 100.2 93.6 
41 11.92 4.37 1.74 .77 .30 125.2 * 139.7 123.2 133.0 121.3 133.3 194.5 182.7 207.2 
42 16.63 7.74 3.14 1.23 .44 229.4 * 229.8 212.5 235.5 224.5 230.7 368.8 
43 16.91 6.55 3.07 1.45 .71 214.7 * 223.7 216.8 227.2 218.0 223.5 404.8 
44 10.18 4.88 2.73 1. 67 .85 189.1 * 202.0 179.0 192.3 154.0 201.0 376.6 
45 11. 1 9 6.09 3.44 1.86 .83 227.9 * 259.2 188.8 241.8 223.0 241.5 419.2 
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M5 denoting the trailer-mounted units. Each table entry was obtained by 

averaging the results of four runs on a O.2-mile section. (A fifth run, 

which had deviated most from the overall mean, was first excluded.) This 

redundancy provides a measure of the repeatability of the Maysmeter for 

successive runs. Table 3.2 contains the average section mean, the standard 

deviation of the section means, SD, and the standard error of repeatability, 

SE, for each unit. The repeatability (although underestimated slightly 

because of the excluded value) is quite good considering that 100 + 5 

in./mile corresponds roughly to a Serviceability Index of 2.7 + 0.1. 

TABLE 3.2. MRM RESULTS - OCT - DEC 1977 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 

MEAN 104.17 93.73 101.87 90.46 95.91 128.67 116.96 174.02 

SD 70.13 56.02 67.83 60.05 69.16 54.17 56.34 125.27 

SE 5.01 3.88 6.47 3.94 7.19 6.33 7.27 16.05 

Most relevant to the problem of calibration are the relationships shown 

to exist among the different units. The correlation matrix for the data in 

Table 3.1 indicates that the Maysmeter roughness readings are highly 

correlated and, in fact, plots show that the relationships are linear. If we 

were to seek a simple linear calibration function, with one of the units 

selected as the reference device, then a good choice of reference would be 
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unit M3, whose measurements explain a high percentage of the 

section-to-section response variation in the other units. Specifically, the 

coefficients of determination (R2) and the standard errors of estimate (SE) 

for the model 

are: 

Mi = a..+S.M3+£. 
1. 1. 1. 

R 

SE 

Ml 

.975 

11. 3 

M2 

.970 

10.0 

M4 

.976 

9.4 

M5 

.974 

11. 4 

M6 

.857 

21. 0 

M7 

.900 

18.3 

(3.1) 

M8 

.964 

24.3 

Each of the other trailer units would serve about equally well as a standard 

reference. The car units M6, M7, and M8 behave less predictably (there are 

no measurements on the rough sections for the first two), although trailer 

unit M3 explains their response about as well as anyone car would explain 

the other two cars. 

Such close agreement between the different units over a two-month period 

convinced us that a linear calibration model such as Eq 3.1 would be adequate 

provided we could find a profile statistic that could effectively assume the 

role of M3. Unlike M3, of course, it should also have long-term stability, 

depending only on the profilometer or other instruments to obtain a 

reasonably accurate profile. Moreover, since calibration requires that 

measurements from all units be transferable to a common scale, we cannot hope 
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to find a single statistic that agrees much better with the units than they 

do between themselves; hence, we can be satisfied if our candidate statistic 

performs about as well as M3 above. This means that standard errors of 

estimate (SE) should be on the order of 10 in./mi1e or 0.2 units of 

serviceability. This would be a significant improvement, incidentally, over 

the 0.5 or 0.6 unit SE typically obtained in a calibration based on the 

serviceability index (SI), a method once used by the Texas State Department 

of Highways and Public Transportation (Eq 2.1). 

CORRELATION OF THE MAYSMETER WITH RMSVA 

A comparison of Maysmeter data with the RMSVA indices of Table 2.1 

reveals significant 

VA4, VAS' VA16 , and 

individual correlations 

(Table 3.3), and 

with 

plots 

the subset VA2 ' 

show that the 

relationships are essentially linear. Also, the replication errors for the 

Maysmeters do not seem to be significantly larger for the rougher sections. 

Therefore, no transformation or weighting was considered necessary when 

forming the regression models. 

If we were to choose a single RMSVA index to explain the Maysmeter 

results then it would be VAS' For example, when the San Angelo Unit M1 is 

regressed on VAS we obtain 

M1 5.1 + 76.7 VAS' 

= .964, 

SE = 13.6. 



RMSVA 

VA2 

VA4 

VA8 

VA16 

VA32 

MO 

TABLE 3.3. INDIVIDUAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MRM AND RMSVA INDICES 

Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 
-- --

0.794 0.858 0.841 0.834 0.829 0.917 0.843 

0.953 0.970 0.964 0.962 0.960 0.971 0.954 

0.982 0.963 0.968 0.971 0.964 0.889 0.917 

0.945 0.904 0.909 0.911 0.920 0.831 0.887 

0.879 0.840 0.839 0.836 0.848 0.721 0.820 

0.991 0.986 0.984 0.983 0.986 0.955 0.962 

M8 

0.820 

0.955 

0.961 

0.924 

0.862 

0.984 

W 
0\ 
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Given the similar results for M2 - M8 (M6 correlates better with VA4 than 

with VA
8

) we find that VA alone is a much better predictor of Maysmeter 

response than the serviceability index used previously for calibration. 

On the other hand, plots of VA. 5 and VA65 versus Mi showed little or 

no correlation between Maysmeters and RMSVA at those base lengths. Although 

and are genuine characteristics of the sections, as Table 2.1 

shows, the Maysmeters are simply not sensitive to those characteristics. 

(Actually, VA. 5 is more an interaction between the road and measuring 

system, in which bounce of the profi1ometer's following wheels plays a role.) 

When mUltiple regression procedures were applied to the Maysmeter data, 

it was found that two indices, VA4 and VA16 ,were sufficient to explain 

quite well the variations between Maysmeters on the 29 test sections. 

Furthermore, no significant improvement in the correlations came about by 

allowing different combinations, or functions, of RMSVA indices. Figure 3.1 

shows that the correlations of the two indices and with 

Maysmeter roughness are large compared with their correlation with each 

other; hence, each statistic contains relevant information that is not 

contained in both statistics. Such plots actually indicate that the peak 

response for most Maysmeter units is at a base length smaller than 8 feet and 

that another pair, say VA3 and VA12 might have provided marginally 

better correlations. 

Comparison of the Maysmeter data with VA4 and VA12 produced the 

following regression equations: 

M1 -20.1 + 20.9VA
4 + nVA

16 
, R2 .98 

M2 -9.4 + 22.4VA4 + 42.2VA
16

, R2 = .97 

M3 = -22.1 + 25.9VA4 + 55.3VA
16

, R2 = .97 

M4 -18.9 + 22.4VA
4 + 63. 9VA

16 
, R2 .97 

M5 -29.4 + 24.7VA4 + 63. 9VA
16 

, R2 .97 
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M6 2.5 + 48.1VA
4 

l2.8VA
16

, R2 = .94 

M7 -20.S + 36.8VA4 + 71. 8VA16 , R2 .93 

M8 -41. 7 + 40.2VA4 + l23.9VA
16

, R2 = .97 

The quality of fit is illustrated by the plotted results for Ml in Fig 3.2. 

The equations for the trailers are strikingly similar, whereas the three 

car-mounted Maysmeters comprise a more divergent group. The decision was 

made to tailor the calibration standard to the more numerous trailers, 

because of their superior performance and the likelihood that such a standard 

would serve the cars about as well as one developed specifically for them. 

One might suppose that a calibration procedure could be based on an 

equation of the form 

Mi (3.2) 

with ex. , S. , and y. serving as the parameters to be adjusted for unit 
l l l 

i. This might allow adjustments for more than one operating speed. (A 

reduced speed, for example, would lessen the relative importance of the 

longer base length.) Our goal, however, is not to simulate a particular 

Maysmeter run at an arbitrary speed, but to obtain a calibration model that 

can serve to scale different units so they are compatible with an accepted 

standard. Such models cannot contain two explicit profile variables, for the 

simple reason that, in converting a particular unit's measurement to what a 

"standard device" would obtain, we would face the impossibility of deriving 

two unknowns, in this case VA
4 

and VA
16

, from a single quantity. 
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The method we chose, which is justified by the marked similarity of the 

above regressions, is to fit Mi (run at the standard speed of SO mph) to 

(3.3) 

where R is predetermined to provide an optfmum calibration for the 

collectiori of Maysmeter trailers as a whole. This nonlinear regreSSion 

problem is easily solved by plotting the total regression sum of squares for 

Eq 3.3 at various values of R and interpolating the minimum. In this 

manner, R ~ 2.5 was obtained. 

Such considerations led us, finally, to the calibration model 

:t-li = a.. + S iMO + E. 
1. 1. 

(3.4) 

where 

MO = -20 + 23VA4 + 58VAl6 (3.5) 

The coefficients in the RMSVA statistic, MO, were selected so that a.
i 

and 

Si are approximately 0 and 1, respectively, for the Maysmeter trailers. 

Thus, MO will serve as our simulated Maysmeter. The results of fitting model 

3.4 to the Maysmeter and RMSVA data (Table 3.1) are given in Table 3.4. 
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a. 
~ 

Si 

R2 

SE 

TABLE 3.4. REGRESSION RESULTING FROM FITTING EIGHT MAYS METERS 
TO THE LINEAR MODEL OF EQUATION 9 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 

-1.7 9.6 0.2 0.5 -7.9 28.6 8.9 

1.07 0.88 1.06 0.94 1.08 1.42 1.49 

.981 .972 .969 .967 .972 .913 .925 

.9.7 9.5 12.2 11.1 11.9 16.4 15.8 

M8 

-11.9 

1.93 

.968 

22.8 

A comparison of these results with those of the 3-term model (3.2) shows 

that little is lost by adopting a fixed combination of VA
4 

and VA16 ' even 

if our purpose were not calibration but actual prediction of a particular 

Maysmeter's behavior. More important, MO is at least as successful in 

describing the Maysmeter data as is anyone of the units themselves, 

including M3, which it most closely resembles. (This conclusion is supported 

not only by data used in the development of MO but by subsequent analyses of 

new data.) Furthermore, when plots of Mi versus MO are compared, the scatters 

about the regression lines are dissimilar; that is, what is not explained by 

MO is also not explained by another Maysmeter in terms of linear 

relationships. 

The regression results of Table 3.4 are illustrated graphically in 

Fig 3.3, which shows the relationships among the eight Maysmeters we 

examined. Although the conclusion is based on less data, the car-mounted 

Maysmeters obviously differ from the trailers in their relationship to MO. 

The five trailers, however, are so similar in their response that they would 

seem to be indistinguishable and thus be in no need of calibration. Yet, 
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their correlation with MO is strong enough that units as similar to each 

other as M2 and M5 can be separated, as is shown in Fig 3.4. Ninety-five 

percent confidence intervals for their slope parameters (B 2 and By do not, 

in fact, overlap. 

Several of the pavement test sections we examined had one wheel path with 

a profile significantly rougher than that of the other wheel path. It is 

important that measurements of both wheelpaths be obtained, for we found that 

the procedure of averaging the RMSVA indices from two wheelpaths resulted in 

an index that correlated much better with the Maysmeters than did any 

single-wheelpath index. We believe that simply averaging the two wheelpath 

indices is preferable to including a summary statistic based, for example, on 

the "difference profile," for the latter method would make it difficult to 

use one wheelpath profile when that of the other wheelpath, for some reason, 

is not available. The discrepancy between wheelpaths is usually much smaller 

than that between different road sections, and, when exceptions have 

occurred, a simple average usually has succeeded in aligning with the 

calibrated Maysmeter's results. 

We summarize the Maysmeter/RMSVA correlation study as follows: a 

profile statistic based on RMSVA at base lengths 4 ft and 16 ft was 

successful in explaining approximately 97 percent of the response variation 

between five trailer-mounted Maysmeters on 29 ACP pavement test sections. 

This corresponds to a prediction standard error of about 10 percent of the 

Maysmeter reading (inches/mile), which compares favorably with what would be 

achieved if an actual Maysmeter were singled out as the reference device (Eq 

Results for the three Maysmeter cars were not quite as favorable 

.91, .93, and .95); however, data for two of the cars were 

incomplete. 
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The correlation studies which produced the profile statistic MO (Eq 3.5) 

were carried out in early 1978 and since then the statistic has been used 

regularly by the Texas State Department of Highways and Public Transportation 

for calibrating their Maysmeters. Although MO was "tailored" to describe 

Maysmeter data obtained in November 1977, subsequent Maysmeter calibrations 

have continued to demonstrate the high correlations described above. 

The Linear Calibration Model 

The general problem of calibration in which one has N pairs of 

observations,say(x i , Yi)' i=l, ••• N , where x i is prec ise and 

expensive to obtain while Yi is relatively imprecise and less expensive to 

obtain, has been given considerable recent attention by statisticians (see, 

for example, Scheffe, Ref 15). Much of the discussion has dealt with the 

relative merits of Classical linear calibration, where one fits the N 

observation pairs to the model 

k = 1, . . . , N (3.6) 

and estimates a future x by 

" " " 
x ( y - a) IS 

and inverse linear regression, where one assumes 

a bYk + ek ' K = 1, ••• , N (3.7) 
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and regresses x on y to obtain the prediction equation 

x = a + by 

We have chosen the former method, primarily because it is customary to regard 

the independent variables in a regression model as being precisely known and 

usually causal to the dependent variable or response. Although we will 

eventually convert a calibrated unit's measurement Mi to a serviceability 

estimate by way of 

the fact that 8. is approximately one tends to minimize the distinction 
~ 

between the classical and inverse approaches. 

Furthermore, it is advantageous to obtain precise calibration parameters 

and 8. 
~ 

based on model 3.6 if one is interested in detecting physical 

changes in units. The calibration regression lines for the eight Maysmeters 

(Fig 3.3) might suggest that the trailer units, Mi - M5, would be nearly 

indistinguishable. Yet, the quality of the model is such that units quite 

similar to each other can be separated (Fig 3.4) and the effects of wear or 

parts replacement in single units can be detected. 
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TABLE 3.5. SERVICEABILITY RATING OF AUSTIN TEST SECTIONS 

SEC SI2 SIV 

1 3.20 (.08) 2.64 (.01) 

2 1.14 (.15) 1.16 (.01) 

3 3.77 (.04) 3.75 (.06) 

5 4.28 (.13) 4.66 (.02) 

6 3.17 (.03) 2.59 (.09) 

7 4.56 (.27) 4.83 (.01) 

8 3.75 (.01) 3.54 (.02) 

9 3.31 (.02) 3.15 (.01) 

10 4.71 ( .12) 4.46 (.00) 

12 3.57 (.38) 2.25 (.07) 

13 3.19 (.02) 2.50 (.01) 

14 3.53 (.26) 3.42 (.08 ) 

15 3.92 (.13) 3.69 (.00) 

19 3.84 (.04) 3.42 (.02) 

23 3.21 (.02) 2.64 (.01) 

28 4.09 (.09) 4.12 (.02) 

35 1.37 (.05 ) 1.11 (.00) 

36 4.43 (.02) 4.33 (.02) 

37 3.19 (.25) 2.45 (.08) 

38 3.21 (.06) 2.03 (.01) 

39 .41 ( .16) 1. 03 (.00) 

40 3.41 ( .1l) 3.56 (.02) 

41 2.01 (.01) 2.07 (.00) 

43 2.06 (.01) 1.71 (.01) 

44 2.57 (.02) 1.18 (.00) 

45 .65 (.15) .38 (.00) 

MEANS: 3.10 2.79 

SD: 1.17 1. 24 

REPEATABILITY: .198 .049 
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Field Performance 

The RMSVA statistic MO has yet to be employed directly for calibration 

of Texas Maysmeters. However, for the year beginning April 1978 two types of 

profile-derived serviceability estimates, S12 and SIV, were supplied 

quarterly for use in the nonlinear calibration model (Eq 2.1). S12 is the 

index based on power spectral estimates while SIV is derived by submitting 

the simulation MO to the same nonlinear regression on S12, as if it were 

actual Maysmeter. Hence, SIV is simply a rescaling of MO so that its values 

resemble a serviceability index ranging from 0 to 5. The profi10meter 

results for April 1979, which are typical, are summarized in Table 3.5. The 

standard errors of repeatability, as determined from the pairs of runs, are 

.16 and .05 for S12 and SIV, respectively. The overall means and standard 

deviations for the section measurements, however, are essentially the same 

for both indices. 

A plot of the Houston unit's measurements (M5) versus S12 (Fig 3.5), 

shows that the calibration method introduced in 1973 had deteriorated to the 

extent that a nonlinear relationship between S12 and M5 could not be 

detected. Figure 3.6 shows the effect of simply replacing S12 with SIV. 

Such improvement has been typical of the calibrations that have taken place 

since early 1978. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show results for the same unit when 

calibrated on a somewhat changed set of sections about 15 months later. In 

this case, SI (predicted from the regression) is plotted against each of S12 

and SIV. Figure 3.7 clearly reveals the relative insensitivity of S12 to 

properties of the rougher pavements. Again, replacement of S12 with SIV (Fig 

3.8) improves the fit dramatically and results in a more 

calibration. 

effective 
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CHAPTER 4. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE TEXAS MRM CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 

In Chapter 3, we outlined the development of a road profile statistic, 

MO, which effectively models the Texas Maysmeters. A particular Maysmeter 

unit i is thus described simply by 

Mi (4.1) 

where Mi is its reading (inches/mile), MO is the (RMSVA) profile statistic, 

and a. 
1 

and 8
i 

are parameters (approximately 0 and 1, respectively, for 

the Maysmeter trailers). The random error e has a standard deviation of 

approximately 10 in./mile, which is comparable to Maysmeter repeatability for 

successive runs and is about 15 percent of the standard deviation of MO over 

the Austin test sections. 

It is recommended that the SDHPT procedure for Maysmeter calibration be 

fully revised to incorporate the improved calibration standard. Outlined on 

the next page are (a) the old method, which employs the original version of 

calibration regression program MRMCAL, (b) the recommended method, which 

entails use of the revised program MRMCAL2 and a change in the form of the 

equation that converts Mi to a serviceability index, and (c) the 
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provisional method, which entails no changes in procedure but requires simply 

the replacement of the old standard 512 with the MO-derived 5IV. 

Old Method 

When a Maysmeter unit is calibrated on the test sections, the nonlinear 

regression program MRMCAL computes and such that Mi can be 

/".. 

converted to serviceability indices 512 by the equation 

""'" 812 5e (4.2) 

Mi is scaled by 32 because MRMCAL expects input in units of chart inches. 

The program was never revised to accept counts, or in./mile, directly because 

it was felt that the adjustment of parameters a
i 

and Si would account for 

the different kinds of units. The standard error of this estimate (from the 

regression on profilometer 812 values) is typically 0.5 or greater. In 

addition to a
i 

and Si ' MRMCAL provides a calibration table relating 512 

to Mi. 

Recommended Method 

The revised calibration program, MRMCAL2, performs the simple linear 

regression as indicated in Eq 4.1 and calculates parameters and for 

converting Mi to the .. standard MRM roughness index" MO: 

""'" MO (Mi - a i )/ Bi 
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The corresponding serviceability index is then 

- [ l.n (32 1-10) ] 0.0 

5e So (4.3) SIV = 

The parameters 0.0 and So will have been derived independently of any 

particular MRM and thus behave as constants • The new program prints a 

....-.. 
three-way table relating Mi, MO, and SIV. Other output includes confidence 

2 
intervals for the parameters a. i and Si ' regression statistics SE and R 

....-.. 
and a plot of Mi vs MO. 

Provisional Method 

The new MRM standard MO was devised in early 1978. To test its 

effectiveness without changing existing procedures a relationship was 

established between it and S12 by "calibrating" it via the old method, as if 

it were an actual Maysmeter. This resulted in the serviceability index, 

SIV = 
- [l.n(32 MO) ] 

5e 8.4933 
9.3566 

(4.4) 

Hence, the provisional method is simply to let the profile-derived S1V play 

the role of S12 in the old method. While it is a definite improvement with 

respect to bringing different MRM units into alignment (standard errors of 

estimate are less than half as great), it should be replaced as soon as 

possible by the more direct linear method employing the revised MRMCAL2 

(Appendix C). 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE AUSTIN TEST SECTIONS 

For the year beginning January 1978, both SI2 and SIV were recorded for 

the quarterly profilometer runs on the Austin test sections. The results are 

listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Each measurement is actually the mean of two 

separate runs, with differences between repeats being at least three times 

larger for SI2 than for SIV. The SI2 results were also more erratic over the 

time period. Seventy percent of the variation of SIV about the means of 19 

relatively unaltered sections could be explained by linear declines whereas 

only 42 percent of SI2 variation could be so explained. These facts suggest 

that the simpler statistic SIV, while correlating much better with 

Maysmeters, is also less sensitive to the measuring system and factors not 

related to the actual profile. Interestingly, the mean decline for these 19 

sections over one year was only 0.22 serviceability units, which is 

comparable to the discrepancy between repeated SI2 measurements with the 

profilometer. 

BENEFITS OF THE RECOMMENDED METHOD 

In summary, the advantages of adopting the procedures described in 

Chapter 3, which employ statistic MO instead of SI as the Maysmeter 

calibration standard, are as follows: 

(1) More accurate calibrations. This means that it will be safer to 

assume that the pavement is rougher than another when the determination is 

based on Maysmeter measurements made at different times or with different 
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TABLE 4.1. SERVICEABILITY INDICES FOR THE AUSTIN TEST SECTIONS 
(SI2) 

SEC JAN 78 APR 78 JUL 78 OCT 78 JAN 79 APR 79 

1 3.25 2.12 3.20 3.12 2.92 3.01 

2 1. 96 2.07 1.55 1. 79 2.00 1.25 

3 3.77 3.63 3.72 3.66 3.56 3.69 

5 3.23 3.19 3.14 4.46 4.41 4.24 

6 3.20 3.23 2.60 2.83 2.98 

7 3.80 4.26 3.77 3.74 4.71 4.50 

8 3.34 3.37 3.43 3.33 3.30 3.92 

9 3.88 3.69 3.54 3.51 3.52 3.49 

10 4.40 4.44 4.43 3.93 4.06 4.49 

11 4.21 4.40 4.16 4.25 4.27 4.57 

12 3.14 3.13 3.17 2.98 2.17 3.14 

13 3.22 3.23 2.77 3.09 3.12 3.11 

14 3.63 3.45 3.47 3.49 3.53 3.24 

15 3.67 3.75 3.65 3.62 3.56 4.08 

19 3.56 3.47 3.35 3.43 3.26 3.44 

23 3.51 3.43 3.25 3.07 2.88 3.21 

28 3.81 3.67 3.53 3.75 3.64 4.11 

32 3.61 3.62 2.53 3.42 3.47 3.68 

33 2.61 2.81 2.73 2.45 2.63 2.49 

34 3.20 3.35 2.81 2.76 2.65 2.38 

35 2.58 2.54 1.77 1. 43 1.58 1. 96 

36 4.36 4.13 4.47 4.06 4.34 4.27 

37 3.53 3.37 3.60 2.53 2.60 3.05 

38 3.39 3.26 3.00 2.68 2.86 3.39 

39 1.88 1. 73 1.51 -.80 -.46 

40 3.70 3.64 3.56 3.65 3.78 

41 2.63 2.57 2.63 2.30 2.38 1. 97 

42 1. 02 .96 .59 .79 .61 .05 

43 1.77 2.04 1. 65 2.14 1.92 1.49 

44 2.40 2.25 2.62 2.15 2.21 2.00 

45 .03 .39 -.06 .61 .10 -.65 

SE: .128 .183 .173 .121 .150 .161 

SE TOTAL: .154 (181 Degrees of Freedom) 
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TABLE 4.2. SERVICEABILITY INDICES FOR THE AUSTIN TEST SECTIONS 
(SIV) 

SEC JAN 78 APR 78 JUL 78 OCT 78 JAN 79 APR 79 

1 3.37 3.23 3.09 3.17 3.15 3.02 

2 1. 84 1.86 1. 62 1. 61 1.67 1. 33 

3 3.67 3.64 3.53 3.75 3.76 3.88 

5 3.45 3.38 3.29 4.70 4.66 4.68 

6 2.70 2.68 2.31 2.54 2.40 

7 4.54 4.58 4.24 4.48 4.83 4.81 

8· 3.78 3.68 3.71 3.69 3.68 3.66 

9 3.97 3.97 4.02 3.99 4.01 3.19 

10 4.65 4.61 4.67 4.59 4.59 4.50 

11 4.34 4.19 4.14 4.11 4.13 4.48 

12 3.15 3.09 3.09 2.90 2.11 2.19 

13 2.81 2.83 2.72 2.63 2.65 2.47 

14 3.86 3.75 3.74 3.73 3.73 3.37 

15 3.27 3.41 3.36 3.36 3.38 3.51 

19 3.59 3.47 3.48 3.44 3.19 3.75 

23 2.97 2.92 2.62 2.69 2.54 2.64 

28 4.14 4.09 3.77 4.02 3.98 4.13 

32 3.58 3.58 2.91 3.45 3.51 3.51 

33 2.78 2.77 2.73 2.47 2.41 1.56 

34 2.99 2.98 2.79 2.68 2.68 2.33 

35 1.45 1.53 1. 75 1. 62 1.59 1. 23 

36 4.15 4.24 4.41 4.17 4.21 4.31 

37 3.23 3.07 2.91 2.71 2.32 2.50 

38 2.47 2.53 2.41 2.19 2.20 2.03 

39 1. 88 1. 65 2.01 1.11 1.16 

40 3.32 3.39 3.48 3.56 3.53 

41 2.29 2.25 2.31 2.03 2.19 1. 93 

42 1. 07 1.10 .94 82 .85 .81 

43 1. 25 1. 24 1.15 1. 91 1. 99 1. 70 

44 1.40 1.38 1.34 1. 21 1. 23 1.13 

45 1. 01 1. 02 .87 .67 .67 .41 

SE: .034 .062 .044 .034 .044 .050 

SE TOTAL: .045 (177 Degrees of Freedom) 
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units. This is a benefit of the high correlation between Maysmeters and the 

profile statistic developed to simulate them. 

(2) Simplicity. The calibration curves are much easier to deal with if 

they are linear. In this case the unit's calibration parameters, a i and 

are the easily comprehended slope and intercept. Furthermore, the 

linear calibration model is by far the most widely used and studied; 

techniques for obtaining confidence intervals for parameters and estimates, 

etc., are well established. 

(3) Adaptability to future requirements and conditions. The quality 

of SIV as an estimate of PSR (the mean of a subjective panel rating) might be 

expected to be less than that of SI2 because of the elimination of components 

not measurable by the Maysmeter; however, there are reasons to believe that 

the Maysmeter-derived SIV is not significantly worse than SI2 in predicting 

PSR and certainly much better for comparing the roughness of roads. Because 

the SI prediction equation (4.3) is just a rescaling of the calibrated unit's 

adjusted output, MO, and is free of the calibration process itself (i.e., 

parameters a. 
1 

and Si ), it is easily replaced when better PSR data are 

obtained. Important to the development of new and better relationships is 

the preservation of information provided by accurately calibrated Maysmeters. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is important not to confuse the problem of calibrating a group of 

instruments with the problem of interpreting their measurements. When the 

Texas Maysmeter calibration method was first devised, the Serviceability 

Index (SI) was the best available estimate of Present Serviceability Rating 
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Serviceability Rating (PSR), a measure of roughness which is meaningful. 

Since serviceability estimates were wanted from the Maysmeters, SI was chosen 

as the standard against which all units were to be calibrated. This would 

have been a good approach, however, only if Maysmeters were capable of 

measuring SI with as much accuracy as their precision would seem to indicate. 

Unfortunately, this is not the case. At best, Maysmeters can be assigned 

scalings so that different units give comparable "Maysmeter roughness" 

ratings. How the ratings 

ride quality, is a problem 

process itself. 

to 

should be used to predict other things, such as 

be considered apart from the calibration 

To help clarify this point with an analogy, suppose that the readings of 

several homemade thermometers inserted in lakes of a given region correlated 

fairly well with the number of fish caught during the day. It would be 

desirable to know that one lake is a better fishing prospect than another, 

even though they were measured with different thermom~ters. A decidedly 

inferior approach to calibrating the thermometers would be to derive for each 

one of them, separately, a prediction equation by comparing its readings to 

the number of fish actually caught in a representative sample of lakes. 

Since the number of fish caught is only partially dependent on lake 

temperature we must expect that the individual equations derived from such a 

calibration procedure would be highly variable, depending on our sample 

lakes, the time of year, etc. Obviously, a much better approach would be to 

use a standard thermometer to correlate each homemade device with 

temperature, i.e., with something it is capable of measuring precisely. 

Then, with the benefit of results from all of the calibrated instruments, one 
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could seek a relationship between temperature and number of fish caught, 

number of fishermen, or whatever. 

The analogy between Maysmeters and thermometers is not perfect, for it 

is not at all obvious what the equivalent of temperature in pavements should 

be. Our study of the Texas Maysmeters suggests, however, that a simple 

profile statistic based on RMSVA can serve effectively as a calibration 

standard. When the statistic is rescaled by regression techniques to 

approximate a serviceability rating, we find that different Maysmeters that 

are calibrated against it can measure roads and agree to within one or two 

tenths of a serviceability unit. This precision, of course, says nothing 

about the accuracy of such measurements as predictors of subjective 

serviceability ratings since the Maysmeter, like the thermometer, is 

necessarily limited in its response. However, quite apart from providing 

imperfect estimates of serviceability, it is evident that the Maysmeter is 

capable of measuring a certain kind of roughness with good precision. The 

obvious benefit of this is in making comparisons--for example, revealing 

differences in separate pavements and showing trends in deterioration or the 

effects of rehabilitation on roughness. It is for this purpose, especially, 

that a good calibration method based on a stable and valid reference is 

necessary. 
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PROGRAMS FOR PROFILE ANALYSIS 

FORMAT FOR DIGITAL PROFILOMETER TAPES 

Each of the computer programs described below accepts as input a 

magnetic tape which is already two stages of processing removed from the 

4-track analog tape produced on board the profilometer. The analog data 

first undergo A-D processing on an HP2115 system. The resulting 9-track 

digital tape is then converted to a 7-track format which is compatible with 

The University of Texas CDC 6600 facility. 

The 7-track tape is partitioned into two sets of files. Each file in 

the first set contains the data for one profilometer run on a section of 

interest, while files in the second set represent calibration runs in which 

voltages corresponding to a one-inch step in elevation were imposed. The 

program, ONESTEP, will accept a one-inch step file and compute the scale 

factors necessary to transform the data for one or more runs on a section to 

inches. 

A data file consists of a leading two-word IDENT record, the two 60-bit 

words being used to store the file number, the number of records in the file, 

the road section number, and the run number. There follows a sequence of 

300-word records containing the unsealed profile elevations packed as 12-bit 

(2's complement) binary integers. The digitization rate normally used 

(350Hz) provides 5.92 data points for each foot of road length, with the 

right and left wheelpath data alternating. Hence, each tape record consists 

of 300 x 60 ~ 12. 2 = 750 pairs of points representing 750 ~ 5.92 = 126.7 

feet of profile. 
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The programs 812, ROKYRD, VERTAC, Q81M, and PREDYML each have 

essentially the same file positioning and data unpacking routines, which can, 

if necessary, be replaced. The basic requirement of these programs is an 

array of alternating whee1path data points and the scale factors necessary to 

convert these values to inches. 

The above procedures for pre-processing profile data are to be revised 

when the Digital Profi1ometer replaces the original profi1ometer hardware 

because the tape formats, sampling rates, etc. will be different. Minor 

revisions of the analysis programs will also be required. 

ONE8TEP 

This program accepts the one-inch step files on a digital profi10meter 

tape and computes the right and left whee1path scale factors. During 

processing by the other programs, each point (integer) on a data file is 

converted to inches of elevation by dividing by the appropriate scale factor 

(typically, a number between 100 and 1000). Hence, the conversion to actual 

elevations is delayed until the very last stage of processing (Ref 1). 

812 

Used routinely since 1974 to obtain serviceability estimates from a road 

profile, this program employs the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm to 

extract a set of power spectral averages. Regression on these averages 

(based on a 1968 panel rating of 86 Texas roads) yields a serviceability 
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estimate (81) for each file (run) processed. The user specifies the scale 

factors (obtained from ONE8TEP), the file number, and whether the pavement is 

rigid or flexible. The program simply outputs this information along with 

the single statistic, 81. 

The regression equation incorporated in 812 is based on a model whose 

independent variables are mean wavelength amplitudes from 64 discrete 

wavelength bands. There are 22 terms in the equation, including a constant 

and a dummy variable (flexible or rigid). The variables correspond to 

wavelengths ranging from 8.6 feet to 86 feet. The smaller wavelengths were 

excluded, not because they were poorly correlated with P8R but because of 

excessive tape recorder noise on the analog tapes from the rated sections. 

The model, however, was sufficient to explain 89 percent of the variation in 

panel ratings with a standard error of residuals of .33. 

A limitation of 812 is its lack of generality. It requires elevation 

data at 1/5.92 = 0.169-ft. intervals expressed as 6.750 right-left wheel path 

sample pairs records to define one section 1,140 feet long. The program is 

not configured so that it can be easily revised without changing to some 

extent the nature of its serviceability estimate. The measured data points 

are first reduced in number by 75 percent through application of a linear 

group-smoothing technique. After removing trends that can distort the low 

frequency spectral estimates, a "cosine taper-window" is used to correct for 

end effects--a process that effectively gives less weight to profile 

characteristics in the first and final 114 feet of the section length. As 

the spectral values produced by the FFT algorithm are themselves statistical 

estimates, it was considered appropriate to' base them on a fixed quantity of 

data (Ref 2). 
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POWER (VERSION 6.0) 

Used primarily as a research tool, this program had an important role in 

the development of the spectral analysis methods for evaluating pavement 

roughness. POWER utilizes the FFT algorithm to compute a set of power 

spectral estimates for a specified number of bands. If this number is 64, 

then a routine is called to compute the same serviceability estimate that the 

more recent program, SI2, provides. The user may also request printer plots 

of such statistics as slope variance, coherence, power, and log power. 

The computational techniques include low pass filtering to avoid any 

distortion by subsampling, detrending (subtracting from each series its least 

squares regression line), and windowing to reduce the effects of finite 

sample size on the Fourier Transform. 

references 4 and 5. 

These methods are described in 

Unlike program SI2, POWER permits its user to specify both a decimation 

rate and the number of points to be used in the computations. Thus, a 

section of desired length may be analyzed provided the corresponding number 

of points (after decimation) in each wheel path is at least four times the 

number of frequency bands and not more than 2048. 

The program provides a summary table listing the band frequencies 

(cycles per foot), power spectral estimates for right and left profiles (Pl 

and P2), and the cross-power estimates along with their coherence and phase. 

A more detailed description of this output can be found in Appendix 1 of 

reference 4. 
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ROKYRD (VERSION 2.3) 

This program employs digital filtering techniques to obtain a collection 

of statistics to characterize the measured road profile. The statistics are 

then used to derive serviceability estimates corresponding to different types 

of roughness, with separate relationships assumed for flexible and rigid 

pavements. 

The . computational method consists of three parts. First, the 

differences between the outputs of successive low-pass filters are used to 

isolate irregularities in contiguous passbands. The user can specify the 

band limits; however, the serviceability equations require data for 

wavelengths of 4 to 10 feet, 10 to 25 feet, 25 to 50 feet, and 50 to 100 

feet. Next, for each passband, a moving root-mean-square amplitude is 

computed at each point in the corresponding artificial (filtered) profile. 

Values corresponding to the first and final portions of the section--usually, 

a distance equal to the longest specified wavelength--are excluded because of 

distortion by end effects. The final step is to compute the sample frequency 

distribution of these mean amplitudes. 

ROKYRD provides a summary table which lists the mean, standard 

deviation, and percentiles 50, 75, 90, 95, and 99 for the amplitudes (in 

inches) for each of the requested passbands. This is done for each wheelpath 

and for the difference profile: right wheelpath minus left wheelpath. Also, 

the user of the program may request Calcomp plots of the profile trace of 

either wheelpath (or of the difference). Both filtered and unfiltered 

profiles can be plotted, either separately or in the same frame. 
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Although the serviceability equations built into ROKYRD are derived from 

essentially the same data (i.e., the 1968 Texas panel rating), they differ in 

several important respects from the one in program SI2: 

(1) Instead of power spectral means, the 50th and 90th percentile 

values of filtered profile amplitudes are used as independent variables. 

Thus, the model can in principle distinguish between roads whose roughness is 

either highly localized or relatively uniform. 

(2) . Separate models are incorporated to handle the two types of roads: 

flexible and rigid. The equation for flexible pavements contains eight terms 

and was sufficient to explain 83 percent (R 2 = .83) of the mean rating 

variability with a residual standard error (SE) of .38. Similar results were 

obtained for the rigid pavement model (R2 
= .83, SE = .32), which contains 

only six terms, including a dummy variable intended to explain the "auditory 

or visual differences" between JRCP and CRCP. 

(3) Development of these models, like that of SI2, was hindered by the 

lack of good data in the higher frequency range; however, in this case, an 

initial filtering operation was believed to have been at least partially 

successful in eliminating distortion in the 4 to 10-ft wavelength area. 

Thus, the terms in the ROKYRD equations encompass a slightly broader range of 

profile wavelengths. 

In addition to the overall serviceability estimate, combined, 

transverse, and longitudinal SI values for each of the four passbands are 

included in the summary table. Of interest is the fact that the models based 

solely on wavelengths of 4 to 10 ft fit the original data almost as well as 

the complete models: 2 
R = .74 and SE = .45 for flexible pavements and 

2 
R = .74 and SE = .37 for rigid pavements. 
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ROKYRD is a general program in that it allows the user to specify the 

step size of digitized data (usually .169 ft), the rate at which these data 

are to be subsampled, and the wavelength limits of up to 10 passbands to be 

analyzed. Unlike 812, a road section of arbitrary length is acceptable 

provided it is at least more than twice that of the longest profile 

wavelength of interest (Ref 6). 

DYMOL 

DYMOL is a generalized mathematical model which characterizes the 

dynamic behavior of five different classes of highway vehicles. The model 

consists of a series of interconnected masses, springs, and dashpots and is 

used to predict the magnitude, duration, and location of dynamic wheel loads 

applied normally to the roadway surface by the wheels of single unit and 

articulated vehicles operating under various conditions. The model may be 

forced upon a natural road profile which is recorded in the field by a 

profilometer and converted to a suitable digital format. 

The sets of differential equations used to describe the motion and 

calculate the forces between the tire and the road surface are solved by a 

numerical technique that is based on the assumption that the displacement, 

the velocities, and the accelerations of the system are known at any 

particular time. The time increment h may be taken as approximately 1/5 to 

1/6 of the shortest period of oscillation, t, to assure convergence and 

stability of the solution. For the purpose of solving the sets of equations, 

the value for the wheel to travel a distance of one inch or 0.001 second, 

whichever is greater, is normally used. This criterion keeps the h-value 
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within the range for convergence and stability. The model is limited to 

speeds between 10 and 60 mph (176 to 1056 ips). 

A tire envelope of 8 inches is estimated by taking a moving average of 

46 points (steps) at 0.176 inch, with the average value of these points 

representing the center of the envelope. DYMOL calculates this as the 

profile input to the differential equations of motion. The enveloping 

process allows the model to more accurately represent the tire action of 

absorbing" the effects of small bumps or depressions without displacing the 

axle. 

The program could be modified to accept profile data at larger step 

sizes. However, to get a reasonable moving average for the tire envelope, at 

least five points should be used, which implies a maximum step size of two 

inches. 

A separate program, PREDYML, functions as a preprocessor for DYMOL. It 

accepts a digitized (4000 Hz for 0.176-inch step) profilometer tape along 

with calibration factors from ONESTEP, unpacks the data, scales the data, and 

writes onto a new tape only the portion of profile the DYMOL is to be run on 

in its unpacked and scaled form. 

The output of DYMOL consists of printed tables and/or Calcomp plots of 

the dynamic wheel forces corresponding to distance down the roadway. The 

printed tables also show the excitations to the tires which are derived from 

the smoothed profile data. The plots, which are provided only for the left 

wheel, can portray either the dynamic wheel forces or the axle displacements 

(Ref 7). 
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QSIM (VERSION 1.0) 

This program is basically a digital version of the Quarter Car 

Simulator, an electronic device developed by K. J. Law, Inc., to extract 

from the road profile a roughness measure of a specific type. The Quarter 

Car Index (QI) was designed to replicate, by means of a mathematical model 

consisting of a tire-wheel mass, suspension spring, shock absorber, and 

vehicle mass, the Roughness Index (RI) of the Bureau of Public Roads 

Roughometer. 

In QSIM, the differential equations describing the motion of the model 

components (i.e., the sprung and unsprung masses) are solved by digital, 

rather than analog, methods. More specifically, the transition matrix method 

is applied to the series of profile elevations from a digitized profilometer 

tape. The relative motion, in the upward direction, between the wheel axle 

and the sprung frame is integrated for a fixed distance along the road. The 

result is QI, which has units of inches per mile. 

In addition to the tape input, the user of QSIM provides information 

such as step-size of digitized data, scale factors, section identification 

method, and speed at which the quarter-car is to be simulated. A preliminary 

comparison between the electronic (analog) and digital versions of QI on 

several Brazilian roads showed very good agreement between the methods 

(Refs 8 and 9). 
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VERTAC 

Developed as part of research done in early 1978 to derive a Maysmeter 

calibration standard, VERTAC provides a set of roughness statistics closely 

related to the physical concept of vertical acceleration. The basic 

algorithm, which is numerically much simpler than either spectral analysis or 

digital filtering, can be stated here. 

Let \ , Y2 , . , Y 
n 

be elevations in inches or equally spaced 

points along one wheel path of the profile and let b be the distance between 

adjacent points. Then a simple estimate of the second derivation of Y at 

point i is 

= 

Hence, the root-mean-square vertical acceleration (RMSVA) at base length b 

is defined as 

V~ = 

where C is the constant that transforms units to ft/sec for a given 

vehicle speed. By default, a 50 mph speed is assumed. 

An examination of profilometer data will reveal that the index VA 

increases sharply as b decreases, but that VA is selectively sensitive to 

roughness amplitudes of wavelengths 2b. VERTAC lists the RMSVA indices at 

base lengths b = .5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 65 feet for each wheelpath. 
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Also provided is a Maysmeter roughness estimate in counts/.2 mile: 

Mo -20 + 23VA4 + 58VA16 

and a serviceability estimate based on Maysmeter roughness: 

SIV = [ ( 
l.n (32 MO)) 9.35661] 

5 exp - 8.49331 

The index Mo was adequate to describe quite well the response of eight Texas 

Maysmeters on 29 road sections near Austin. The measurement of a particular 

Maysmeter, for example, is predicted by Mk = Ak + 1\. Mo, where Ak and Bk are 

calibration constants close to 0 and 1 (trailer units) or to 10 and 1.5 (car 

units). For a typical Maysmeter trailer, the standard error of prediction is 

less than 10 counts/.2 mile while the mean roughness of the Austin test 

sections is about 100 counts/.2 mile. 

The index SIV was obtained by calibrating the simulated Maysmeter Mo 

against the serviceability index computed by program SI2--the same technique 

used in the past for calibrating the Texas Maysmeters. In effect, the RMSVA 

index is scaled to a number between 0 and 5. 

In order to identify spurious data on the tape, VERTAC writes on a 

separate output file the maximum elevations between adjacent points on each 

data record and identifies all points with such differences greater than one 

inch. This was found to be necessary because of occasional faults in the 

digitization process. 
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PLTPROF 

PLTPROF is a program that takes a digitized profilometer tape and plots 

the profile on a Calcomp plotter using ONESTEP calibration factors and an 

input step size corresponding to the digitization 

portion of the profile specified on any X and 

the plotter (.005 in. is the smallest increment). 

rate. It can plot any 

Y scale within limits of 



Name 

ONESTEP 

SI2 

POWER 6 

ROKYRD 

DYMOL 

PREDYML 

QSIM 

VERTAC 

PLTPROF 

SUMMARY OF ROAD PROFILE ANALYSIS PROGRAMS 

Description 

Computes wheel path scale 
factors from one-inch step files 

Computes present serviceability 
estimate from spectral estimates 

Performs pc'wer spectral analysis 
of road profile 

Provides amplitude statistics 
and serviceability estimates 
from filtered profiles 

Models the dynamic wheel forces 
of five classes of trucks 

Writes an unpacked and scales 
data tape for DYMOL 

Computes a Quarter Car Index 
from road profile 

Computes vertical acceleration 
(RMSA) indices and simulates 
Mays Meter roughness 

Provides Calcomp plots of 
unfiltered profile 

User Input 

First file no., no. of 
files to process 

Section ID, scale factors, 
file no., pavement type 

No. points, scale factors, 
no. bands, decimation rate, 
plot options 

File no., section limits, 
step size, decimation rate, 
band options, plot options, 
pavement type 

Truck class, speed, plot/ 
print options 

File no., scale factors, 
step size, section limits 

Section ID, scale factors, 
step size, file no., speed 
of simulated vehicle 

Section ID, scale factors, 
step size, file no., speed 
of simulated vehicle 

File no., axes lengths, 
step size, section limits, 
wheelpath, scale factor 

Profile 
Input 

Tape 

Tape 

Tape 

Tape or 
cards 

Tape from 
PREDYML 

Tape 

Tape or 
cards 

Tape or 
cards 

Tape 

Output 

List 

List 

Tables/ 
printer 
plots 

Tables/ 
plots 

Tables/ 
plots 

Tape for 
DYMOL 

List 

Tables 

Plots 

Lines 
of Code 

178 

536 

722 

1007 

3084 

82 

410 

342 

00 
N 
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VERTAC--USER'S GUIDE 
AND SOURCE LISTING 
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VERTAC--USER'S GUIDE AND SOURCE LISTING 

DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS ON THE VERTAC PRINTOUT 

1. Title (usually a road name), date of profilometer run, section number, 

and run number. 

2. Length of section actually processed (in feet), along with profilometer 

tape format and positioning information. 

3. GAINR, GAINL - right wheelpath and left wheelpath scale factors used by 

program to convert profile elevations to proper units. 

4. A row of roughness indices corresponding to each RMSVA baselength 

examined - normally, multiples of the sampling interval (.169 ft) in the 

range .5 ft to 130 ft: 

Col 1 base length (feet) 

Col 2 right wheelpath RMSVA 

Col 3 left wheel path RMSVA 

Col 4 mean RMSVA from both wheel paths 

Col 5 SI value Eq 2 with MO replaced with a linear function 

the mean RMSVA (col 4) 
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5. MRM Roughness (counts/.2 mile) - equivalent to MO (Eq 1) with units 

inches/mile. 

6. Flexible Pavement Serviceability - SIV (Eq 2). 
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C VF. 
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C PPl'lvtnl!'1'I F"~ hI!! IlSEP: VI!' 
C VI! 
C VI!' 
C wRTTT!N BY V! 
C VI! 
C MAVID M~KENZIf VI!' 
e ""!'NTTSS PII)OU: VI!' 
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e C!NTEP FnR TRANSIi'ORTA'TON PI!SrAPCH VI!' 
e TIoiF IINTVFRlItTY OF TEUS AT AUSTtN VI!' 
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C 
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c: 
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C 
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e 
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r. 
e 
C 
c 
e 
e 
c 

~OTEI CAPnS 1 ANn 2 FnAM & I'ATR wHrC~ MAV BE 'F.PE'TEI) ;00 AS MA~¥ 
!:fUNA AS !'InTR!!": 

TnAT!! NT!' 

TI 

!FJLF 

RUN INFor.U'(iTTON 

rARO 2 .; '"RM'T(4J5,4F10:B,2F5:A,2'i~ 

NO: OF FTlF n~ TAD-,: IF LE ~; I'll!' WILL A,. S~T EQUAL 
nN~: "TtF. "Ins: 'M 8ueC£!lSIvir SF-eTtoN! MIIST AI! I~ 
AR~ENOTNG nPDF.p: . 
NO. OF FtRST R!COpn ON FILE Tn 8E RF.An: IF ~R!~ LT A; 

V! 
VF 
V!' 
VE 
V! 
V! 
VF 
V! 
VE' 
VI! 
VE' 
VP. 
V! 
VI! 
V~ 
V( 
vI!' 

TI'IV~ 
v!' 
V! 
V! 

f 
2 
1 
41 
5 

" 1 
8 
Il 

tA 
It 
12 
t1 
14 
15 
1ft 
11 
18 
III 
20 
21 
22 
n 
24 
2'5 
~fJ 
21 
28 
2~ 
1111 
1f 
li1! 
3l 
34 
15 
3ft 
3T 
38 
lq 
48 
41 
42 
43 
44 
a5 
4" 
4T 
48 
4~ 

50 
51 
52 
51 
54 
51! 
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C nATA WTLL RF. RrAD 'R"~ FIL! *~'TA* INST~AD OF T_p!l: Y! 
C NPFC OF'AlliT" Tn,: FORl4n(,iit5': VE 
C InEC SA~PLING R&TF: T~Fr.., pOtNTS ARE otseARD~~ rAPT!Q VI: 
C s~nOTHTNGl FnR EACH porNT ACCFpT,.": DE'AULT r~ i: VE 
t ISM S~"OT~TNG TNnEX: PAC~ POINT wILL RF. REPLACFO 8v TH! VE 
e W~IG~TFO AVFRAGF nF 2*YSM+1 A~JAC!NT pOTNTS: V! 
e nEFAULi IS A: V! 
e G4INR, FACTOR~ TO eONV!RT pRn'tLE !LFVATION8 TO INCH'S~ VE 
C GAtH~ pnSITI~E V~LUF.S AR, ALWAYS R'DUIRED:. V! 
C DIST LF.NGTH.O' ~F.eT!nN nF TNT!RF.ST_('F.~T'. ~!'AULT. TS tA~0 FT:V! 
C SKI' ntSTANrE nF SECTrnN FROI4 START OF FI_ST R!e"_~. V! 
C SKI' D!;AIJL T!I Tn ~ ~T: VE 
C STF."tN RT£P STIE OF ORtGINAL DATA ON TAPEt: DEFAULTS Tn :t~~ FT: V! 
e 8ASEt T~F FIRST RA~E LEN~TH FOR WI4Trl4 RM8VA IS TO A'- rO~DUT~D V! 
C IS THE LArH~f:~T 14111. TIPLE n, IDFC*STEpYN WHICIoI TS LESS T~AN VE 
r OR E~IIAL Tn RAS!I: IT wtLL RE DnueLEn q Tt~,~ Tn nsTUN AVE 
C TOTAL of t~ TNnrCF~: DEFAULT 18 :S 'T:· vE 
C NWR rF NWR IS *W*, lJNS\.ALED O!CII4ATED DnA ,Rnl4 TAp,.t wYLL BE VE 
r. WRITTEN ONTO FTLF. *~AT,*: FORNATftarSl: VE 
C rF NIIIR !S *,,*, SCAi:ED O!CI/IUTFD DATA WILL A~ WRTTTEN TO Vf: 
e FILE *nATA* TN FORMAT (3'10:4' •• VE 
C nrSTAN~€, RtGH~ W~F'LPATH VALliE, LF.'T W~!ELPATH VALUE: VE 
C NC~K THE LF.!TF.R_*N* IN eOL:72 WTLL SUpPRE~S ~RR~R rH~CKYNG AND VE 
C R!SrOlhL STATISTTCS DuRING S"nOTHtNG. VE 
C Y! 
r N('ITEI TO OAT'I~ AN M~M STMULATT"N ~NO A SE-Vr~!&8TLTTV VE 
e FSTI"~TF; TNor~'s FOR AASF~L~NGTHS N!AR 4FT AND t6FT VE 
C "'IJ"T FlF CO,",!'IIT'!) rSEE RASF.t'. V! 
C VE 
C*******************~***********~*****************.********* •• **********vr 
C VE 
C A NnT' O~ InUTSAVF. FTLFS ~; V! 
C V~ 
C TIoi~ pRnr;RAM .V[RTAel pRO"IICFS, TN AMITTON Tn ITS OAI>TNUV OUT. VE 
e ptlT, ~ FUE CONTATNTNr. A ~lI"M'RY OF ITS MU"'E_ICAL RE!IIUloTS: TIo415 VE 
C FILE, CAl(~n THE .OUTSAVEI Fr~E. IS USED BV ~T""R pR"~RA"S W~IC~ vE 
C pRtNT T"'E8£ RFSULTS IN TARIILU FORM: "'O"T Nt'lTAPlL! 0, TI'41rS~ RRn. V! 
e r.RAM~ IS IStAlIS I , W~T~H SUMMA_rZES SIV V~LUES FOR 4USTYN T~ST VE 
e SECT InNS pR"OUCE'1) RV A NIfMRI!:R OF RUNS 0' IV!~TACI: VE 
C VE 
r. T~F FORMU !'I'; AN ."lITSAVF.I FILE lS AS '''LLOWSI VE 
C 'IRST CARn •• T~! OAT, TN (&6' FORMAT. V! 
C ADOITI~NAL ~AROS ~. TMF FOLLOwtNG IN rr':4'7:~,2F;:3,S~7~4\ ~ORMATI Y! 
C NSF'C SFCTt""" ~HIMAER v£ 
C RM~ MR'" AnUG~NE'IS ICOUNTS/:2 Mtl,' V! 
e stv. PAVE"FNT.SERVTC~AAILITY VE 
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C RM n. 4', , t , t II 4 VE 
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~ :: ~ ~ i ~ ~ r ~: : : : : ;: ~~ 
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e VF. 
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C IOIlTSAV,. 'TlF SHnULD RII: STn~FO AS T~E FTRST RECORD OF A MlIlTT. VE 
e RECOR~ FYIE 0' C~'LFCTFO VERTAC RESULTS: (T~E MACRO IpArKnS. WAS VE 
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~1 

~l 
~3 
64 
~5 
bb 
b1 

It" 6q 
7A 
7t 
72 
13 
14 
7~ 
7~ 
77 
78 
7~ 

lie 
lit 
112 
83 
tl4 
~~ 
~~ 
A7 
~A 
eq 
q0 
ql 
q2 
q3 
~4 

q5 
~~ 
q7 
98 
~q 

t~" 
tl'lt 
t"'2 
tA3 
U4 
us 
1~~ 
tCll7 
fllllI 
tAq 
UB 
,tt 
tt2 
I 13 
t14 
ttS 
116 
111 
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cnMMn~1 I!lMTIo4I TSH,et21' ;SLlMC '2', IDEe; Te,NlCt.'I8~NltDA~NP~ VE 120 
cOM"'n~ IPACkl TDtt;\,TNf'''A' . . VF. 121 
enHMnN IITATI ~OClo4k,~E~8;~MlW;"'AXR,OA8~(21',lr"'R.SCLt~' VE 122 
C""''''nN Ij DATt;,7~~~,,"Rlfi5~0' Vf 121 

e V! 124 
DTHEN8TON Tnfl~~QI': TttA;. Vf2', ~Ht1~q)~ 8T!Pf')~ 'O~A~t2;1' VE 125 
DIM£N8TON RLtq" aRt". ltfq,. SIVAtq, VF. 12~ 
!QlJrVAlENCF fTn, DRS'; tnAT; 1M'" V! U1 
LOr-reAL Noelo4k V! 128 

e Vj: 12' 
nATA ~F.Q/ql V! 1]0 
DATl Rl ~~:,. !.0. ?:0; 4:~;.R:QI. 1~:~; 12:0~ ~4:1~ i~8:0/. v£ 131 
DA~A A0 1~2.71~, Ib.lb~ •• ~A.58R •• 21.~QI~. ~.12S, 11.Al,. 10.t0], V! 112 

• .15':275' .2"; '1ll1/. .. • V£ tJ] 
DATA At IA.5~7'1. ~.q3~4. 13.383, 14:n~4; ~~:ll2, il':IA, 2'~:~6, V! 134 

• ~A2:~QI, '~41~AI vE t35 
nATa lqEr/0/.~!XN!!A~~~''''~~!lTP/ql.~PF.FO/5A:/,MlCTSMii0i V! 136 
DATA 8Q1.Rl.R2/.2Q1 •• ~1 •• S8.I.DLt"'/1.01 V! t17 

e VE 138 
REwtND ~ V! Il' 
RF.~t~n 4 V~ la0 
REan f~.IA' IniTE VI! t41 
WOYTF t4~IA' InAT! VF. t42 

Ie FO~"'&T t&6' V! las 
C VE 144 
e ~F.an TTTlE eiRn ANn nATA CIo4ARACTERISTTCS VE 145 
e V~ lU 

~P~ • i V£ 141 
N~~ • III V! 144 

20 REaD ~0, Ty VE 14' 
le FnOMlT f~Aln' VE ISq 

IF fFn'.Ij) 41lJ.~0 V! 151 
All! Cill EWIT ,_ . .. •. .. _. VI! 152 
IjR RE&" ~~, IFIlF..N~FC,TDEe.t!lM.SCL.OIST.SKP,ST!PIN,RA~!,,~W~.~CIo4K VE t~3 
~A FOO~'T t4IIj,4FIR:~;2-5:0;?At' VP. IS4 

IF CNRN:ED:e) PRINT 7e. NPr. V! 155 
70 'nQMAT tllo4t/'~R,~lC;3i~DQOGOAM VERTAC ; VEPSION ,:i ; ; VE t5~ 

~ t6~~FVT~'n AQ/2t/~i;12X,4HP.G'~IllltIo4Q1;~X,~~tiH*" VE 1" 
P~TNT Aq. Tt V! t5~ 

A~ FnOM&T ttHA,6X;AA1A' V! I~' 
IF CTFTlE;lE;Al IPTlF • i.. V~ 1~0 
I' fRi!l~t.~E.~_) RASFt •• ~~. . V~ I&t 
IF tSTF.P!N.~F:~.l ~T'PTN • ~.t~q V! 1&2 
IF tnIIT,lf~q.\ nT~T • tA5". vE '63 
IF tTD'C.LE.01 InEr • t V! t~4 
tF (~~F.C:EQ;01 NRF.e • I V~ 1~5 
IN' • t V! t66 
IF.tNOFC;Lr;0) INF • r'TL~ ~ ~ VE t&7 
NOCHk • ,F.. •• VE 1~8 
IF fNCHK.EQ.tHN .nR. TSM:EQ:Ri NOCHK • ~T: VE tbq 

C VI! t79 
C INTTTALIZE FOR ~~~ ~'CTInN V! t71 
C VI! t 72 

NRN • NRN+1 V! t71 
~nTST • nI!lT+:~ V! t74 
NS~P • SKP/STFDIN vr I" 
~SKP • N8KP.ST,PTN+:~ Vf 17~ 
PPTNT qq; MnI~T.MSKD,NR,c;rFrL£ V! 177 

q0 pO~MiT tlbx,T~: IRH FT ~,eTTON REGIN!I;TA. 2tH FT FRn M START "_ REeVE 17B 
~.t'\, AM OF 'Ii'Ed" VE tn 
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c 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

e 
C 
r. 

~" • I')IST/ST£ItTN 
N • NP+NSI(P 
N2 • N+N 
NS • ~IIIIMP+NSI<P 

~V • ~~P.2*I9wi/t~'C 
IF C~WjGT~H'XN' r.n TO 4TA 

U~ItAeK OAT. FRnM TAP!! OR 'tL! CDATA. 

I' CIN':,Q:l' ~AlL POStTP ~T'I~E,NREC;lR!e,NS!e, 
NW"Rn!l • '''~ 
NICnA • ! 
CALL tNITSM tI"M~e; 
NX"A \I N,MP+ISM+t 
ll'4I.X • ~. 

SU'4C'(l»' • IU4U 
SU'4Cft' • SUMC~2' 
RI!IIS • aUMC (t) 
IC \I " 
NIUtT8 • N2 

tAO NPP • MINAC75e:NRPTS/2l 
~ • i:t.NPR 
I' (INF;£D;I' pEAD tt'.TN 
I' (tN'.FQ.2' REAn f2,Itl' ftotlC"IC.t:L) 

tt~ ,ORMAT ClOt" 
Til' CF"F,IN" t'0~Io~ 

121 PRINT f3A, N,TFtLF 
t3~ FORMAT t6X. 47~ENn OF 'tL' F.NCOUNT!RF~ W~EN lTTF.'4PTTNr. TO 

: 2~H PAtPS n' POtNT!! 'POM FIL!,I3) 
ST"" 1 

t08 IF fTN':Fa:2' GO TO t~~ 
LRII'C • LR~C+J . 
IF (NRPTS.LT.t~00' NWOROS a (NRPTS+4';5 
NUIn a I 
CAU. IJNPACt( tNwOROS.NXTTo,Tn; 

,.;;:1 00 HI" ht IL 
tbe OASCT' • TOCT' 

tR0 

CAlL ~MOOTH tn~s;niT' 
NPPTS a NIlPTS.i~"A 
I' tNRPT8~r.T:~i r.n TO 1~Q 

N \I N1("&-1 
N2 a ;t.N 
PE-'I!.~ ~; _ 
t' t.NnT.NOcwKl R£!lf • SARTtR~SS*2/N~; 
IF (NWR:NE:IHW; cn TO 14' 

PLAC' IINSCAL!O OATa ON 141"2 • OITl~ 

P'!wt",1') 2 
DO t;1'! Kal,N 
00 "'" I al , iii tOn,T(I,K' • OiTtt;K'+:S 
WRITF f2~t'A' ~CtnnlTtT.k';t.II2"K.';Nl 
DO lIH! Ita, IN 

DO tI'" Xai ~Z 
DATCtt~' a r~niTtr:K' 

SClLF T" rNC~~~ l~n ~OMPUTF V£RTICAL i~C~LERATtnN: 

\~A ST!PIN a tnEc*qTEPTN 
YF. (TS~ :NF.~~' P~tNT ~0A. STEPtNtY~MtAtS£ 

V! 
V! 
V! 
V! 
VI! 
V! 
vr 
VI! 
VI!: 
Vt: 
V! 
V! 
V! 
V! 
V! 
V! 
vI 
V! 
Vt: 
VI! 
V! 
V! 
VI! 
Vt! 
V! 
V! 
V! 

p!ln~T!i,VI! 
V! 
Vf 
VI! 
V! 
Vt! 
V! 
Vf 
Vt! 
V!' 
VI!: 
V! 
V! 
Vf! 
V! 
VF. 
V,. 
VE 
VF. 
VI! 
V! 
VI! 
VI!: 
V! 
V! 
V! 
V£ 
V! 
V! 
V! 
V! 
V! 
VI! 
VI!: 
V! 

tAli) 

t81 
182 
Ul 
tlll4 
185 
tA6 
1~7 
US 
le~ 
l,e 
1'1 
.. 2 
tq3 
IqO 
lq-; 
,,~ 

1'7 
In 
In 
2Ae 
2et 
2"2 
2(111 
204 
205 
21116 
C!CII1 
208 
21114 
lUI 
21t 
212 
213 
2t4 
2t! 
21ft 
211 
2t8 
2t' 
£12111 
221 
222 
"(13 
£124 
225 
226 
227 
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2,1 
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e 
C 
r. 

c 

e 
c 
C 

c 

r.: 

C 
C 
C 

2A~ 'O~M'T tbX. tq~ SAMPLING rNTF.RVALI.F~:2,5V. 
:11'6:0'-

PRtNT lHI'I, sci' 
~~GATNPI:F7:1,12X, 6HG'r~LI;'1:1; 

~nR; SClt1~;'£;2"'1";1 GO TO OQA 
.nR. SClt'-'.G!.2090.' G"- Tn Oq0 

2t~ FORMiT (1~~,I'W, 
III' UeU".Lf',I'I, 
IF t~el tiP .L[.~. 
00 22P! t.t~N 

OATrt~I' • ~AT(i~T'~~eL~i' 
OAT'2.1' • nATf~.r'iseLti!' 

220 CONTYNI/! 

210 

200 

I( II ; 

OIFt II III: 
00 2~I'I 1-2."1 

'OT''- • A"'U; t ~TF~. ARS~~ATC1,1,.oi+(t,r.t'" 
A_S~DATti!:T';OATC2,T;I" , 

IF r~t'2:GT~DTFi' K • t 
DTFt • OIF2 

eOt.!TYNIII' 
PRTNT 20111, otit~K~'~TII'PtN~TD!C' 
Fn~~&T fq~X. ~H 9TEPI;'.:~; '~IN AT,'7:1, UM ,,:, 

NSTP II "'AXtC~AA!t/~TFPIN~t:' 
N"~TP • 111 

WRYTF ACAL!!) DaTA It.! FOR~6T sutTA~LE ~OR PLOTTING 

til' fNWR:NE:tHS\ Gn Tn 2'A 
PEWIND 2 
TI~ • ,,: 
no 2-;111 t111~N 

WRIT! fi!,2&A' TTM;04Ttt:T'.OATC2,T\ 
2~q TIM • TIM.STEPT'" 
26A FOP"'AT C1Ft~:4' 

210 INc2 • NSTP+NSTP 
NM II N;INC2 
IF CN"~LT~t' GO Tn 2Q" 
N"''''' II NMSTP.; 
Vf,-, • P: 
Vt1' • YO!, 
00 '-II" ht.2 
1)0 2"" Jllt.NM 

28" VCT' • VfI,+coATrt;J,.1:.n'TfI.J+NsTP'+nAT(I.J+INC2"**~ 
ST~PfNMSTP' • NSTP*!TEPIN 
TYM ~ tt2~*STF.DrN~~TP'itt~:~.SPE£n'~**2 
Q .. tl~NMSTP' • ~QRT!Vr1"NH!/fTIM.t2" 
RM'2.NMSTP, • ~QRTrVf2'/NM"(TIM.t2.' 
RM'l~NMSTP' II ~RMfi.NM~TP'~PMt2,N~STP;'*:S 
IF (N"'~TP~GF.:MAXSTP' GO TO 2q~ 
NSTP • 2*N9TP 
Gn Tn ~10 

?q~ MA~STP • N"'STP 
IF tN",~TP~LE:~; Gn TO 510 

2Q5 r.n~ITTNIl£ 

CA(CIlLATE SI ViLUE~ As~oetAT£~ WIT~ VF~TIC4L ACCEL~PATI~NS 

3HSFI.VF. 
VI! 
VI! 
V~ 
V( 
V[ 
V[ 
V! 
VI! 
V~ 
V£ 
VI! 
VI! 
V! 
VI! 
V! 
V! 
VI! 
VI! 
VI! 
VI: 
VI! 
VI! 
V! 
V! 
VE 
VE 
VI! 
VI! 
V! 
V~ 
V~ 

V! 
VI! 
V! 
V! 
VI! 
VI! 
VI! 
VE 
VI! 
VI! 
VI! 
V! 
V! 
vI! 
VI! 
VE 
V! 
VE 
VI! 
V! 
VI! 
VI! 
VE 
V" 
VI! 
VI! 
VI! 
VE 
V! 
V! 

242 
243 
2114 
245 
216 
247 
lOA 
211" 
25(11 
251 
252 
'~1 
254 
255 
2S. 
2~T 
2'58 
25" 
260 
16t 
262 
16] 
2110 
2l1S 
26. 
2b7 
268 
2l1" 

~'" 271 
272 
213 
210 
27'5 
216 
211 
218 
2n 
28111 
2tU 
282 
281 
2114 
2AS 
2U 
2111 
288 
28q 
2"fa 
2"1 
Iql 
2"3 
2qll 
2"'5 
2q6 
2q7 
2"8 
2"" 
3I1J0 
31111 
302 
303 
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92 

( 

c 

c 

C 
C 
C 

e 

c 
c 

e 

C 

3t" 

stVA(IO II 111:" 
** TRY TO MATCH RAsr l~NGTHS 
nn ,"'" J.t.N~Q 

,p tPCT!qRt8(tJ';STrp~K":LE:t"':" GO Tn ],~ 
C ONTJ ~lljt 
Gn TO 12" 
C"~TJNUF 
*. TH,q! t~ AN ,QUATrnN FOR BAS! lFNGTIoI ST!Ptl(, 
srvAtK1 • STMA ~ A0tJ'+~'tJ1*R~(];~~ 1 

cnNTtNU! 

PRTNT 16111 
no 3~A K.t.~AX~TP 

PRtNT 310~ STrprl(';~RM~t;K),t.t,3i 
t~ 'STVA(K'~L!:A:P' GO TO ]40 
PDtNT ]8A, srVAtK1 
cn Ttl 315/11 

34A PDTNT 3'A 
3~" cnNTINIl! 

Vf: 
V! 
V! 
VE 
VI!: 
VE 
V! 
V! 
V[ 
V! 
V! 
V! 
V[ 
VE 
V! 
VF 
VE 
V! 
V! 
VE 
VE 

360.FO~M&! t1x; 4~ ... RM9 VI!'RTJeAl ArC!LF.RATT~N (FT/SEC SOl aT 5~ ~~HI~/tVE 
eO~BrN~D : t2H~STr~AVE ,HP.6X •. O~HBASE LENeT'" RtGHT LFFT 

.n:" sr.I' 
310 FnA~AT tttx"~:t.3jtA;~' 
34" 'OD~AT ttH.,5')t.F6:2~ 
3~'" FOqMAT tl ..... ~~)t.4H •••• \ 

nn o~" r.I;MAX~TP.; 
I~ 'STtP(r':GT;~:A :ANO: sT~Ptr';LT:4:~' GO Tn itA 

Q"'" CONTTNUE 
Gn Tn 415~ 

4tA AHA • 8A+At*RH~3;Ii.R2*R~r~;T+21 
PRTNT 420. q"11l1 

O~~ FnqHAT (tHA,6X; 3tHHqH ROUGHNESS (eOUNTS~:2 MtL!1 •• ~t';~' 
IF (qHA:LE:":' cn TO Q~0 
St~ • SIM0 t RMA , 
PPTNT 43A. sr~ 

430 F~qHAT "H0,6X;J3H~lF)tTAlE PAVEMENT S~RVteEA8rLrTYi;~iA:21 
W~TTF '4~4~A' ~s~r;R~~;ST2;~~M(3.K1,~.t,MAXSTP1 
~OQHAT ttl.aF1.2.~~1.3.5~7.4' 114~ 

4S0 
4~5 

P~TtJT 415~ 
,nqMiT tI1V,&&~1H*i' 
t~ (~qN~r.F;2j ~qN. ~ 
IF tNRN.EQ.0' NPG • N~r..' 
rF f~nr.Hk' QO TO ,~ 

PRTNT 46~. N&VR.S~R~tQMA~i.R~S~.t08SR~K'.K.t;LrMq, 
46A FnqM~T (tH+,8ay,3Hpqi,T~;6M AES.,'7:1~5H SEI~F1:4;bH p's •• 

: F&:9~1~/85Y.1F6:a,i 
GO Tn 2111 

VI!: 
V[ 
V! 
V! 
VP 
VE 
VE 
V! 
V! 
V! 
V! 
vr 
V! 
VII: 
vr 
VE 
V[ 
VE 
VE 
VE 
V[ 
vr 
V! 
V! 
VI!: 
VE 
VE 
vr:. 
V! 

010 PqtNT GSA. ~)t:"'~Y~.. . VE 
O~A 'Oq"'A~ f~X. ~H ••••• T1 •• 3~~ POtNT PA!RS REQUrR!O 'OQ DTSTANCF, ., VE 

; ~H q~lY;I~, oH AILnw~n •• /t1X. 35HDFrtMAT! DATA OR rNCp£ASF nr~ENV! 
.SInN. t4 ... nF &QRAV I')AT.' VE 

STOP I VF. 

O~A pqTNT I.IAA 
5A0 ~nD~AT (bY. 2~HEApnp;.;tNV&LrO SCALE ~ACTnAS' 

STI'IP 2 

V! 
vr 
VII! 
VE 
VI!' 

30' 
305 
3~~ 
301 
3111" 
3111. 
310 
3tt 
312 
3t3 
314 
3U 
3U1 
3t1 
3t" 
3t. 
320 
321 
322 
323 
no 
U5 
326 
321 
328 
32q 
330 
'nl 
332 
333 
334 
315 
33& 
331 
!l8 
]]q 

300 
30t 
342 
343 
344 
345 
30b 
341 
148 
lA' 
3!/II 
351 
152 
353 
3'54 
1155 
356 
3~1 
35R 
3'5Q 
3MlI 
361 
3&2 
3&3 
364 
36'5 



e 
C 
C 

t 

C 

C 

C 
r. 
C 
C 

C 

r. 

t;1I'1 PQT~T 5lA 
~~R FOR~AT tbX. Q~w •••• NOT F.~~Ur,~ pntNT~ TO tOMPUT! ~r~~T RMSYA, 

STOP 3 

FUNCTtnN sr~A t R~A 

'"~CTION Tn CONYI!:PT A~ ~~ YAllI! TO AN at VALUE: 

DATA ALPHA,8!T' 1 q:'~.61~ ~:49131 I 

IF (AMe :L!~ ~~A' G" Tn 1~~ 

sr~A • ~:A*!VP~.~ALOGt12:A.R~A'/S!T.\~.ALPH.' 
A!TIJRN 

Sf14~ • 5:101 
RETURN 

EN" 

FUNCTION PCTtP. r A • q 

ROIJTT~IF TO CAlrUlA;oe: PtAC'FNTAr.e: 
OF usun,: 

(APOR '68UA.a, 

til' fR :!Q: l':g, r.rt TO liH'I 

PCTe:~P • ARSf ',.;;'q'/'- , • 1eH'!:" 
AETlIQN 

AS A pEpC£NTAt:E' 

HU' PeTF.AR - ARBU, 
A!TlJp~ 

["'n 

SlIQRnl)TINE fNTTS 14 tTSN,c:, 
C 
e Ctll.lPIITEs 8~onTHrNr. en!J'JI'terl'NTS F9A OBU.VUtON! n, 
r. POL't'NOIolUL TRENDS OF MEr-AFE THR!E. 
t 

OI"'I!NUCIN C (~1; 
C 

C(;ht~· . -
IF tI8"'~'LF ,Ill A~TUAN 
IFrtAM.GT.n Gn TO ~I!I 
Or) 11' T-1,1 

V[ 3(,6 
VE 30'? 
V,. 368 
V! 169 
VI! '5 '7(IJ 

SI 
It 
at 
!IT 
SI 
SI 
Sf 
IT 
81 
St 
Sf 
Sl 
n 
Sl 
lit 

PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC' 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 

IN 
IN 
IN 
IN 
TN 
IN 
IN 
IN 
TN 
IN 
IN 

1 
2 
3 

" '5 
6 
7 
8 
1:1 

Ul 
11 
12 
11 
\4 
15 

t 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
'7 
8 
1:1 

til 
11 
!2 
tl 

t 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
'7 

" 9 

I" 
11 
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94 

( 

'e 
C 
29 

3'" 

r 

e 
" 
1111 
C 

e 

C 
3" 

CO"t~!/3~ 
prTIIDN 

Kleq.fr!l~.rSM.!!lM';'. 
S2e('.r8~-1'·t,.r~M.l'*t2.'SN+]' 
00 llllr.ll',ts~ 
CtT8N.l.r'.ett~M.I.t'et~1~;!.t.I"S2 
RI!:TI.JR.., 

I!"''' 

SURR"UTINF SMn"THtn~8,~AT' 
CONN"'" ISMTH/r~M;C~2t';S~M~~il~ID!e,f~;NXOR,NXDA,NP~ . 
Co~~nN ISTATI ~OCH~,DESStR~~W,NAXR,09~R(2tl,LrNA,~eLt'-' 
OINF.NR!ON nRSC),tl.nATt2,t',OASLt21 
L 00' e Al~ NOCNIC 
"ATA n~8l/q~,~:, 

MllCC.UM+UM+1 

Nt.~Ax~tt,Nl(OA:tSN\ 
IFtNt:r.T:NPA' r.o Tn ~0 
M~.MTN~tMYn6.t~M,"'DD' 
I"NneHW:OA;NX"~:lT:Mt:nA:NYOA:GT:M2' GO TO 6 
nRSLtt'enA8tt'NXn~' 
ORRLt2,cn9SC1,NxnA' 

0" 101 MeMt~f.4i! 
ICate., 
00 tA tet,~ _ c, 

SUMCtr'eSuMctt,.nRstY,Ml.etYCl 

I'tr~:lT:M'YCl GO TO ]9 
Ie.lI.I 
on 2A ,et,2 
nlTtT~NX~A'.SUMett' 
t'tN~eHK' r.O Tn 20 

REs.~tnA!lLtr'·AUMetIll/S~L~I"*.2 
QE UeQFSS +D£8 
tPf~~'~L£~RMIX; GO TO ~0 
RHU.QI'S 
tUXlle",YOA 
K.", 
DI'I l~ M.Mt.142 
KDK+l 
OR~R'rK' e0138 (t, ~l 
LI~RU 

Nl(rue~!lt"l+l 
NXf'lQeNltnA+tn!c 
GO Tn Iii 

NXnR .... ltOR.",ltA 
AF.TUR ... 
E~ln 

rN 12 
tt,! II 
IN 14 
IN 15 
lN ttl 
1M 17 
IN 18 
I'" 14 
IN 21'1 

!1M t 
!1M 2 
aM 1 
aM 4 
aM '5 
814 6 
1M 7 
!1M 8 
8M 4 
SM 1 e 
8M U 
8M 12 
8M 13 
8M t4 
S'" 15 
8M 16 
8M 17 
8M 18 
I'" t' 
aM 29 
8'" ;!l 
8N l2 
8M 23 
!1M 24 
aM 25 
8M 2#:1 
8M 27 
!1M 28 
8M ZIJ 
aM ]111 
!1M 31 
aM 32 
8M 33 
1M 34 
,14 35 
8M 3"" 
8M 31 
!1M 18 
1M 3. 
1M 110 
8M 111 
aM U 
1M lIS 
8M 44 
8M 45 
8M 40 
8M 47 



P,I'II 1 

, .,.' ~'I" • • • I ' , • , •• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••• 
AUSTIN T!IT ••• AP~rL tOAl ••• arc: RUN i 

18151 'T S'CTION B!QTNS "'T 'ROM STAPT oi P!C 1 0' ,tL! ; 
C'IL[I 2 I!C' 1 "fCORDSi q) 

&AS! LENGTH RIGHT 

18~,e 
26,2fJ 
8.02 
2. 81 
1.11 
~!fJ 
,31 
• t 5 
~0fJ 

LI'T 

.,,;~o 
2fJ,10 

8,111 
2,63 

,0fJ 
.15~ 
;10 
.14 
~94 

~.M ROUQNN!Sa (COUNTSi:2 MIl£,i 

Pl!XIRL! PAvEM!NT I,RVICEARfLfTV • 

COM8tN!D 

.,.,;,4 
2fJ,23 

e,212 
2, '72 
1,96 

,54 
,31 .'4 
~e5 

1l~IJ' 

1~2i 

ESTlMAT!O ST 

"'15 2'82 
I'tl 1:" I,n 
2,ct. 
2,&2 
2,SQ 
2.41 

••••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ***.*.* ••••• 
AUSTIN TrST ••• APRIL ,oet ••• lie: RUN 2 

tllsa 'T 8PCTION 8'GTNS a'T 'ROM START o~ R!C 1 0' ,tL! 1 
('ILE' 3 8,CI t R!cnRDS. 01 

IU!!IE L!NGTH IIIGHT 

74~"4 
2'5,3fJ 

R.12 
2~n 
1,21 

.fJ" 
~ll 
,1 4 
.1'5 

LE;oT 

'fJ~"'" 
2e-,2t 
7.05 
2;fJlS 

.OfJ 
,'32 
,12 
,14 
.AI5 

MlfM ROUGHNESS ICOUNTS/:2 MILE" 

'L!xtAL! PAV[~!NT s,RvrCEA8ILITYI 

COMIUNED 

1S;SZ 
2S,"*' 
8.04 
2~" 
t, tt 

,!1ft 
,32 
,14 
.85 

16:24 

3~t • 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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PAGE I 

****************************************************************** 
AUSTIN TP.ST ••• APRtl ,q81 ••• SEC: 2; RUN 1 

S!:eTtON REGTNS 
o SEC I 2 

9 'T FROM START 0; R!C 1 0' !I'lL! 
RECORDS I en 

GUNRI 178:2 

RIGI4T 

i"2~10 
OQl.~' 
15,~2 
1,11 
3,90 
l,lQ 

,OR 
.22 
~97' 

LEFT 

R.~n 
3","0 
1","9 
0.50 
t ,85 
,"1 ,n 
.IR 
~9'7 

"RM ROUGHNESS (COUN~S/;j MILE'I 

'lExIBLE PAvEMENT S,RvreEARIltTvi 

GAINlI 370: 1 

COMBINED 

fJO;25 
35,7'5 
13,26 
5,86 
2,45 
1,00 

,44 
.20 ;07 
172~ 10 

1;50 

unMATED U 

2·51 
2:31 
1,aQ 
1,53 
1,65 
1,81 
2,03 
I,"" 
1."0 

" 

,.. I·.··". • I I' ' . I I', • t • 

****************************************************************** 
AUSTIN nSf ••• APRTL leUH • •• RUN ! 

1850 FT SPCTION BEGTNS 9 FT '~nM START 0; R!e 1 0' PIL! II 
('llF.1 5 SF-CI 2 RECORDS I 0' 

GAINRI 3;8;2 

RASE LENGTH RtG"'T 

lQl0:~1 
3Q~85 
15,115 
~,Q2 
2,'3 
1. 15 

. 48 
'22 , 
.07' 

LEII'T 

III§~'" 
20 ,81 
10,~5 
~, 4'7 
1,0g 

,81 
,18 
,t'7 
.91 

MR'" ROUGHNESS (COUNTS/;1 "IlE'. 

FLEXIRlE PAVEM!NT SFRV!CEABtltTVi 

GUNLI 110;1 

eOMflIN[D 

ql~09 
10.84 
12~q9 
5,~0 
2,0' 

,Q8 
,41 
,29 
.07 

ESTIMATED Sf 

2~58 
l,n 
l,"~ 
1,5'1 
1 ,b1 
I," 
2,05 
2,95 
2.80 

****************************************************************** 





APPENDIX C 

MRMCAL2--USER'S GUIDE 
AND SOURCE LISTING 



C 
C 
r. M R jM e 
C 
C 

A L 3 

MP 
M~ 

MR 
"R 
I'4R 
flCQ 

C*****************~*****************************************************MR 
C MQ 
r. MQMCal.; YA A PpOr.AtM USEr Tn CALtRRATE A MAYS ROAO METEA Ar.Ar~5T MQ 
C AN·6VATLARlE qnUr.H~esS ~TATr5TTC ("01 ~TT" w~IC" IT ASSUMED TO flCR 
r. HAVE A lJNEAQ REL6TI~NSHIP' MR 
r MA 
C I.4PT • ALPHA • FlETA * "'0 /IIR 
C MA 
e "'H'R~ :'MPJ:' TS THI=: PAEDICTF-D RAW RfAlHNG (C~II"'TS PER ~2 MILE 1 OF flCR 
C T,.e MAygMFTFA TO eE CALJRPATFO AND .MO. J8 T~E PR~FtLE.DERIVED MA 
C "AYS~E~ER·~tMULATIn~ USED A~ THF CALiRRATION 5TAN~ARD~ MQ 
C flCR 
C nNrE TME PARAMETERS _ALPMA. ANn .PETA. ARF. 08TAINED, T~E MR 
C MAYSM'TER AAW AEAnt~r.S, .Mt. CC"U~TS PER .2 MTLE1, CAN RE TRANS. MA 
C ,ORI.4FO TO CAl IpkATEn VALUFS I3V lolA 
C MR 
C MCT. MilT. ALpHA) I BETA MR 
r MR 
r. W~FA~ :'MCt; T5 A M'VSMETFR.nFRrvEO ESTYMATE nF .MO. (T~E -IOEAL MP 
C MAyqM(TFR.': MR 
c MA 
r iINALLY; THE rALTRRATFO VALUES (.MCT.l CAN BE TAANSFORMfD TO MR 
C 'IERVTCFA'HI TTY INDTcES I3v THE RELATlO'-! MP 
C MR 
C STV • 5:p. * EVP( .tALnr,t32.~*MCIl/8:4q3311 ** Q~J56&I .MR 
C MA 
C MR 
C F~P .. ope TNFORMATTnN SEE rTR RFPORT NO: 251.1~ MW 
C MP 
r**************.********************************************************MA 
C I.4R 
C MRMC~L~ WA~ wRITTEN IN APAll lqAl PV PRENTISS RIDDLE ANO r,Avro MR 
C MCWFNZTE nF ~HF CENTFR FOR TRANqPOATATr~N A~qEARCH 4T T~~ MR 
C IJNTV~AIITTv ('I' TfltAS AT AU!qTTN. MR 
~ MR 
~*********~*~***~*********************************.*********************MR 
c***********************************************************************~Q 
c 
C 
C 
C 
r. 
C 
r. 
C 
e 
c 
c 
C 

INPIIT GIIY"E •• 

MQ 
MQ 
MQ 
MR 
"R 

Alii INPUT OATA FyLe: C~NSrSTS OF nNE tnENTIFYCATIO~ eARn FOLLowe:n BV MI) 
n&T6 FIlR liP TO 35 SEr.TI(1N~: MQ 

M\1 

THE D6T6 FnR A sECTTnN CONqTST OF ONF ~ECTION HFlOER CARD FOLLOWED MR 
tiP Tn TF.N QUN I':ARn". MR 

\0 
2il 

~" 
a0 
5n 
&111 
70 
1\ t~ 
q", 

tPIiI 

til" 
1201 
1301 
tUI! 
15(.1 
t&0 
170 
180 
tQ0 
2111~ 

21'" 
220 
231/1 
2(110'1 
25~ 

2&0 
270 
21101 
;,'IQe 
J/HI 
JP 
"'rl) 
330 
3a0 
35111 
3M~ 
37111 
3@CII 
3qA 
U0" 
u10 
lI20 
11301 

(Ill'" 
aS0 
Cl60 
a7Q1 
ClAIiI 
CI~('! 

5~CI 

510 
5211 
S30 
SUil 
5501 

99 



100 

C 
C 
C 
e 
e 
e 
C 
C 
C 
e 
e 
C 
C 
e 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r. 
C 
e 
C 
c 
e 
C 
e 
C 
r: 
C 
e 
C 
c 
C 
C 
e 
c 
C 
r. 
e 
e 
e 
C 

COU!, l-i6 A16 
COL~ iA-~i A4 
COL~ ,3-211 rl 

eOL~ '6-0t A16 
C{lL~ ~J--;P A8 
enul f;l!--;1 T 2 

COL ~S A1 

e(lL~ I- u 
COL~ 15-111 

ent!ll 
COI~ 
COL' 
CrlL ~ 

, ~,' III 
~1."'" 
'1·1~ 
,t-op 

FOpMAT tAl~~X,A4,X,I2,X,A16,X,AA,X,I~, 
X,Al,X,Al) 

IoIQ 
IoIQ 
.. R 
lOR 
MR 

MAVS ROAn IoI~TfA I~ENTtFICATTON CODE MA 
~T9TRreT I FTLf InENTTFICATION enDE MA 
MAVS M~TF.A CALIRAATION vELOCITV lolA 

tOFFAULT • ~p M:P~H;) MR 
~AVS METFA DUN ~ATF. MA 
PROFILnMETEA AUN nATE MA 
THE NUMPFR OF AUN~ PER SECTION (1 TO 10'~ MR 

IF LEFT BLANK IT DEFAULTS TO ~ elF THfRE MR 
18 A .T_ IN COLU~N 55) OR II elF THERE 19 ~A 
NO ';'T. IN C!'ILUM~ SIIi' ~ IoIR 

A FLAG IN{lTCATING WHfTH~R OR NOT ONE MR 
OUTlYING RUN PER BEeTTON IS TO ~E OISCAAOEO.MA 
(IF A ~T- I~ SPECI'IEn, OUTLIEAS WILL BE lolA 
DISCARDEO, OTHERWISE NOT:) lolA 

A 'LA~ JNOreATING WHETHER ~RM VALUES INPUT ON lolA 
THE RUN CARl) AAF IN cnUt.!T~ OR CHART INCHES. MR 
(IF A ';'T. IS SPECIFYEn, IINnS AAE CHART "R 
INCHES. OTHERWIse UNITS ARE COUNTS~' MR 

SECTIO~ Nl"'RER 
PRnFILOMFTF.R RfAO!NG FOR THE SECTION (MO) 

MAM CnIJNT~ F('!R 
~RM cnUNTS FI)R 
MAM enU~ITS FI"R 
IoIRM COUNTS FOR 

~R 

THE FTRST ~~~ MILE OF SECT TON MR 
THE SFcnNn ~0S MILE OF S~CTI0N MR 
TH' THTRn ~~S MILE OF BreTTON IoIR 
THE FOUATH .05 MILE OF SECT tON MR 

MR 

(I' Sn SPF~'~IEn O~ TH~ TO£NT1FIeATTON CARD, UNITS ARE CHART ~R 
rNe"E~ RAT .. ,R THAN cOlmu:, 114$1 

MR 
~R 

c.****.**.~*~***~*~******.*************.********************************MR 
e*********~*~***~*~*.***************************************************M~ 
C /l4R 
C PAAAM!T~P~ ANn VARIABLES TN COM~"N •• Mq 
C MA 
C ALPHA A~~YT!vE CON~TANT TN REr.PF.SSf~N FQUATIO~ MA 
e AMY UIUV nF MI tMAVS MFTER' VALUe'S "lA 
r: AMO AAlUv !'IF 100 tPROFYLOMETERl VALUES MQ 
r. ~ETA MUI T"'LICATTVF. CONSTANT IN REI;RESSION Er.JlIATfOlli MR 
e nATEM OATf OF IoI&V~ METFR RUN MR 
r. OATfp DATF. OF PAO~tl.OI4ETI!P AUN I1A 
C ~rSFl_ OI~TRTC' ~A FTL~ ~U"~ER MR 
r. IvELI'II" CAl fRluTto N VELOCITY o~ "AVS to'FTEP !oIR 
C III JNF~ LINE enUNTER rU!;En RV SIIRRI)UTINF .PAGE-l MA 
~ KSFCN!'I APAAV OF SF.CTynN Nu .. ~eRS MA 
C NClAGF PAGE cnUNTF.R ClISFn ~V i'!I)RPOI1TJIIIE .PAGE.) MR 
e N8Ee NUMg~A OF SFCTIO~~ FOA WHICM MO ANn loll VALU~S WF~E READ MR 
C MA 
~********.~ •• **.**~*.**********.****************************************MR 
e MR 

t;!!IIi 
570 
15M 
SCUd 
'.11219 
~u 
fl2P 
630 
flQA 
flse 
~6fJ 

fI1~ 
681il 
6qlr! 
7\!1~ 
7U 
72111 
7H 
1413 
1')0 
7f1a 
71~ 

78'" 
7qe 
(l0Q1 

8\" 
820 
fl10 
alJe 
8159 
Aft~ 

870 
1\8~ 
BCI", 
q~", 

q10 
q2" 
Ql" 
que 
Q~Q! 

Q60 
qn 
ClIICIJ 
QCl0 

tlllk'lQl 
lA10! 
''''2~ 
,IlI11ll 
IR~3 

It'150 
H'~'" 
107(' 
1M3 
l~Cle 
I I r~A 
1110 
112A 
It 3" 
1111111 
11~1A , '~A 
111r.l 



C' TIo4PL Tr.TT R~" *8 (A .... ,O.Z, I'R t PH" 
cn~~nN 1"',Ani nATEM,a',otS~L,"R"I~r"',rVFLOC,OATFPf~),~PAr.E,~LINESMR Itq~ 
OfMF.NSTON AM~C3~', AMlr3S'~ KSECNOC1S' I'q l~~A 

C Mil 1~10l 
C Mq 1~2e 

C ** ~~T PAC, e~uNT I'R 121~ 
NPAr.' ~ 0 ~R 114e 

C MR 12~~ 
C ** R,An YN D~TA ANO £CHO.pPTNT ~R 12&0 

CALL RFAOrN , NS~C'KSECNO~A"n,A"I , MR 127~ 
C MR 1280 
C ** p~PFnRM R,GPEsSrnN AND pOI~T Rf~ULTS MR 12q~ 

CALL LTNA[~ ~ N8~c,.Mo,AMr,ALPHA,P~T. ) MR 13~0 
C MR 1310 
C ** POINT eALT~AATln~J HBlF. ~A 13291 

CALL CiLT~~ ~ ALP"'A,RETA , I'R 133A 
C NA 1,40 
C ** "phT RfSTnuAt TARLE '"A nS0 

CALL AF9TA~ t NSEC'KSEC~O~AIo40,Alo4r,ALP"'A,8~TA MA 13&0 
C MR 1370 
C ** on PAYNTEO.pLOT MR 1380 

CALL pOLOT t NStr.,AMo,AMI;ALP"'A,~ETA , MA llqA 
C MR la0~ 

CALL EvlT ~R 141~ 
ENn MR 1420 

SURRnUTTNf CALTAS t ALPHA; ~F.Tl , CA 
C CA 
e ROUTTN' Tn PRINT THF CAI.IRRATtnN TAPl~ ._ MT AN~ MCt FOR EACH CA 
C VAlUF OF STY FpOM 0:5 TO S~0 • CA 
C CA 
C*********~*~*******************************************************.***CA 
r. CA 
C' TMpLTCTT p,Ai'''1 "-H,0-7' C. 
~ CA 

r. 

C 

CALL p~Ge: r~,., CA 

WPTTF 'tll, lAlli' 
Fnq~'T.ttH~~;A~'26X,17HCAL!RAATrON T'~LEI 

• !H0,lAW~I~W,3S~"AVS ~FT~R PR~ntCTED MO 
• IH .10x.tAx."Ht"r"t~x,SHt"CI'I' 

SIVI 

CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 

no 3~~ t=';4~ . 
~TV ~ 0.a • ~.t*T 
AMC' • FVP ~ A~"q331 * t.'Ln~' SIV/S.~ 
A~PT • AMrr * PEfA • ALP~A 
WPTTE rb~'0~' AM"I,AMCT,~T~ 
Fn~MAT '1~ ;30x"aV,FQ:l,F14:"Ft3:1' 

CONTTt-iIJE 

PETIJPN 
~ND 

" ** ~~1~687~' I 32~~ CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 

Ie 
21<1 
J3 
,,~ 

51! 
M'. 
7A 
Ali'! 
q0 

11110 
110 
12111 
1311' 
ILl" 
1 '5 Ii! 
lb Gll 

17<" 
tEl,.. 
10 1! 
20111 
2hl 
UIlI 
23111 
21l~ 

2SIiJ 
2M! 
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~U~A"uiTN! LTNAE~ ( NSEC, A~~, AMY; 6IP~6, PFTA LI t~ 
C LJ 2C 
C AnUTTN~ T~ P,R_OAM ttNEAR RFGRFSSIO~ OF MY AS A FUNCTION OF MO LT 3~ 
C AND iPTNT iH, REBUlTS. LI Q~ 
C ..•.. , ., . LI C;~ 
C******************************.**.****.* ••• * •••••• * ••• ********** ••• *.**LI ~~ 
r. LI 7~ 
C VARrA8l~S US~~ ;_ LI 8~ 
e Lt q~ 

C ALPHA ~-OR"FR HEGRFSSION C"P.:FFICtE~T (MPI AS A FliNCTU)N OF MOl LI 1 file 
r. AlPHUI "-"RntrA RFGRFnrON CnEFFtC1ENT (~ct AS • FUNCTtON OF 141) L t I U 
e AETA \-ORD.R REGRfSSrON cnf'FtCrfNT (MPI AS A FUNCTION OF MO~ LI 120 
e 8fT&p t-ORDFR REGR~SSrON CnF.FFleIENT (Mel AS & FUNCTIO~ OF MIl LI 110 
C FlTG UTTnC14LLV WYOH vALUE' LI 1Q0 
e ROTTnw nENnMTNAToR OF RfT. EQUATION f~nTT~M • XX-SX*SX*DN) LI 15~ 
C CTA q, PE- r.£NT r,nNFIDF.NCE INTERVAL FOR ALPHA LI t~~ 
C eIR 05 P!R CENT r.n~FrDF.NCE INTERVAL FOR ~FTA LI \70 
C DN INV~R~f 0' THE NUMRER 0' ORSERVATIONS LI 180 
e R~Q R-~ouiRfD LI lq~ 
e SE AT~NO'RO ERRnR OF RfSICUhLS Lt 2~~ 
C BEIN ~TAN~ARn F.R~oR OF TNTFRr~PT LY ~10 
C SFSL STANOAAO ERPnR OF sLOPE LI 22~ 
r. SX SUM FnA I • f TO NSE'C elF Me! (tl LI 23~ 
C SV SIII4 FI'" I • t TO "'!liFe [1F "IIrY) \..1 24e 
e T ARRAV OF T-VALUES ADnRlSS&RLE RV tNSEe-!q) LT 2~0 
C TOP NIJI>IFRATI'!A !,!fI' RETA F.QIJATtO~1 (TOP = XV.ShSV*ON~ Lt l&P 
C leMA!( HA)(TMI'M 14 0 VALUE LI 27e 
C XM~AN ""AN ~O YALUF. Lt 2R0 
C lll"I'" "'T"'TMIIM 14 0 VAlUE L t 2Qp 
C XX SUM FOR I • t TO NsEe OF MOtI'*I4~tI' LX 3~~ 
C xv SUM FOR I • i TO "'sEc OF "'otr)*"'UO LI 31 I(! 
C VMU MA)(TMI!'" Ht IIALUE LT 320 
e VMEAN ",e,~ MT VALUE LI 330 
C VMIN 14HI1MIIM "'I VALUE LI 31.10 
C VV SUM ",R 1 • t TO !.IIIIEC OF "'rrl'*MItTl LI J5A 
C Lt 3~0 

C***.*.**.~*~.*.**~*.**.***** •• ********* •• **************.*****.*****.***LI 370 
e Lt 380 
CS T",Pt,eTT R,AI *A lA-W,O-?' LX 3Q0 

0114~N8TON AM~tt). AI41ft" Tt2e) LI 400 
OAT. RTG i t.~F.a0 I LI 4t~ 
OATA T , ~;~P60' 2;~70b, 2;~73q. 2;0b~7, 2~A63q, 2;05 Q5, ~;~~~5, LI Q2e 

+ 2,0~t~' 2,~4R4, 2,~4S2~ 2,~a~3, 2,~3q~, 2,~36q, 2.~345, LI 430 
+ 2.~~22' 2.~1~t, 2.~2RI, 2.A26Z. 2.~2Q4, 2.~227 , \..1 440 

C LT 4S~ 
CALL PAr.E'~~ LI a&~ 

e LI ~7~ 
e ** PRINT D~sfATPTION OF VARTA~LES II QRa 

WR1T~ ~4,t~' LI aqp 
to FORMiT ,tH .~a~'2tHPEGRF.SSION VARTA8LES.1 Lt 5~~ 

+ i~0:3~~:a'WMO PRnF1.L~.CEPTVFD MAVS~ETER SIMULAT, LX St~ 
• l!ItHyON IJ~En AS TWF , LI 520 
+ ,~:41x;a; .. eALIBIUTTON SUt.DAHI:\ tcomlT9 PER ~2 MTLE'.I Lt S'H! 
+ i~0:3Q'.QAMMI ACTU~L RAW PFA~I~G' of THE ~AVSME', LI sal 
+ 2~WT~~ Tn PF. CALTRAATF.O, LY S50 
+ !~ ~tI\)(;l!ilol'COIJI\ITS PFr:I ::» MIUn:1 L1 SMl 
+ 1 ... ~,34~\'~IoI~~I PRF.nT~TED ~t RASED ON 140.1 L! 57~ 
+ 'IoIA.3ax.~aIolMCr PR'.Oyr.TF.O ~n ~6SED ON HI (CALleRA, LI sap. 
+ ! 1Io1TE!') "'AVA"'ETt::P, LJ '5Qe 
+ i .. ;at)(;q~R'AOTNn'.1 LI bP~ 
• 'M0.~4)(.4~MSlv PESCALtNr. 0' Met TO PRfO!CT TIoI~ P, LI ~\~ 



C 
C 

e 
c 

PHI 
C 
C 

C 
C 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

~I~AE~ENT SF.A~TeF.AATLITvl 
,~ 'aIV;Q~~tNn~X: T~~ R£LATy~~~HIP ~ET~~EN ~C! AND SIV wASI 
tw ~aIY.Q.HnEATVFn INOEP'"O!~TLV OF THIS REGRFSSION ANn T5,' 
,we:a'X:4QHS1~ • 5.0*~VP'_tAL~r.'3l:~*HCI"~:4q33,**q.35b&' :' 

** ci~AR SU~~ATI0N VARIA~LE~ 
ItX II ~"I/I 
BV II 0·\01 
n II 0,1"" 
vv • I/I~A 
xv • "~,, 
XHAV II -IITt; 
V14AlI II -RIr. 
ViolIN • AIr; 
VMfN II lUG 

** S~"''''ATTnN LOUP 
no II.'A lat;NSEI: 

XIII • A ""'I( T\ 
v'" ;. A"'UTl 
ViolIN. AHTN! C X"'IN, VOl 
VWYN • &l4TN! ( VHI"'. VI'! 
1I101AV • ,,,,,W, C VMAX, X,", 
VIolA~ II '''''Vl ( VIoIAX, V'" 
It)! II !IX • X~ 
til'll • Sv + VI'! 
XlI ~ vx • VI!*Xj.IJ 
vv • Vv • V0*ve 
YV II Xv + If,,,.v0 

enNTHlliE 

** CALFIILAf! AF.IiREUION COEFII'tCTENTt! 
ON II. ':0 t FiOAT( N'IFC , 
TOP II WV _ SY.SY*ON 
ROTT~'" a VV ; sX*~V*nN 
~FTA II TOP I eOTToM 
ALP~i a O~ * ( Sv - RETA*!)! 
BETAP ~ 1:", i ~ETA 
4LPw~P II ~ALPHA I RFTA 
!I~R • RETA • TOP 
SSE ~ VV _ Bv.S1*nN - SSR 
SF. II s"RT '( "SF I hIBEC-2' 
lIMEAN ;. Sx * ON 
VHf A~I ;. Sv * ON 
SI!:SI II SE i ~QRTtA(JTTO"" 
SEtN II SF. • S~RT ( lIX • O~ I 80TTO", , 
IF '!N~F.C :L!: 2"" :OP: (N8ft :~T: aA,' GO TO liP 
CIA. T(NSEC.1Q) .. SEIN 
CTR ;. T(NSFr.;tq) • SESl 
';t'lNTYNIIE _' 
Rsa • !lSR I , SSE + SSR 

** poT~T T~E RESULTS 
WRIT~ (&,l"'l/!; ",SEC,x14EAN,VHEAN 
WRYT~ ~~,2il/li ALP~A.RETA 
IF '~N_F.C :G': Z~, :A~n: '~tJEC :IF: 4~" 

+ WRITE (~,~2"', ALPHA.r.TA.ALPWA+CYA.RETA.CTq,PETA+CI~ 
WRtT~ tb,P1Ai sEI~,~FSL.Rsn.5E 
WAtTE ~~,24"'i ALP~A~P~TA.ALP~AP,R~TAP 
FOR~~T,(IH~,'"V.~q(tH.)11 . 

+ 1W",5U)l~IQ~AEGREqSlO"l R~!!IILTS" 
+ 1~0.QU)!.IQHN~~PEA OF SECTtnNSI,qX,r!11 

LY bllll 
LI ~3QJ 
LI &111'1 
LI bSIlI 
LI fllIR 
L til''! 
Lt b80 
LI bQ0 
LI 70~ 
LI 7U 
LI 722 
LY 730 
LI 71.10 
LI 150 
LY 7e0 
LI 110 
LI 7 fI(~ 
LI 7q~ 
LI 891'1 
Lt 1110 
LI II~~ 
L Y 811' 
LI 8110 
L! 850 
L r 6M~ 
Lt I! 7 III 
LI 880 
It eq0 
LI qee 
LI ql~ 

LY q20 
LT (13" 
Lt qll0 
LI qS0 
L I q",' 
L t q7~ 
LI qSp 
It qq~ 

L r H"H~ 

LJ ''''I! 
L t tll!2" 
LY 1030 
LI lit'1I0 
LT 105'" 
II 10b~ 
LI '''7~ 
LI 1''''Hl 
II 10q0 
LY Itq", 
LI ItHI 
LI llj!CII 
LI IllP 
Lt tlulII 
LI 1 \ 50 
II 11&i!' 
LI 1170 
LI ItA'" 
LI 11 (10 
l r '20:,0 
LI 12U!l 
LT 1220 
Lt 1230 
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c 
r: 

• IW ;44.~eWM,.A~ Mnl.~pX~"t~21 
• Iw .QAW.~WMfAN MT •• 2?~.Flt.2' 

FnA-AT tlw~.44W,6H'IPHAI.~2x~'tl~al 
• iw :44W;~w~,TA •• 23x,"t~n' 

fORMAT (tHA.4GX"2W~5 PEAC£~T eO~FrOENCE INTFRVALSII 
• j~ ;G'W~~A;~,t3w c ALPHA c .FA~21 
• tw .4~W.'~.2't3H c @ETA c ,F~.2' 

,nRMiT ttH9,44X,2AH~TANDAR~ ERR"R 0' INTERCEPTI.Ftl~41 
+ \~ ;GGx~~awsTANDARO ERRnR ,OF ~l~PF.I,GX,Ftt~41 
• 1~~,.a~,tRHR.9QUARFDI.'8Y.Flt.SI 
• i~ .GGY.~,H8'ANDARO ERRno OF QFSID~ALSI,Flt:4' 

FORMAT CliHR.4G lC .2IHREGRUUDN f't:lpHIDNSII 
• lH~;Q?Y~6~M~1 .~'11~QtlW .,Fit,G.SH. MOl 
+ 'W'.41Y.6H~r.I .,F1t.G,~H ','tt.G,SH * MT' 

L t 12"0 
LI 1250 
L I tlb0 
Ll 121M 
LI 121H'I 
I. t 1200 
LI l'5liH! 
LT cue 
I. I I US 
Lr !l3~ 
1.1 11 tHlI 
Lt 11se 
Lt IloA 
L 1 t31111 
LI 1.1P0 
Lt 13Q9 
LI 14011 
LI 1 aHl 

SUARnIlTfN! PaGE t NI.I"ES , PA 
r PA 

tl'l 
2" 
10 
ap 

C ROUTT"" Tn SwIP TO THE NEyT PA~e AND PRtNT A HEADtNG IF neStREO, p, 
e PA 
c Tw£ i'~AH!T!. ~NlTNFS. IS USED TO en~TROL PAr,rNATTON~ PA 
e rli NLINI'S • 0, THE SUl\pnllTINI!' sWIP9 Tn A hEW PAGE AND PRINTS PA 
e TW( HEAn,.: OTHFRWISE TwE LINr.C~LJNTF.R .~LIN~9. IS INCREMENTEOPA 
C ltv :'NL fllle!)- AND T~E ~IIIilROIJTrNe: SI(fPS Tn A NEW PAG! nlllL v IF Pl 
e T~£' RE!lIIl T IS GAFATF.R THAN .,..nLNS-: PA 
c PA 
c* •• *.* ••• *.*.* ••• ~ •• * ••• *.*.*.** •• * ••• * •••• **.** ••••• * ••••• * •• *.*.*.* •• 1'4 
e PA 
rs ''''Pl re,T AFAj'.1I (hw,O.n PA 

rOMMnN IH~Aoi nATFM(a',OrSFL,~R~tO(G'.rVElnc,~ATEP(2),NPAGF.,KLrNESPA 

e 

c 
e 

IA0 

C 

nATA MiXlN~ i 60 I ' PA 
Pl 
PA 

WLTNF8,,- WlI~E8 • NL1N!'tI. 
T' ((.'1 TNF.~ .Ne. Ill' .ANO. (I(LINF'S :LE~ MAlfLNS» 

** "it;~ u,rT 
Klr~'A • Nt TNES • q 

RETURN 

IIIPA~~ ~ N~jGE • 1. • 
WAfT, t6"QA, NPAGE.nIIFl,rvELDr.,HR"Tn.nATEM,oATEP 
'ORMAT t iHt:tl~.RWTAIM ••• ~~12X~QHPAGe.r2.1Y.8~ •••• TRr"'l 

• t~ :!'X;20MTEYAS ~rCHWAV "'-PARTMENT, 
• 3~H • ~A¥S RIOF. METFA eALtlilPATrONI 
+ i~~·30Y;6Q(I~.'1 
• tH :30x;t~HnlATRTr.T/FIle. ,A4,16~.2t~CALlaAATTON VELOCITV •• 
• OH MP~I • 1w ;lP.Y;QWMRM NO:, ,aAa.1AX,tqW~AV~ "~TER RUNt 
+ ,~ ~~~YtlQHDHOF'rLnMETF.p ~UNI ,?A4J 
• 1H .3~y,~qtl~.'I' 

,aAal 

PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
1'4 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 

I3,PA 
PA 
p\ 
PA 
PA 
PA 
P4 
PA 

50 
60 
1C'. 
110 
~0 

1"'01 
1t~ 
120 
tl" 
!U 
15~ 
1 .. 0 
11 I! 
t~1I! 

l'Hl 
2~16 

l10 
220 
2U 
240 
250 
lblll 
21e 
2801 
2Q e 
3~A 

31" 
32~ 
33'1' 
300 
3St' 
1M~ 
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SIJ8PflU",INF. FlPLnT , "'SEC, AMO; AMI, ALPHA, eeTA , PP Ie 
r. PP 20 
C RnUT,NF Tn pponUCf A PArNTE~.PL"T nF ~O VS MY AND THEtA PP 39 
C ~fGR'SArnN LTNF. PP 4A 
C PP 5' 
C ••• **** •• ~*~***.*~.** ••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ****** •• **PP ~0 
e PP 7ft 
r. TH~ APDAnArH usEo Tn CAEATF. THE PRyNTER-PLOT rs AS FOLLOWS, PP 8A 
e PI' q0 
C THE iAPA, ;S~AEEN., 61 RV 17, IS A 6_R,_~.rNCH CHARACTf~ eUFFFA PI' 1~O 
C nN w~t~~ THE.PLUT t, DRAWN: ITS ~ AND V AXES cnAR!SPONO Tn MO PP tt~ 
C ANn MT AES.~~TTVELV. SCAtE FACTORS AAE CHOSEN SO THAT THE AANGE PI' 120 
C nr 14" ijALUFS O~SERv,n NAPS nN TO THE 61 CELL-WIOTHS OF T~E X PI' 130 
C AXIS AND '101' RANG! n' loll VALUES n~sEAVED MAPS ON T~ THE 31 CELL. I'P 14~ 
C MFIQHTIII QF THE Y.urs~ PP 150 
C PP 169 
r, FIP~T, TH! PRnGRAM SfL~CTS THE F.N~POINTS 0' A SEGMENT OF TH, PP 170 
C PF.GA'S~rQN LTNE T~AT CAnSsES THF RANGE OF ORSEAVED potNTS. THESE PP tA0 
C FNnp~INTS AAF $CALfD TO SCAEF.N conROtNATES AND THE LINE IS THEN PP lq~ 
C DRAWN !IRING A .SIMpLE DIGrTAl OIFFFR~~TIAL ANAlVlER. ALGORITHM, PP 2~0 
C "R ~QA: AS o£scRIR~n r~ .p~tNCJPLES O~ INT~RACTIVE GA,p~rcS. BV PI' 2t0 
C N~WH'N AND SPROULL tPP. 24.~5'. PI' i2~ 
C PI' 230 
r, NEXT! THE ppnr.RA~ PLOT! T~~ ~8S£PV~D CMO,~I) POINTS 8' SIMPLY PP 24P 
C SCALTNr. THF" TO SCPEEN COnRnfN'T~S ANn PLOTTING EACH POINT; PI' ?'~0 
C PI' 2bl1l 
C 'IHAj'lV, ;~Cr:t!@,Io4. IS pRPITEo nUT LINE.8v.Lt~e, TOP LINE FrAU, PI' 27(/! 
C wn ... T ... , AVES LASHLED WITH 140 ANn loll VALtlES AT ONE_I~ICH PP 28111 
r. INTFDVALS: PI' 2Q~ 
C PP 3~~ 

c***.*.**.~.~** •• *.*** •• ****.* •• ***** ••• *** •• **** •• *.*******.**.****.***1'1' 31P 
C PP 1~~ 
C VAPfAAl~5 uSEn :. PP 310 
r. A 101 11')11'1' OfFF'PENtE RETWEEN f,lUholUM ANO MINIMUM VALUES nF foil PI' 14~ 
C AMflo4AV HAYII/UM loll VALlie PI' 3'5~ 
e ANI"'T"" "'T"'TIoII1M 141 VAl ue PP 3&0 
e A"'IT1~ DI~TANeE B'T.EEN TIC MARKS ON 141 AXTS PI' 11~ 
e AMITnv Mt Tn v CONvERSION 'ACTOR PP 38~ 
e AMtt MT ViLUE FOA VIRST FNnpOINT OF ~FnRESSION LINE PP 1~0 
C AMI~ MI vjLU~ FOR SECOHn ENOPOTNT OF AEGRFSSrON LINE PP 4e~ 
C AMon,j' OIFFFRENCE RET~FEN M4Xlf,lU~ ANO MINIMU~ VALUES OF 140 PP ut~ 
e AMnMAY MA~T"'UM 140 VALUE PP U2~ 
C AMOMT'" MTt.lIMI}M loin VALUE PP 4391 
C AIo40TTr nt~TANeE BeTWFEN TlC MAPK~ ON MO AXIS PP qQ~ 
C A"'"TOY 140 T" ~ CONvERsrON FACToR PI' 450 
C AMot "'" VALUE FnR FIlit8T ENDPOINT OF RFGRESSTON LINE PP U&g 
C AIoI"2 Mn VALliE FOR IIF.CIJN('\ F.~OI'OrNT OF RI"GlitESstON LINE pp <l1~ 
C nFLTA LF.~r.TH ESTIIoIATF. VnA REGRESSION ltNE P~ 480 
C D~LTA~ X.iXT8 LFN~TH ESTTMAT~ FOP RF~RF'SION LINF PP .~0 
C O£LTAY '.alCT8 LF.~IGTH EsTyMATE FOR REGRF.SSION UN!! PP s~~ 
C I~CH Tfe.HARK COUNTER PP ~t~ 
C k~LANW C~AP~CTEp eLAN~ r,H , PP S2~ 
C KO CHAPAtTEA n riM:, PP S3~ 
C KSTAP CHARACTER STAP. t,M*' PP ~.0 
C N8T'P~ NUMRFR OF !lTfPS u~En TO DRAW PEGPFSSrON LINE PI' 5S~ 
~ SCREFN bt R~ 37 CHARACTER ARR., USE" FOR PLOT DP 5&~ 
C y ~ VAlur t~ nnA PI' 570 
r. XTNr, y TNr,pF.MENT IN nDA PI' 5~0 



{ 

106 

C XI X VAi\'F FOA FIRST E~mp(lINT OF PEGPESUCN LINE PI' SOl! 
&H~ 

eo iii! 
&20 
b3A 
611P 
b'50 
b&e 
b71!! 
689 
6~1! 
7~~ 

110 
12~ 
1U 
740 
7'5~ 
7&0 
7U 
71'0 
70~ 

BAA 
A10 
A20 
830 
au 
850 
Afl0 
ne 

e X, X VAIU' FOIiI ~EC(lNn ENDPnlNT OF REGRESS TON LINE PP 
C V V VAlUF tN nDA PI' 
e VYNC v fNrQF"fNT IN OOA I'll 
C VI V VAlUE FOR FtAST ~NnI'OtNT 0' REGIiIESSfON LINE PP 
e v, V VAl UE 'OA SECON~ fNnpnINT OF AEGRfSStON LrN~ PP 
C liP 
r. ••••••••• ~* ••••••••• ** •• ****.*.****.************ •• *.*******************PII 
r. PP 
C$ YMpI T(,fT RF.Ai." (A.",.0-7) PI' 

c 

P'" t1lll 
e 
C 

c 
c 

r. 

t: 
C 

~tMrw8'nN AMnfNS,C'. AMltNSEC' pp 
tNTEr.!O SePE'N (&1.17' pp 
nATA WPLANW~WO;K8TAP I 1M ,tMO.I~* I PII 

.. CrEAR 8':A'~N 
no He t-, ;&1 

!'In 1~'" Jat,]1 
"CA!F.N tt tJ' 

cnN;rNIJI!' 
CONTTNII! 

** ",T,RMTN, SCALE 'ACTn~~ 
AMO""N _ A"'(ltt' 
A",o""r • A'M!'l't! l 
Afo4'!'MfN a AMy'tt; 
AM!,..,. _ AMY'ft' 
on ~flSIl U'-: "'''I!'C 

t~ :tAMnll(! ;LT~ 
t~ ,t A"''',(1(1 ,GT, 
fF ,tA"'t,CIq ,LT, 
IF rAMytlO .GT. 

C:O"'T'NIIF. 

AMOHI.'" 
A"'('IMAn 
AMt"'INl 
'MtIo4U' 

A"'~n~L • AH~MAX • AMOMIN 
'MrnirL • AMf"'Alt • A~T"'IN 

** S;'L'CT FND 
AMO' • A"'"MTN 
A",np • A"'""'AY 
AMlt • AlP~A + 8ETA*A~nl 
AMt2 • AlpWA • 8~T4.A~02 

At'!HUy _ 

A"'I",TN • 
A"'t"'A)! • 

*. r,nNVF.RT 1n SCREEN COnpn!NAT,s 
AMn,nx • ,~.~ I A~OnfL 
AMtTnV._ ,~:~ i AMIn!L 
Xl • '."'('If • AWOMT"" * 
v2 • r'M~~ • AMOMIN, • 
Vt • tAMT, • A",ZwIN, * 
VP • tAMY2 • AwlMtN' * 

AMOT/'ll 
AM('ITt'll! 
AloIyTnv 
A""TQV 

•• ~~L~eT X iND V tNCQF"'ENTS 
n'LTtlt • v; ; xl 
nElTAY • vP • vi 

AMO'I(' 
AMO tK' 
AMIrk) 
"'It tlO 

DflTi ~ A~~xi t ARS~DfLTAV', 
ltTNt • nELTAv I nELTA 

ABIHI'lEL fAV) ) 

VINe. nELrAV i nELTA 

*. PirPiORM Tw! ITFPATIVE 
X • ~t + ~;5 
y.yl+l.c; 
NSTfj~ • TNT~n'LTA' + ~ 
nn lA0 k.1:"'~TfP8 

PART OF THE no' PROCESS, STEP ALONr. LINE 

PII 
pp 
PP 
PP 
pp 
pp 
pp 
pp 
pp 
pp 
pp 
pp 
I'll 
pp 
pp 
pp 
PP 
PP 
1111 
liP 
PII 
PII 
pp 
pp 
PP 
pp 

""" eOR 
0~0 

01" 
02e 
010 
049 
050 
~be 

~70 
oe0 PI' 

PP ~CI~ 

pp leA" 
PII trIIHl! 
PI' 102f 
liP t03" 
pp 100e 
PP 105~ 
PI' tV'6? 
PI' laTa 
PI' II/Ifh~ 
pp 1"'00 
PP 1\01'1 
PP 1110 
pp 11 2111 
pp 1131! 
PP 11110 
PP tt5~ 
PI' ,'be 
III' 11111 
PI' 1,1'0 
pp uQe 

PI' 12"~ 



( 

e 

3f'1 
e 
e 

C 

f • tNf'lt; 
" • INTiV; 
*~ ~~n! PQtNT ON.L!~E !UNLES~ ~lI~PEP'. • . . 
TJ' 'tr.r.".t~.AND.tI.L~.~t~.~.I".(J.r.E.l~.ANO.(J.LE.37" 

+ SCPEFN (T,d' • MST,R 
~ II lC + lITNe 
v \I V + VTNC 

CON'ffNIlE 

** Pj'O? (I"n,NIl P(')I~T8 
I)n lIP" 1(8; ;N!II!e 

r II TNT' ~ANOt~' • lMON!N~ * AMOTnx + !;~ 
J • YNT~ ~AMltK' • AM!NrN~ * AMtTOV + 1.5 
S~PJ'EN ~t:J' II Kn 

eO'l'l'TNII! 

** O~f~T THF. seRf EN 
.loInTfC II te;m ~ 6P;P * AMODEL 
,M!Tfe II 6.A I 16.A * AMtDEL 
WPYT~ ~',~~~i ,LPHA;RET' .. 
WP1Tf '6,S18! ,MYIoiAV,CICR,ENtI,17"I.,,6t' 
no St" tNCH.t,6 

nn ~'fl!! .fJllt;5 
.j •• , • 6*INCH • JJ 

. ~~tT" - '6;5 11121 tSCIIIF.f!Ntt ,J" tat ,flU 
e"~lTtNUf 
J a '37 ;. UyNCH 
w~t~~ ~~,~3pJ 'MtM'lC.T~CH*ANtTTe,tsePEEN(I,J',I.l,hl' 

cnNTT~IfE 
Wt:ltT~ ~~,~~Bi t AM nMt N+ttNeH.,,*,MoTtC,INCHllt,71 
F"RNAT (/'H9;02X,4~~PLOT n, 1010 vs: MY trNCLUOI~G REGRESSION 

+ ;H~:02X;7~AlPH' IIf't~:aft2lC,6HA~TA .,F1S.41 
+ tH~.1~w.1101.',6(1~H+++++++++''ftw+' 

'OQM.f tiM f'~lt'F6~t,tHlf~lAt,tHt) 
'OIllN.f (1M f'6lt,tH+.61Al,tH+, 
~~~uiT (1101 ,;6ltI2H+I.6tl~~+++++++++"ftH.1 .. . 

+ 1101 ,~~lt,7'tA.ll 
+ ,~~,Q0lt~t7MVERTreAL A~TS. ~t,13lt,1~WHOIII!ZONTAL AXIS. MOl 
+ 1H~,~4~,1~W" nAfA POTNTI 
+ 1101 .54~,~1~* • RE~Qr9STON LrNfl 

OETIIRN 
["1/'1 

pp 1210 
PI' 1220 
pp 123R 
PI' 124a 
PI' 1250 
Pit 12U 
pp 1270 
PI' 12M!l 
liP 12QQI 

PP '3"''' 
PI' UUl 
liP t320 
PI' J H0 
pp 134~ 
pp 1350 
PI' 11M 
PI' t 370 
PI' 1381,1 
PI' UQ" 
PP 1"~~ 
1'1' 141 P. 
PI' IUA 
PP 1430 
PP 141.1:/1 
PP t4511l 
PI' 1/,J&9 
pp J 411(l 
PI' 1480 
PI' 140 0 
PP 15E'? 

UN!)/PP 1510 
PP t 5'11' 
PI' flBe 
PP 154", 
PP "liB 
PP l,fl0 
PI' t'l.i7., 
PP 11)(\0 
PI' 151J1i1 
Pili 1 f,"A 
PP 16111l 
PP 1621(l 
PI' Ull!l 

SUAPnuirN! R'A~lN t NS[C, KSFCN", AMO, AMt , R~ 10 
e A[ 2~ 
e RnUT'N~ Tn A,aD IN AND ~~WO.PRt~T TWe REGRESSION DAfA~ Rf l~ 
c: .••. , . RE /,J0 
r.***************************************************** ******************AE S~ 
r.. RE 6~ 
t! 11011'1 Tt:fT PF" *@ fA-w,O.Z, RE 10 

eOMMnN IH~'Di DATF~(4)fn!8'l,"R~t/'l~D),JVELOe,D'TEPC2),NPAGE,kL!NESR[ ~0 
ctMF~s~nN KS'C~O(1),AMOt,),IMrrl',RAWOATtl~,4),RUNTOTr19) AF qe 
lnG"A, TwqO~.ehAAf AF 1~0 
~ATA kT I iWT i R£ 11~ 

C Rf 12" 
C ** R~An rn,~iI'ICAT'ON rN'OR~ATrON RE 130 

107 
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tAIII 
C 

c 
r 

r. 
C 

R~An (~,t~A' ~RMT~,nISFL,IVEI OC,OATEM,DATEP,~RU~~,KTHROW,KCHAAT 
FOAMAT tUAU,V,AU,V,t2,X,UA4~X,1'4,X,J2,X,Al,V,Al' 
** s,T OUTLTFA AND ~AM UNITS FLAGS (_THROw. A~O .r.WAAT.l 
TWA"~ ~ :F&t"E; 
IF rKTwA~w .• F~, WTl TWAOw. ~TAUE: 
CWAA! 1!1 ."~!tl!, 
TF rKCWART .F~. KT' CHART:I .TRUE: 
** SFT I':I:'&UI T VALIIF OF NRUN8 
" r,.jPIlNS :GT: Ira, STOP t 
IF r:r~RLJaj" ;,'E; '" ;ANO~ t:NnT: TwROW)) NRUNS:I U 
r, ,,~QLJNS .~F. ~, .'~D. TWROW 'NAU~S. 5 
** AFT DEFAUlT VALUF OF rvELOr 
IF rTVFLOC :i E: q, TVELOc. SA 

** PRt~T PAG, wEADER 
CALL PAGEr ~ , 
roAL!. PiGE r ,. , 
WA IT! '"" t t;A; NRIJNS 
t' rTWDnW, WAyTF. t~,l~P' 
IF ':NQT:.TWAOW) WRtTE (b~t10' 
tFr~W'Rp. WAyTe t~,llJl1" 
rF r.NnT. CMtAT) WRITE t6,lQIll, 

RE 
RF 
RE 
AE 
RE 
RF 
~E 
RE 
RE 
RE 
AE 
RE 
Rf
AE 
RE 
RE' 
AE 
All: 
All: 

FnAMAT (/tw0.51X,21HI aj PUT D A T A II 
+ 1HP:~8x:QMTWERE AAE,t3~1I11W RUNS PER S~CTtON:' 

FnAM,T (1M ~;8X'11WONE OUTLYING AUN PER SECTynN WILL BE , 

RE 
RE 
A! 
AE 
RE 
RE 
AE + 

FORMiT 
FnRMAT 
FOAMAT 

IlIIwnISCAAnE,,: , 
(lH ~~ex,36wnUTLYt~r, RUNA WTLL NOT BE DISCARDED:' 
(1w ,~8X,4~HM'YS ~FTFR TNPUT U~tTS APE CHART I~CHES~/) 
Ow ,nx,lUWMAYS METEA r~PlIT UNITS ARE COUNTS~/) 

RE 
AE 
RE 

• 

+ 

** L"OR Tn AF,n AND PRnCEss DATA 5ECTTnN BV SECTION 
NSEC • A 
e!)NTTNI'IE 

N'IEr • N9FC + , 
RFAn t~:2;0;END=a"0' ~SECNOtNSFC1~AMOtNS~C), 

'rAAWDATtt;J"J."Ul,IlIt,~RUNS' 
~nR~AT ~Ji.~10:0;/(4Ft~:P') 

AE 
AE 
AE 
AE 
AE 
AE 
RE 
A£ 
A~ 
AE *~ ~ALCULATE T~E TOTAL MAYS MET~P RFAOING Fn~ EAC~ RUN 

M ;2P tlli,NRUNS 
PUNTOT~l' II RAWOATtt,t'+RA~DATtJ,2,+qAWDATCY,3).A'~OAT(!,4' 

CnNTINIiF 

AE 
RE 
AE 

*~ ~'LrUL~T~ A~ItNSEC'~ ELI~rNATIN~ T~E OUTLYr~G RU~ IF 
TnT • r.I.P 
n" "lit T.;,NRIJNS 

TnT II TOT + RIINTOTtr' 
rn~"'INII~ 
T~M~~T II TOT I FLoATtNRUNS) 
NnllTt • A 
Ii ~:NnT: T~ROw' GO Tn ~50 
~"lITL • , 

!If 
~Er.F.SSARE 

AE 
AI: 
~E 
AE 
A~ 

AF. 
RE 
Rt:: 

nn ,alii TII;,NRIINS 
TF ~ARitRUNTOT(I'_TFMPMrl .GT. AR9tRUNTOTCNOUTL).TEMP~r" 

NOIITL II I 

AF. 
FIE 
RE 

rnNTtNlIp: 
T~MPMT • "ToT _ RIiNTOTrNnUTUl I a:0 
A~!'NS~~' II T~MPMr 
yi ~CW'RTi A~rr~SECl II AMItNSECl * 32~0 
** DRrNT ~ATA ~OQ 9ECTTn~ 
r.aLi' PAt:F t ~QIJNS+3 , 

AF
AE 
AE 
RE 
RE 
RE 
AE 

PH' 
lSi! 
11,e 
17" 
1~0 
,qll! 
201111 
2t0 
2?0 
231il 
?a~ 

2~1II 
2 !II! 
27 III 
280 
j!q" 
1~1II 

310 
32~ 
330 
140 
:sse 
3M' 
17e 
3M 
He) 
upe 
anl 
42~ 

a 3111 
4a0 
a~0 

1.16" 
470 
a8V 
4C1Q! 
5AC>! 
51111 
520 
530 
51.1111 
55'" 
560 
570 
580 
sq" 
""" b19 
~2" 
630 
640 
fl5e 
bElli! 
610 
f)A0 
bCle 
70i! 
7t~ 
721! 
73:11 
741! 
15(11 



3UI 

C 
c 
e 
GA. 

~Df+E t6~~~~) ~S~CNO(NSEC"A~O(NSfr~,A~r(HSEC' 
Fn~wAT ~1~~,3AX,t4M8ECTInN NU"REA.I4,8~ MO _,F8.2, 

• . A~ ~t .,F~:2/' "n 133 t."NNIINS 
wAt~' ~6~3t~' CAAWOATCr,Jl.J_l.41,AUNTOTtl 1 
~OAM'T (51~,3rF6:t.1H +l.F6:t,2~ •• F6~t' 
" " ~~Q. NOUTL' wRtT~ C6,120' 
FOA~AT Ct H+,8qV,9WCnUTLlfA" 

cnNTINlIlf 

** '"I!);nF ';'L()9P 
TF 'NS,C :IT. 1" GO Tn 20~ 

*- Tno M&NY ~(cTrON8 
WRtT~ ~6'1!~i NSEC 
FnA ... T Ct~A;1"V,4~aNLv.u.I1'" S[CTtONS READ -.1 

+ 1M ,18W,12HANV AODITIONAL sECT!~ijS IG~OR~~~' 
RETI/AN 

** NnRNAL tnnp EXTT CEND~OF.FtlF' 
CnNTTNIJ! 
NSEr • NSFe ; i 
P[TUIiIN 
ENn 

AI!: ,,,,, 
A[ 770 
1:1 I! 7ge 
A[ n" 
Rf 8~" 
., 8U1 
AI! 112e 
RE 81" 
RE Ulil 
IE' 850 
A!' 86111 

109 

AE en 
AI: au 
AE Sge 
IE 902 
IE' ~u e , 
A! q211 
At 930 
A£, 94e 
AI!: 95'" 
Af! Q6P. 
AI! on 
IF Q~e 

Iff QQl1' 

At: t IHll! 

SURDnUTtNE III'STAR ( N8FC, KaECN", AMn, AM!, ALPHA, RETA 1 RF 
C RE 

,~ 

2P 
Sill 
aR 
5111 
foI," 

C pnJITTN~ Tn pru~T TMF.: AESrl'lUAL TAlllF •• S~CT!ON NUMeER, At! 
C 141, 140. MeT, AND ,..Ct_MO FOA EACIo! SEC nON. A! 
c ... . Ap: 
c.* •• *********************-******************.****************** •• ****.*R~ e Rt 
es TNPL ;C,.T ",AI *" ra-I",o-z, RF 

e 

r. 

• • 
+ 

nr"'~~s,oN WS'CNOtl)~AMOtl~,A~tt!' AF 

WAtTE ',6, tA"l 
FOA ... ,T (lHIA.S7 X.ttlWAESIOIIA, TA!lLEi 

1~~:37x;a~~'ECTIn~ ~AV~ ~FTEA 
ta~TFD ofstOU.LI 

EXPECT!!:!') 

i w :18lt ;"t4NlJ"'!:IFP; u ,aH tN tl ,rail. ~"'MO ,6)1 ,9HMn 

no 3C1UlJ r.,; N!lEt: 
Awe, • ~'~I(l' • lLP~A' 1 RFT. 
OFS _ A~CT ~ AMOtT' 

PPFnte, 

WQIiF ~4~~~0) KS~CNnfT'.A"'Tt".AMO'J"AMCt,oES 
FnRMAl ttl" .38x,r4,Ft2:1,Ft2:t.FI2~1,Fll~t) 

enNTTNuE 

liE 
R! 
Rt! 
Af' 
AE 
AF 
Af, 
AI: 
AF 
liF. 
A£ 
AE 
PE 
PE 
AF. 
AP.' 
AE 
AF. 

7" 
80 
qe 
1~~ 
1t0 
UP! 
tJIIl 
taG! 
l,)g 
lMI 
t71! 
11:1 Po 
lqCII 

2o" 
2'~ 
22C'! 
210 
2<Hl 
2'H'l 
2M' 
27A 
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( 

PAG! t 

••• ~* •• ~; •••••••• *.* •••••••••••• * ••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DTSTAte~i'IL!. j C'LI~AA~tON VELOCITY, 511 MPH 
~AH No:i ",.It.".A MAYS M!TEA AYH. St/23-25/BI/) 

P~OFtLO~rT!R RUNe JAN 8e ••••••••••••••••• *** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:r N PUT OAT A I 

T"ERE AHE Q AIJNS P!~ AE~TTQ"': 
OUTL VIN~ RIINS WILL NtlT ., nUC.HtnEn: 
MAyS MET!R tNPUT UNITS APE CnUNTS: 

stenON NUIo4A!A n 140 • 1l1J:22 Nt • 21J:09 

3~B • II;~ • 13;A + "~,, • J0.11 
ill,'" • 1,e + 10,'" • 5,0 • 28.0 
.a,a .. II," • 15," • 3,8 • 21.8 
2.9 • 8.9 • 1Q.a • ilI.e .. 313.11 

SECTtON NuwRER 4'5 MO • .. fa:tl "'I • 263: 5e 

n;! ... 1y;QI • 2&;" .. aU.A • 7t,1/) • 
.. 1t.0 + 112:'-' • 11 .8 • "6." • 258.9 
11;e + 8'T,f/I • t'4;" • 3S~B • 2".A 
'''.9 • 1I1.A • 1114.'" • ,,'.8 • 212.1/) 

SeCTIDN NUMIIEQ 4A 140 • l'U: It" 141 • n4!.,! 

3t~'" • 2°·S • 1'l1li;9 • 23;9 • 108.8 
U,S • 2Q'A • 24," • 24.1 • US." , 
2',9 • :!S." • 27,9 • 22;0 • t"t." 
21t.", • 3t.a • ~4.9 • U." • 10'1." 

!lreTtoN NUMA!1t 4t "'I') • .2.:,,, ... t • j43:59 

39;" • 3.·~ • 40;0 .. 28~1/) • t 41.A 
n," • 3~'9 + 36,0 • 31.0 • \42.0 
3'," .. St'£9 .. !q,,,, .. 3l~" • 146.0 
42.e • 3l~1!I • n.B • :n." • 143." 

SECTION NIINA!!" 43 Mn • ilJl.I:"5 Nt • t 12:~" 

21.1;" • l5·~ + ]4;'" • !9~9 • t"'.0 
!6.A .. 24 :" .. 3~.fI • 21 ,111 • l1f1.1J 
n~0 • ~2,A • S1;_ .. 31," • t B.B 
23~o .. tIJ.0 • 3A.'" • 31'1.0 • 110.9 

s!eTTON NII~A!'t:f , Mn • '5':29 NI • 3f1:59 

4~0 • 1-OJ • 14;'" • U~B • llJ.0 , 
0. 01 • 0,'" • h'IJ,B • 10.1/) • 38.11 

'1~" .. 1,9 • 11,O .. 8.1'1 • 10.9 
't~" • 8.111 • 1."" • ~~0 • 34.1'1 



III 

*******~**********~***************.*** •• ***************************** 
DTsT~,e~ivTL!' 1 C'LIBRATION Y~LDetTV. S0 MPH 
MA~ ND:. 07.Qe13.' ~lY~ METE~ RUNI 01/2S-2S/89 

. . .. .• PDO'ILO~[T!A AUN. JAN S0 
********************************************************************* 

neTIo .... NUMSEA 49 14" • 55:56 14% • 25:00 

b;'" • S"c:! • 15~1'II • '7~a • 26.0 
!".A • A'A • 6,111 • 5." •. 21J.1IJ 
'7~A • 1'A • 4,0 • 7,0 • 21.111 
8." • 5~0 • A.0 • tt .0 • 28.0 

~EeTIO"" NII",R!R 3" 14" • ,113:30 104% • 215:25 

44;~ • S~;IIJ • "~;0 • 58;" • 216." 
at ,!:9 • '1," .. '!'~,e • u,e • 2u~e 
43," • !IJ,IIJ • 7b," • 56," • 21111,0 
1!1." • !l.9 • n.0 • 62." • 225.9 

SECTION NU .. 8ER '38 "0 • 123:l5q HI II q8;75 

21;" • ~i·0 • 2"~" • 26~" II t 1111. e 
~3.P • 24'CII • 24,CII • 21,0 • q,.e 
2~~a • n:" • 21,0 • 2"." • qq." 
;t13.1'1 • 12.8 • 28.0 • ZIiI.B • 4".11 

fI!CTION NU .. ,,!R 12 "0 • 64:415 14! • 15:"~ 

u~" • ~·R .. ,,'III .. q;" • 33.11J 
"'1lI 

., 
38.0 It ,I!! • • 5,8 • 15,0 • 

11, " .. j'" • s," • 19.0 • lS.0 
12. " • q~0 • 6.9 • q.~ • 3~.p 

SECTION NU .. ~I!'R 32 MO.· 22:114 141 • tl:00 

3~" • ,'" .. ';0 • 2:" • Ii. " , 
IpA • 1," • 1, t!I • 4,0 • q.1J 
t,CII .. "," .. 2,0 • 4,0 • 12.21 
t.0 • 4.0 • t.0 • 6.0 • 12.0 

SECTION NU .. AER UJ MO • 3IJ:Qq M! • 18:150 

1;111 .. 1;R • ";0 • ',0 • '!l.e '.9 • '3,A • 2,121 • S,A • 17~0 
1;1'11 • 5," .. S,0 .. 4.0 • 18." 
1;21 • 3." .. &.0 • 8~0 • 18 ." 

<;Er1IO~1 ~lIJt.!AI::A 13 ,..n • ;03:2~ 141 • 84:50 

11;" .. 1"'~ .. t'P; QI .. l:5~0 • 83." 
tlJ.R .. I"" • iQ.0 .. S'7." • 8"~0 
15~9 • 1"0 • 1q~", .. 11~0 • 82.0 
2111.'" • 16~" • l!C'I.0 .. 2q." • 85." 

( 
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( 

PAG! 3 

*******~**********~~************~*~********************************** 
nt8?Qre?i'tL!1 7 CALIAQATt"N Y!L"eITVi sq MPH 
N,U No:i ~,.q8'J.A M'V~ ~!T!Q _UNI 0t/21-25/,S 

•••• , • • '. • .'" .' I ' • P~O'tt.OMnU RUN. JAN U 
********************************************************************* 

~!eTION NUMBER 14 

12;" • 
nrC!! • 
11,111 • 
12.9 • 

steTION NUMBER t! 

te~" • t6," • 
20,111 • 
2t.I • 

SECTION NUNBER 1; 

18;0 • 
n,A • 
atl.0 • 
U~0 • 

sEeTto~ NUN~!R 1~ 

8~" • 
8 t li' • 
fI,1 • 

tB.0 + 

sreTION NUN8ER 15 

'1;" • 
28,10' • 
2'." + 11.8 • 

s!eU(HI NIIM'U!R " 

f8~0 • 1ft," • 
t#),0 • 
t'.111 • 

SECT tON NUMBER 5 

2~1II ~ 
3~~ • 
",~ . 
G.", • 

iii" • 
j8;11 • 
U','" • q,,, • 

8.1i1 • 

140 • 

Ii-III • 
is'l!! • 
13:111 • 
tf." • 

ei"" • , 
h,t! • le," • 21." • 

it;1II • h," • 
12,m • 
4.8 • 

NO • 

,",0 • 

u:u 
fI:' • ct." • 
~;'" . fl.'" • 

e;1II • 
~.I/I + 
~~" . 8.'" • 

u;" • 
11,1 • 
u,e • 
tb.(II • 

51: tq 

1'-;m • 
'," . 12,11 • 
Q.I!J • 

11;0 • )".'" . 
1~,111 • 
3,.9 • 

l1;e • 
14,1 • 
't.I'I • 
12:11 + 

U~:53 

lilY • 

~,0 • 
6.0 • 
'~B • 
Q.0 • 

141 • 

Q~t!I • 
'7.1 • 
lG~" • 
~.0 • 

Mt • 

1':0(11 

31,0 
le." 
15," 
18,1 

ae:n 
41.9 
47,11 
51.8 
4~.B 

f2;0. 75.0 
2Q.~ • t"I11.1'11 
2t~l. 88.0 
,A.". 70.0 

141 • 

12;" • 
,8,0 • 

''',III • o.t!I • 

43.1 
3Q.t!I 
43,1 
36, QJ 

Mt. 1110:50 

lIIJ~lII. 113.111 
G"~III • 144,8 
10,1 • t4t,0 
3'7." • 144~1II 

Nt • 

8~0 • "',13 • 
tl," • 15.'" • 
1'41 • 

7~0 • 
~~" . 
3.0 • 
~~0 • 

53:11 

52,8 
54,0 
51,8 
58.0 

14:25 

15.0 
t4.a 
14." 
14." 
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P.G! " 
T[)tAS HIGHWAY DrpARTM!~T ; ~AvS Ate!' ~fT!R CALt~AAftO~ 

***t***.;*********!***************.***-****************************** 
otSfRleT/'IL!' ~ CALIARATtnN Y~LOCtf¥. 51 MP~ 
M,M ~o:i I'.~S'!.A MAYI MfTfA RUNt at123-25/88 

. P~O'tLO~!TEP PUNt JAN 80 
*************************-********.-.******************************** 

sreTION ~U~BEA 1 NO • 52:1\1 Mt • 12:75 

tA~" .. ,:1Il .. 6;a .. '7~0 • 33,1 
6," .. il'" • •• 8 .. fI.0 • 3111,8 
',8 .. t,,'o • 5:0 .. ~," . 3te8 

tB," .. t3~" + 5.8 .. 9.8 • 3'7,8 

!!CUDN NUMSER .. 1110 • t83:42 ""f • 68:al 

2111;a + is'" • 22;e .. i.~ •• n,e 
21,0 + 14'. • n,e • 12,1 • 64,B 
1.3.8 • Il's .. t1,8 + til, " • tt7,8 
23,B .. n~1 + 16.B + Itt," • tt8,111 

seenON "'tJ~"!R 2 MO • 181S:~6 MI • 130: 25 

3'5;" + 2'-" + ii!1;B .. 42~8 • 131,8 
3'5~" • 

, 
24,a • 14 r " .. lit," • 134,111 

3tt~" + 21,'" .. 2t.C11 + U,fit • 124,8 
36.111 + 13.8 • 2t:12I • 42,18 • 132,8 

s!eTlON NUMS!'R 7 1010 • 11 :~! Nt • 10:'58 

2;a • l'" • 2;111 • t," • 1,0 , 
2,11 • 2," • 1.0 • 1Ji.'" • U,I! 
2,,, • 1,B • 2;" + 4,a • 11 ,e 
4.9 • 2.a + 3.1'1 • A.!!l • 11," 

s!eTtnN NIJ"'SEA n NO • , u: 8. 
"'" • n: 75 

:u;'" • u·., • 1Ii" '" • ttt;1!I • 73,0 , , 
31,a • tt,'" • \5 f 0 • t3~0 • 715.0 
28,0 • 14,0 + l'5,et • 16.a • 73,'" 
12.8 • U." • 16.8 • 14:" • 14.' 

sECTION NUMseR 1 MO'. n:olJ MI • n:5' 

tl ;, • t i'" • • ;a + 2a;A • 51,B 
la," • ll'~ + II.a • t4.0 • 415,111 
12,8 + 13'", + ,;0 + !O~B • 53," 
12,9 • tt !" • 8." + 1f1,8 • 4.," 

SleTtON ~u","EA 28 "'0 • 45:74 ""I • 30:25 

8;11 + '-0 + ,;" + t2,0 • n,g 
,,o + 4'01 • lCl,a • tI!J, B • 31,9 
Sf" • S'I! • 1,91 + 13,0 lit 28,0 
',9 • 5!" • A." + tl1l,l1I • 30,(11 

( 
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PAGE 5 

*******~**********~*****************~******************************** 
D79TQICT;'!L!1 T C'Lr8'Afln~ VELOCITYI 5~ MPH 
~RM ~n:i g,.qa'1-A MaYS METER RUNt B1/2J-25/89 

, . , . . , .. P~O'!Lo,:,nE" RUNt JAN ~g 
********************************************************************* 

Io4T 

sty 

R!QR!SSInN VARIARL!I. 

PRo'tLF;n!RtV~D MAYSM~!,R SIMULAT10N USED,AS THE 
CALI~RA't~N STANOARn rcnU~TS PER .2 MILE'. 

ACTUAL OAW READINGS O~ fW' ~AYSM!T£R TO ~! CALIBRATED 
renUNT~ PER :~ MtL!': 

PR£nICT~D NI BABED ON M~. 

PREDICT'O HO 8A8!0 ON ~T ~CALIR'AT!O MAVSM!T!R 
R£AO!Nr.': 

REICALINr. 0' Mel TO PD~~t~T TH! PRESENT SERVICEABILITY 
INO!~~ TH£ RELATIONSHIP aETWE!N Mcr AND SIV w'S 
DERIVED INDEPENOfNTlY ~, TMIS R~GR!SSION AND lSI 

*******************************************.************************* 

R!GRESSlnN R,SULTS. 

NUMBF.R 0' SECTIONsi 
MEAN MOl 
11EA., "'II 

ALPHA. 
ClETAi 

21 
1~t~51 
13,71 

-b;b251 
.1qt5 

~5 P~PC~NT enN~!O!Ne, 'NT!RViLSI 
.tq;~a c ALPHA c b,37 

.~~ c ~!TA c .Aq 

STANnARn !RROR 0' TN;!"CrPT, 
8TAN~APO [RROR 0' ~LnP" 

P~S~I'IAREOt 
ST'N~ARD !RROR 0' REsIDUALS. 

• 
• 

';'~:u~i 

A:l;"''' 
• 
• 

b~3333 
~"r;05 

:~0"8 
tq,3363 



( 

"'G! ft 

*******t!*********.**.************.*.·****·*·**********.*******.***** 
nTST~rCT/'tl!' , C'LIR~lTrnN VELOCITYt 58 ~PH 
WQW ~~:i ~1-~813.l MAYS M'T!A PU~t eil!S-IS/Se 

. . . , . ' .. ' ,PIt,,'tlOI-lETn RUNt J~N 8A 
********************************************************************* 

e'Lt"AiTrO~ Tl~L~ 

""EDTC;!~ "10 
fNer. 
Hit;'! 
't~,11 

It"·,' 
~~!,~ 

~"." !1h~ 
2'9,' ?t,-," 
~"'~ 19«,11 
t81! .. CJ 

i1~;~ 
!~." " 
!"I11t,~ 
14e,! 
!4l,~ 
lHt~ 
tI1 •• 
i2t~" -Htt,! 
1 till,! 
t00:1 'ct,a 
QIl,1 
R!,! 
!Ill,! 
tllh I 
7"" 
'1t~ 
It!," 
6~,~ 
58,. 
1IJ0,0 
lJ1rf' 
41, , 
a~,/J 

n,b 
JIII.~ 
'J~,,, 

2-,111 
2~t~ "1,1 
~1,~ ",(,' 
lI,a 

.1'1 

SIV 
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PAGE 1 

******.~ •• *****.**; ••• * ••• *.*** ••• **.*.*** •• **.* •••••••••••••••••• * •• 
OT8T~rCTi'JL!t ; CiLIBAATInN VELOCITYI SA MPH 
~~M NO:. a,.Q"1.A MaYS M!T!A RUNt 01/23.25/89 

P;O'tLOM!T!A RUNI JAN &8 
•••••• * ••••••••• **~ •••••••••••• *~*~ ••• **** •• *.**.*.*.*.* ••••• * ••••••• 

AntOL/Ai: fUL!' 

I!CTtON MivS ~!T!P EX'EeTIrD PREDICTED R!SII)UAL 
NlI""f~ (MU 14(1 "'0 (MC!) 140 

1" 2"-" ","z 45'" .20;2 
4'5 JPEl1:! l~A:t 31Jl: 3 1,2 
44 104,. ~1° ~ 140,1 .70,2 
1I1 ! 1I3,! t2~:2 1"",1 69 ,5 
U 112," t15 4 ,9 149," e5," 

9 :Sft,'S 150 i! !O,'S .0,1 
40 2!1 " 155'" 40 " -15,6 
l" ;US!3 21":3 2MI:] 62,O 
38 9",8 lU," 133,t .9,5 
i2 n.e fo4.4 !f2.6 -it ,9 
n 1 i -" 2:-';6 22;3 ,e,4 
HJ lA'S ,IJ 5 ",1 .:s,1 
1:5 '40!5 Un:3 1115.1 11,9 
til 31~" ~",T 'S1S;t .t',5 
15 08,' 

t" • 
6",3 4,] 

'31 85,S 1t~:8 1\6,4 5,5 
36 4Q.5 '3 2 1J9.2 6," 
3'J fo,,;, i~,!;3 189;9 .9,4 

8 1$1,8 1S9 " 16,1 11,3 
5 14,5 'fI'. 2',. 1,8 
3 52,8 ~2'~ CI",' .],1 
6 686 iR!!4 04 3 .9, I 
2 ill!] 1!',6 112: 9 e12," 
1 U:1,S It • 21,6 9,8 

n 11,A iU'9 1~1.6 el,3 
1 49,5 115'9 ''';" -15,8 . , 

28 3".3 4'5.1 4".6 .9 



PAG! IS 

, .• • , I'· . ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
nf8TRtCT/~tL,.. ~ C'LI~~&Ttn~ vr.LOC!TVI !8 MPH 
~A~ N~:i 8,.'1813.' MAV8 MEf!R RUN. Rt/2J-Z5/e0 

· • . . .. , , , •. ,P~O'lL"Nn!lt RU~I J4N 8B 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

ar.T& • 
, •• , • ~ '" • •• - • , 1 "". • .... •• ., ',;. " • 

· + •••••••••••••• + ••• +., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a.s:!, o. 
• •• • • • • • •• • • 

• •• U'.,. 
• • • • 

• •• "'1.2. 
+ • • 
• 

' .. ".,.fI. 
• • • • 

• • q4.81 

o 

o • 
•• 

•• •• • 0 *. t') •• 

• 

o 

" 

-•• 

•• •• 
• •• 

• •• 
•• • 

.- • • • • + 
• • • • • • 
+ 
• • • • • • • • 
t 

.. 00.. • 

•• • ..0 . 
• •• 0 • 

• •• • • 5'-.~. 0 •• 0 t 

• 0 • ~ onn • 
• 0.0 " • · .0. 
• (') .0 • 

11ll;Iri.q'*.n .. . .».,....... .. • 
·,·········,+·······.,······t·+,·········,·········,·· .•.•.•.•• 1t.8 ••• ~ t2t.] t1~.0 aJ~.1 285.4 s.a~t 

~ORrlONT'L lXlS' NO 

o • IU;o. .,,!NT 
• • R!OR"lrON Lr~! 
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APPENDIX D 

RMSVA ROUGHNESS SIGNATURES OF THE 
AUSTIN TEST SECTIONS 





a a 

9J.00 

a a 
II;" 

a a 

20. 00 

RUST I N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 1 
HRM: 15.0 SIVa 3.22 

DASHED LINE I~fdR RPR 80 TEST 

fO. 00 60. 00 ao. 00 1 boo 00 120. 00 1 fa. 00 
BASE LENGTH (FEET) 

RUST I N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 2 
HRH: 110.4 SIVa 1.62 

DASHED LINE IS faR APR 80 TEST 

===--

~-----T------~----~-----'------~----~----~ 9J.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 ItO.OO 
BASE LENGTH (FEET) 
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• < 

AUST I N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 3 
MRM. 54 .. 9 SIVa 3.70 

OASHEO<LINE IS fOR APR 80 TEST 

a 
a 
~'~.-0-0----2~·b-.-00----4~~0-.0-0----6T~0-.0-0----8T~0-.0-0----ITO-0.-0-0---JT2-0.-0-0--~J40.00 

a 
a 

a 
a 

91.00 20.00 

BASE LENGTH (FEET) 

AUSTIN TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 5 
HRM: 19.4 SIV, 4.65 

DASHED LINE IS fOR APR 80 TEST 

40. 00 80. 00 80. 00 100. 00 120. 00 140. 00 
BASE LENGTH (FEET) 



i 
I ' , 

. 
" . 

I " 
! 
\ 
I • 
i " i '"." 
f 

a o 

RUST I N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 
HRH a 107. 5 S I V t 2. 55 

DASHED LINE IS f~R APR 80 TEST 

- === --- === 

6 

Mr----~------~----~----~~----~----_T----__ 
".00 20.00 40.00 80.00 ao.oo 100.00 120.00 i40.00 

BASE LENGTH (FEET) 

RUSTIN TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 7 
HRHa 12.4 SlY: 4.81 

DASHED LINE IS FOR APR 80 TEST 

o o 
~'~.-00-----2~0.-0-0--~40~.-0-0---8~0-.-00----a~0-.0-0----1~00-.-0-0--~12~0-.-00--~140.00 

BRSE LENGTH (FEET) 
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ct 
ct 

.n" 

." 

AUSTIN TEST (APR 61) -- SEC. 
HAHI 57.7 SIV. 3.63 

DASHED LINE IS faA APA 80 TEST 

~f\ .. __ ~ __ .. --~-----------~-------~----------~----__ ~ f\..-------- --------

6 

8~------~----~--__ ------~----~----_r--__, 
,.. 00 20. 00 .0. 00 60. 00 80. 00 1 boo 00 120. 00 lfO. 00 

BRSE LENGTH CFEET) 

AUST I N TEST (APR 61) -- SEC. 9 
HAM: 54.2 SIV: 5.72 

DASHED LINE IS FOR APR 80 TEST 

93.00 20.00 .0.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 If 0.00 
BASE LENGTH (fEET) 



a a 

~.OO 

a a 

a 
a 

20.00 

AUSTIN TEST (APR 81l -- SEC. 10 
MRM. 25.8 SIVa 4.47 

DASHED LINE IS F~R APR 80 TEST 

40.00 60. DO 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 
BASE LENGTH (FEET) 

AUST 1 N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 12 
HRM; 63.0 SIVe 3.50 

DASHED LINE IS FaR APR 80 TEST 

H------.----~r_----~----~----_.----~~--~ 
91.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 

BASE LENGTH (FEET) 
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AUST I N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 13 
HRHa 112.4 SIV, 2.'6 

DASHED LINE IS fOR APR 80 TEST 

_0 r---------------en'" l 
ft IJ 

o \ 
LLI 
\0-
ct." 
EN 
;:.:-
(/) 
LLI 

91.00 

Q 
Q 

.no 

Q 
Q 

20.00 .0.00 SD. 00 80.00 100.00 120.00 uo. 00 
BASE LENGTH (FEET) 

AUST I N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC.. 14 
HRH t 76. 5 S I V 2 3 .. 18 

DASHED LINE IS fOR APR 80 TEST 

-

.+-----~----~------r_----~----_r----~----__, 
9J.00 20. DO 40.00 SO. 00 80.00 100.00 120.00 ltD. 00 

BASE LENGTH (FEET) 



(2 
(2 

~.,. 

o 
(2 

91.00 

(2 
(2 . .,. 

20.00 

RUST I N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 15 
HRH: 81.0 SIVa 3.08 

DASHED LINE IS FftA APR 80 TEST 

40. 00 SO. a~ 80. 00 
BASe LENGTH (FEET) 

100. 00 120.00 140.00 

AUSTIN TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 19 
HAHI 64.8 SIV: 3.45 

DRSHED LINE IS FOR RPR 80 TEST 

;~~----------------~-----
c 
UJ 
~ 

a:.,. 
2:", 
- !~ .. 
en 
1IJ 

(2 
(2 

91.00 20.00 40. 00 80. 00 80. 00 100. 00 120. 00 1.0. 00 
BASE LENGTH (FEET) 
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. 
" 
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a a . 
'" 

a 
a 

AUSTIN TEST (APR 811 -- SEC. 23 
"RHa 42.1 SIVa 4.04 

DASHED LINE IS F~R APR 80 TEST 

~'~.-OO-----2r~0.-OO----~40~.-0-0--~6~--QO----8~0-.O-0----lT~0-0.-O-0---lr~20-.-00--~140.00 

a 
a 
","" 

a 
a 

9).00 20.00 

BASE LENGTH (FEET) 

AUSTIN TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 28 
"RH: 46.1 SIVa 3.93 

DASHED LINE IS FOR APR 80 TEST 

40.00 80.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 ltD. 00 
BAS~ LENGTH (FEET) 



" ~ 
I 
~ 

t 
i 

f 
~ , 

I 
& 
t 

t 

t , 
\ 

a 
AUSTIN TEST (APR 811 -- SEC. a 

HRM. 26.7 SIV.4.45 
DASHED LINE IS FaA APR 80 TEST 

_a 
en": 

N 
Q 
LIJ .... 
et..,. 
:EN -. .... -en 
LIJ 

a a 

".00 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 
BASE LENGTH (FEET) 

a 
~ AUSTIN TEST (APR 811 -- SEC. 
..,. ~ HRMI 19.7 SIV. 4.64 

DASHED LINE IS faR APR 80 TEST 

~. 

II 

32 

HO.OO 

33 . 

~·~.-OO-----2r~0.-oo----.~·b-.0-0----8~~0.-0-O---8~0-.-OO----1~~00-.-0-0--~12~~-0-0--~1.0.00 
BASE LENGTH (FEET) 

129 



.. 

~ ; 
! • 
f 

t , 
• 
.i 
t 
I 

f 
f 

I -

t. 

~" 

i 

I 
~ 

~ 
I! 

i 
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AUST I N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 34 
HAHI 27.7 SIVa 4.42 

~.~ 
--------------------

o o 
c\+.-OO---2"1""'O.-0-0--..... :.0.-O-O---.SOr-".-00--o-e-r·b-. -OO--1"T'0-O.-0-0--1T"20-.-00----.140. DO 

0 
0 . 
lit 

lit 

"" • '" 

o o 

BASE LENGTH (FEET) 

AUST I N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 35 
HAHa 217.9 SIVa 1.15 

DASHED LINE IS F~R APR 80 TEST 

-----,..---

M---~---~--_r--__.---,-----r--~ 
91.00 20.00 .0.00 GO. DO eo. DO 100.00 120.00 1.0.00 

BASE LENGTH (FEET) 



. . . AUSTIN TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 36 
HRH I 34. 1 SIVI '.2S 

DASHED LINE IS faR APR 80 TEST 

:~ ~---..-----.-----------------... --. 
-fit I 
:"'1 
I&J ... 
i." 
_N .. ...... 
en 
UJ 

o 
o:~ ____ ~ ____ ~------r---~'-~--~~~~~~~, 
c:b.oo 20.00 '0.00 80.00' 80.011. lbo.oo 120.00 ltO.OO 

BASE LENGTH (FEET) 

AUSTIN TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 37 
HRHI 78.9 SIVI S. IS 

DASHED LINE IS faR APR 80 TEST 

v - --. .J1II" ------- --------
.,tr ------------------

_0 I 
enU:. 
eN I 
~ .J 
ct." 
EN -. ' ...... 
en 
UJ 

o o 
N------r----~------~----~----~------__ --___ 

".00 20.00 '0.00 80.00 80.00 lbo.oo 120. 00 ltO. 00 
BASE LENGTH (fEET) 
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. . . 
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a 
a 

a 
a 

RUSTIN TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 40 
MRMa 57.2 SIVa 3.65 

DASHED LINE IS F~A RPA 80 TEST 

~+.-00-----2rO.-0-D---4'D-.-00----8~Q-.Q-Q----8Qr.-D-Q---'lQ-Q-.OO----lT2-~-Q-Q--~1'Q.QO 

a 
o 

~. an 

o 
o 

BASE LENGTH (FEET) 

RUST 1 N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 41 
HRM: 127.2 SIV: 2.21 

DASHED LINE IS fOA APR 80 TEST 

-'-='- --

.+-----~----~------~----_r----_.------~----~.~ 
9b.00 20.00 .0.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 

BASE LENGTH (FEET) 



, 

I 
~ 

I 
; 
L 

I 
~ 
f 

f 
I 

i 
I: 
j , 

II 
r ' , , 

r 

, 
~ 
t 
1 

I 

a 
a 
:. en 

-~ 
(I) N' 
c 

AUST I N TEST (APR 81) -- SEC. 43 
HRH. 181.6 SIVa 1.49 

DASHED LINE IS FOR APR 80 TEST 

a:~ t::,-- -------------
en ---%N -. t--

(I) 

&.aJ 

a 
a 
~T.-OO-----2~O-.-OO----4~O-.-OO----'6Q-.-OO----~80r.-O-O----l0~O-.-O-O---lr20-.-0-0---'140.00 

a 
a 

BASE LENGTH fFEET) 

AUSTIN TEST (APR 81] -- SEC. 44 
HAM: 205.8 SIV: 1. 26 

DRSHED LINE IS FOR APR 80 TEST 

....------- --- --- ---
~'~.-O-D----2~O-.-OQ----'4Q-.-OO----'60-.-0-0--~80r.-O-O----l~Oo-.-O-O---lr20-.-0-0---'140.00 
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